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**Box 1A**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence with W.C. Wentworth (file labeled ‘Politics Wentworth’). Includes newspaper cuttings, pamphlets, correspondence and other material mainly on political matters, concerning Colin Clark and W.C. Wentworth (150 items):

1. W.C. Wentworth, Member for Mackellar, ‘This Slumflation Budget’ [speech], [October 1974?], 9p
2. ‘New Proposals for 1971 Budget – Operation 1 July, 1972’, 1p
5. Letter to Hon. W.C. Wentworth, Minister of Social Services, 8 Jul 1971, 4p [two tables] [note on letter: ‘PU’, ‘PU’=Public Finance]
6. Rough drafts of tables attached to previous letter, 2p, handwritten
8. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 21 Jul 1971, 1p
9. Letter from Ronald F. Henderson, Director, Institute for Applied Economic and Social Research, University of Melbourne, 12 Jul 1971, 1p [2 copies]
12. Rough draft of table attached to previous letter, 1p, handwritten
13. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, Minister for Social Services, 6 Oct 1970, 1p
15. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, Minister for Social Services, 19 Oct 1970, 1p
16. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, Minister for Social Services, 26 Jun 1968, 1p [re: the breakdown of the aristocracy and problems with the United Nations]
17. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, Minister for Social Services and Minister-in-Charge of Aboriginal Affairs, 22 Aug 1968, 1p [re: CC’s visit to Australia and the possibility of his working as an advisor to his department]
23. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 28 Nov 1961, 1p
24. Open letter to all candidates at the Federal Elections 1961 [re: danger of nuclear war], 2p [signed by C.B. Christesen, C. Manning Clark, Patrick White and Judith Wright, among others]
28. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 10 Feb 1961, 1p
32. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 15 Mar 1959, 1p [re: possible contract with Sydney Morning Herald]
33. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 20 Feb 1959, 1p
35. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 15 Sep 1960, 1p [commenting on above paper]
36. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 6 Jan 1959, 1p
38. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 8 Dec 1958, 1p
40. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 26 Mar 1958, 2p [re: international situation]
41. W.C. Wentworth, ‘International Situation’ [speech in House of Representatives], 7 Nov 1957, 2p
42. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 28 May 1957, 1p
43. Newspaper cutting: Claude McKay, ‘This Week’s Boloney’, Truth, 14 Apr 1957, p. 18 [article on men’s fashions with comments on Wentworth]
44. W.C. Wentworth, ‘The Middle East Crisis and After’, 27 Nov 1956, 11p
45. Letter to Father Corbishley, S.J., Campion Hall, Oxford, 24 Apr 1956, 1p
46. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 9 Apr 1956, 1p
47. W.C. Wentworth, speech in House of Representatives on Income Tax and Social Services Bill, 3 May 1956, [from Hansard?], pp1738-1741
48. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 12 Apr 1956, 1p
50. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 5 Apr 1956, 1p
51. Letter to Sir Francis Simon from W.C. Wentworth, 5 Apr 1956, 2p [re: international situation]
52. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 12 Jun 1956, 1p [re: threats posed by nuclear arms]
53. Telegram from W.C. Wentworth, 17 Dec 1956, 7p [re: invasion of Hungary and proposed UN action]
54. Letter from Ivone Kirkpatrick, Foreign Office, 11 Jan 1955, 1p [re: invitation to meet Wentworth]
55. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 2p [letterhead: ‘Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, United Kingdom Branch’]
56. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 17 Jan 1955, 1p [re: testing of nuclear weapons]
57. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 1p [letterhead: ‘Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, United Kingdom Branch’]
60. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 3p [aerogramme, letterhead: ‘Qantas Empire Airways Limited’]
61. Letter to British Broadcasting Corporation, 23 Dec 1954, 1p
64. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 11 Oct 1954, 1p
68. Letter to Walter Lippman, 22 Jul 1954, 1p [introducing Wentworth and mentioning his role in the Petrov affair]
69. Letter to Senator Paul Douglas, 22 Jul 1954, 1p
72. Letter to Randolph Burgess, Under-Secretary to Treasurer, Washington, 22 Jul 1954, 1p
73. Letter to Morris Johnson, National City Bank, New York, 22 Jul 1954, 1p
74. Letter to Robert Hutchins, 22 Jul 1954, 1p
75. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 10 Jul 1954, 1p
76. Letter from W.C. Wentworth to Paul Palmer, Reader’s Digest, San Remo, Italy, 10 Jul 1954, 1p
77. Letter from Paul Palmer to W.C. Wentworth, 24 Jun 1954, 2p
78. Letter from Paul Palmer to W.C. Wentworth, 5 May 1954, 1p
79. Letter from W.C. Wentworth to Paul Palmer, 3 Jun 1954, 2p
80. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 26 Mar 1954, 1p
81. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 4 Mar 1954, 2p
82. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 23 Feb 1954, 1p [re: Ivone Kirkpatrick]
83. Letter to Colin Clark from Walter Lippmann, New York Herald Tribune, 18 Feb 1954, 1p
84. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 23 Dec 1953, 2p
85. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 5 Jan 1954, 2p
86. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 10 Feb 1954, 2p
87. Letter to Walter Lippmann, 10 Feb 1954, 1p
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| 88. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 15 Dec 1953, 1p |
| 89. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 10 Dec 1953, 1p |
| 90. | W.C. Wentworth, ‘Notes on Eisenhower’s Speech to U.N.O.’, 8 Dec 1953, 1p |
| 91. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth to Amos J. Peaslee, American Ambassador, Canberra, 10 Dec 1953, 1p |
| 93. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 25 Nov 1953, 1p |
| 94. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth to Rt. Hon. R.G. Menzies, Prime Minister, Canberra, 5 Nov 1953, 2p |
| 95. | ‘Comments on Pachydermus Article—East Europe 22 Oct’, [1953?], 3p |
| 97. | Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 5 Dec 1953, 1p [letter notes the birth of CC’s 9th child and first daughter] |
| 100. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 1p |
| 101. | Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 15 Sep 1953, 1p |
| 103. | Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 18 Jul 1953, 2p |
| 104. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 28 Jan 1953, 1p [re: Selkirk Panton] |
| 105. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 16 Feb 1953, 1p [re: P.M.S. Blackett] |
| 107. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 8 Nov 1951, 1p [re: abolition of means test for old age pension] |
| 108. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 24 Sep 1951, 1p |
| 111. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth to the Editor, nd, 1p [enclosing proposed amendments] |
| 112. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth to Dr. Stratford Sheldon, 8 Oct 1951, 2p |
| 113. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 7 Aug 1951, 1p [enclosing comments on a memo by CC, 8 Aug 1951, 2p] |
| 114. | Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 22 May 1951, 1p |
117. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 8 Aug 1945, 1p [re: the invention of the atomic bomb]
118. W.C. Wentworth, ‘Stop the Bomb Plants Spreading’, nd, 4p
119. Letter from Molentov to Comrade Stalin [actually by W.C. Wentworth], 25 Dec 1945, 9p
120. W.C. Wentworth, ‘Is There a Catch in Russia’s Disarmament Offer?’, 18 Oct 1954, 4p
121. W.C. Wentworth, speech on atomic energy in the House of Representatives [extract from *Hansard*], 15 Oct 1953, pp1413-1428
122. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 7 Apr 1952, 1p
123. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 10 Mar 1952, 1p
125. Letter to W.C. Wentworth, 30 Jul 1952, 1p [re: CC’s accepting a post at Oxford]
128. W.C. Wentworth, ‘Communism=Nazism’ [pamphlet], nd, 4p
131. Ironworkers’ Committee for Democratic Unionism, ‘A Letter from Lefty’ [pamphlet], nd, 4p [re: strikes in NSW]
132. ‘Nazi-Soviet Pact’ [pamphlet], [1946?], 4p
133. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 4 Jun 1946, 1p
134. W.C. Wentworth, ‘Survival is Part of Defence: how the will to live can help to avert atomic attack’ [pamphlet], Nov 1954, 16p
135. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 2p, handwritten
136. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 2 l., folded, handwritten [letterhead: ‘University Club, Sydney’]
137. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 1 l., folded, handwritten [letterhead: ‘University Club, Sydney’]
139. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 1 l., folded, handwritten [letterhead: ‘University Club, Sydney’]
140. ‘Men Who Have Proved Right in the Past Will Be the Best Leaders for the Future!’[campaign pamphlet], 1943, 12p
141. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 4p, handwritten
142. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, nd, 2 l., folded, handwritten [letterhead: ‘University Club, Sydney’]

143. Electorate of Wentworth, Policy of William Charles Wentworth (National Government Candidate), Federal Elections, Aug 1943 [campaign pamphlet], 31p

144. ‘Electors of Wentworth, Vote for William Charles Wentworth’ [campaign pamphlet], 4p


146. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 13 Feb 1950, 1p

147. Letter from W.C. Wentworth, 22 Dec 1950, 1p


149. Liberal Party of Australia (Mackellar Electorate), Federal Elections 1949, Campaign Opening Speech by W.C. Wentworth (Endorsed Liberal Candidate) [campaign pamphlet], 16 Nov 1949, 14p

150. W.C. Wentworth, ‘$104,386,422:2:10 or How the Austerity Loan was Over-subscribed’ [satirical poem], [1943?], 2p

Folder 2
Personal political file (file labelled ‘Politics Australia’). Includes newspaper cuttings, correspondence and other material related to Colin Clark’s involvement in the political sphere in the 1940s and 1950s:

1. ‘Economist ‘Wrong’ on Wheat Sales’, *Adelaide Advertiser*, 5 Oct 1961, 1p
5. ‘Economist’s Suggestion: Union with S.E.-Asia’, *Christchurch Press* (N.Z.), 30 Jan 1962, 1p
6. ‘A South-East Asia Economic Union’, *Deccan Chronicle* (Secunderabad, India), 9 Feb 1962, 1p
7. ‘India is Aggressive and a Threat to Peace—Australian Economist’, *Pakistan Times* (Lahore), 29 Jan 1962, 1p
8. ‘India is Now an Aggressive Country’, *Dawn* (Karachi, Pakistan), 30 Jan 1962, 1p
10. ‘Control Labour, Cut Costs’, *Sunday Mail*, 16 May 1949, 1p
11. ‘Australians Seek Union with New Zealand’, *The New Zealand Herald* (Auckland), 30 Jan 1962, 1p
12. Letter from Walter R. Crocker, Australian Embassy, Djakarta, 20 Feb 1956, 2p, handwritten [re: Clark’s article in the Nov. 1955 issue of *Politics and History*]
13. Frank Browne, *Things I Hear*, New Series No. 267, 12 Feb 1952, 4p [lead article on Colin Clark]
15. Letter from D.B. Copland, Dept. of Trade and Customs, Commonwealth Prices Commissioner’s Branch, Canberra, 12 Jul 1940, 1p
16. ‘Federal Union Movement’ [circular], 9 Sep 1940, 3p [circular signed by Colin Clark]
17. Letter from H.W. Dinning, State Publicity Censor, 10 Oct 1940, 1p [re: trade with Japan and exports of scrap iron]
18. ‘Inter-Democracy Federal Union’, [1939?], 2p
21. Letter from J.B. Chifley[?], *Bathurst National Advocate*, 25 Nov 1937, 1p, handwritten
22. Note, 31 Aug 1942, 1p [re: ‘inventory of civilian property which should be denied the enemy’ and ‘schedules of the minimum essentials which should be left for the civil population’]
24. Letter from the Director, Dept. of War Organisation of Industry, Brisbane to the Deputy Director, 31 Aug 1942, 1p [stamped: ‘Secret’]
25. Letter from F. Strahan, Secretary, Prime Minister’s Department, to the Director, Dept. of War Organisation of Industry, 30 Jul 1942, 1p [re: the denial of resources to the enemy and the possible application of a ‘scorched earth’ policy in Australia]
27. Letter from the Hon. Secretary, International Bureau, Federal Union, 1 Oct 1943, 2p
29. J.B. Chifley and Herbert V. Evatt, circular letter re: 1944 referendum, 14 Aug 1944, 1p
30. Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, Toowong Branch, membership ticket, No. HH2844, issued to Colin Clark, 1 Jan 1948
31. Newspaper cutting [torn]: includes picture of Colin Clark and his wife attending a vice-regal function, nd, 1p
32. ’20M spent on irrigation most wasteful’, *The Courier-Mail*, nd, 1p
33. Alan Trengove, ‘Colin Clark feels we’ve expelled him’, *The Courier-Mail*, 9 Jan 1962, 1p [re: Colin Clark’s desire to work in Australia rather than England]
34. Alan Trengove, ‘Colin Clark: ‘I Feel I’ve Been Expelled”, *West Australian* (Perth), 6 Jan 1962, 1p
35. M. Juppenlatz, ‘State needs planners of Colin Clark’s calibre’ [letter to the editor], *The Courier Mail*, 1 Feb 1962, 1p
36. ‘Queensland’s Economic Enigma’, no source, nd, 1p
37. Forgan Smith, note [first line: ‘The fundamental error made by superficial thinkers on currency and credit problems…’], 20 Sep 1943, 1p, typescript, signed

38. Letter from Olwyn Arkinstall, State Secretary, Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts, Brisbane, 9 Jul 1945, 1p [re: a report that Colin Clark had said CEMA was ‘an organization formed by the Russian Communist Party to further the aims of Communism’]

39. ‘Salute the Soviet Appeal Qld.’ [flyer], 1942, 4p

40. Letter from J.V. Duhig, President, CEMA, 21 Jun 1945, 1p [letterhead: University of Queensland Medical School]

41. Letter from H.J. Dennis, Hon. Secretary, Toowong-Taringa Branch of ALP, nd, 1p

42. Australian Labor Party, State of Queensland, Toowong Taringa Branch, Membership Ticket, No. X9855, issued to Colin Clark, 18 Jul 1939

43. Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, Toowong Branch, Membership Ticket, No. GG8302, issued to Mrs. Colin Clark, 12 Mar 1947

44. Australian Labor Party, State of Queensland, Toowong Taringa Branch, Membership Ticket, No. CC1969, issued to Colin Clark, 7 Jul 1941

45. Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, Toowong Branch, Membership Ticket, No. GG8301, issued to Colin Clark, 12 Mar 1947

46. Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, Toowong Taringa Branch, Membership Ticket, No. CC1968, issued to Mrs. Colin Clark, 7 Jul 1941

47. ‘Unions Told Civil Construction Corps Likely After War’, Courier Mail, 26 Nov 1942, 1p

48. Letter from Thomas Glynn, Hon. Secretary, Toowong ALP, 26 Jul 1947, 1p [re: a lecture to be given by Colin Clark to the branch on ‘The Future of Youth in Australia’]

49. Letter from Thomas Glynn, Toowong ALP, 16 Feb 1948, 1p

50. Australian Labor Party, Queensland Branch, Toowong Branch, Membership Ticket, No. HH2845, issued to Mrs. Colin Clark, 1 Jan 1948

51. ‘A.L.P. Objective Clarified: Dr. Rumble on Mr. Hanlon’s Toowoomba Statement’, Catholic Worker, 30 Mar 1950, 1p

52. ‘Battle of the Economists: Colin Clark vs. Jack Lindsay’, 4 Oct 1941, 1p

53. ‘Year Book Looks Us Over: Sidelights on Life of Queensland’, [1940?], 1p

54. ‘A Reply to Government Statistician Clark’, The Advocate (Australian Railways Union, Queensland Branch), Vol. 20, No. 1, 15 Sep 1941


56. Letter to Mrs. Colin Clark from Ivor Sessions[?], Townsville, 30 Apr 1952, 1p

57. Letter from A.D. Hooper, Townsville, 27 Mar 1952, 2p [re: liquor licensing laws]

58. Letter from Richard Condon, Condon and Company, Roma, 22 Apr 1952, 1p [with thanks for lecture attended by 400 in Roma]

59. Letter from the Secretary, Queensland Temperance League, 8 Apr 1952, 1p [with thanks for lecture]

60. Letter from Harold Rubin, Director, Queensland Pastoral Estates, 18 Feb 1952, 1p
61. ‘After E.C.M., deal with Asia, he says’, *Courier Mail*, 21 Sep 1961, 1p
62. ‘Man of the Week’, *Brisbane Truth*, 24 Sep 1961, 1p
63. ‘An Economist Looks Ahead’, *Sunday Mail*, 24 Sep 1961, 1p
64. Newspaper cartoon: Wilson Cooper, ‘Sound Suggestion’, no source, no date, 1p [re: Colin Clark’s suggestion that 350,000 redundant employees should be freed for productive work]
66. Letter from Dept. of Labour and Industry, 13 Jun 1942, 1p [re: Colin Clark’s exemption from military service]
67. Newspaper cartoon: Ian Gall, ‘Face to Face’, *Mail*, 26 Nov 1939 [cartoon of ‘Mr. Colin Clark, Director of the Bureau of Industry and State Statistician’]
68. Australian Decentralisation and New States Movement, ‘A New State for North Queensland’ [pamphlet], [1950?], 6p
69. Letter to A.D. Hooper, Townsville, 26 Jul 1955, 1p [re: formation of a new State in North Queensland]
70. ‘Colin Clark’s Advice Deprecated’, *The Worker*, 6 Oct 1952, 1p
72. ‘The Democratic Party of Australia will force the government to cut taxes’ [advertisement], *Courier Mail*, 18 Mar 1953, 1p
73. ‘Democratic Party of Australia’, *Courier Mail*, 4 Apr 1953, 1p
74. ‘Democratic Party of Australia’, *Courier Mail*, 28 Mar 1953, 1p [2 copies]
75. ‘Democratic Party of Australia’, *Courier Mail*, 2 Apr 1953, 1p
76. ‘The Democratic Party of Australia’ [flyer], nd, 1p
77. ‘Aid to Russia: Public Meeting: Committee Appointed’, *Toowoomba Chronicle*, 1 Sep 1941, 1p
78. Nelson Burns, ‘In Town’, no source, [1944?], 1p [re: Colin Clark’s habit of wearing no socks in summer]
79. ‘In New Role’, *Mail*, 26 Nov 1939, 1p [picture of Colin Clark starting the children’s races at St. Lucia Nursery School]
80. “State Watched by Rest of World”: Population Problem Study for Mr. Colin Clark’, *Courier Mail*, 6 May 1938, 1p
81. Newspaper cutting announcing Colin Clark’s appointment as head of the Queensland Bureau of Industry, *Bulletin*, 12 May 1938, 1p
82. Letter from J.B. Brigden, Commonwealth Treasury, Canberra, 8 Apr 1938, 2p, handwritten
83. ‘78—Still He Keeps Carving’ [article on John Muller and the gargoyles in the Great Court of the University of Queensland, one of which is of Colin Clark], *Courier Mail*, 17 Nov 1951, 1p
84. ‘World Economist’ [illustrated article on Colin Clark], no source, no date, 4p
85. Newspaper cutting re: Colin Clark’s sale of some pigs, *Courier Mail*, 17 May 1951, 1p
86. Newspaper cutting re: Colin Clark’s advice to Brisbanites to raise farm animals and vegetables, *Courier Mail*, 4 Jun 1951, 1p
87. Column on Colin Clark, *Women’s Day* (Melbourne), 2 Oct 1950, 1p
88. Letter from George Copeman, London, 18 Jan 1950, 1p
89. Extract from *We Went to Australia* by David Walker (London: Chapman and Hall, 1949), pp. 40-42 [describing a meeting with Colin Clark], 4p
90. ‘Colin Clark fishes, then gives advice’, *Courier Mail*, 23 Apr 1957, 1p
91. ‘The Future of the Queensland-British Food Corporation’ [pamphlet], presented by the Minister of Food to Parliament, Feb 1953, 48p
92. Letter to the Hon. W. Power, MLA, Minister for Mines, 19 Dec 1951, 2p
93. Memorandum to the Hon. E.M. Hanlon, MLA, Premier of Queensland, 14 Mar 1951, 3p [re: coal]
94. ‘New Bridge Over River in 8M Satellite Darra Plan’, *Courier Mail*, 9 Nov 1960, 1p
95. ‘Man of the Week: He Juggles With Millions’, *The Australasian Post*, 12 Jan 1950, 1p
96. ‘His Prophecies Have Been Uncanny’, *Courier Mail Industrial Supplement*, nd, 1p
97. ‘Brisbane Letter’, *Advertiser* (Adelaide), 15 Jun 1950, 1p
98. Letter from R.J. Hoare, Acting Under Secretary, Dept. of Labour and Industry, 31 Jan 1952, 1p [re: termination of Colin Clark’s appointment]
99. Letter from R. Jones, Minister for Labour and Industry, 10 Jan 1952, 1p [accepting Colin Clark’s resignation]
100. Handwritten notes, nd, 2p
101. Letter to Minister for Labour and Industry, 5 Sep 1951, 1p [re: Colin Clark’s work in Rome for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations]
102. Question asked by Mr. Aitkens, Townsville, of the Premier re: Colin Clark’s Italian trip, 19 Sep 1951, 1p
103. Memorandum from the Under Secretary to the Minister, 17 Jul 1951, 1p [re: Rocklea Spinning Mills]
104. Letter from R. McAllister, Acting Under Secretary, Premier and Chief Secretary’s Department, 14 Dec 1950, 1p
105. Confidential Bureau of Industry memorandum [first line: ‘The last six months have witnessed the establishment of India, Pakistan and Ceylon as fully self-governing nations…’], 27 Jan 1948, 2p [re: immigration from these countries into Australia]
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97. Letter from W Macmahon Ball ABC to CC. 11 Sep 1944. Re CC's letter regarding the Nation's Forum
98. Letter from W Macmahon Ball ABC to CC. 25 Aug 1944. Re CC's talk on the Nation's Forum
100. Booklet - 'Australia and Nuclear Deterrence'. National Commission for Justice & Peace. No date
103. What's wrong with 'Come Alive?'
104. Woodruff, Douglas. Paul VI
105. Cuttings from The Tablet
106. Letter from The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corp. to CC 28 Oct 1964 [entirely in Latin]
107. Cutting from The National Review - 1962
108. Cuttings from The Tablet & Sunday Times
110. Chart - Adult Converts (Contain graphs, notes & commentary)
111. Chart - Marriage ratios
112. Chart - Birth ratios
113. Chart - Priests - Secular & Regular
114. Chart - Marriages
115. Letter from Paul Crane to CC. 21 Feb. [covering letter, attached to paper by Crane for *The Tablet* titled 'Equal Pay : A Note']
116. Cutting from *The Advocate* 1950
117. Cuttings
118. Taylor, F Sherwood. St Albert, Patron of Scientists 1950
119. Socialisation Social Justice Statement 1948
120. Belloc, Hilaire. The Catholic Church & the Principle of Private Property 1937
121. Christian Marriage Encyclical letter of Pope Pius XI 1930
122. The Church & the State 'Summi Pontificatus' First encyclical of Pope Pius XII
123. Notes (typescript) *The Irish Ecclesiastical Record* Dec 1945 p425
124. Notes (typescript) *Nation's Forum of the Air*. Dame Enid Lyons - notes for discussion
126. Letter from H. Belloc the Editor. *The Catholic Worker* to CC(?) 23 Aug 1937. Re Catholic worker

**Folder 2**

**Public Finance**

1. Stone, J O. ‘Australian Personal Income Tax System’
2. Letter from John O. Stone to CC 15 Nov 1985. Re taxation, CC’s articles
3. When will the hissing stop?
4. The limits of taxation *The University of Chicago Round Table* 1952
6. Research paper no 34 by Philip Bentley, D.J. Collins & N.T. Drane 1973
8. Letter from CC to Lord Ralph Harris to High Cross. General Director. Institute of Economic Affairs (UK) 29 Sep 1983. Re insurance against injury & old age
9. Letter from Lord Ralph Harris. General Director. Institute of Economic Affairs (UK) to CC 21 Sep 1983. Re Welfare/Tax system
10. Letter from William F. Buckley, Jr. to CC 27 Sep 1983. Re taxation & social services
11. CC. Taxation and Social Services
13. Letter from Keith Joseph Dept. Education & Science (UK) to CC 22 Sep 1983 Re taxation
21. CC. Public Finance & Changes in the value of Money - Economics Journal 1945
22. Submission to the Commonwealth Inquiry on Finance
23. Press statement issued by Sir Leslie Melville, Prof. R.F. Henderson, Prof. J.D. Perkins & Hon W.C. Wentworth
24. Letter from CC to William C. Wentworth. 21 Sep 1978. Re interest, relief work
25. Memo from William C. Wentworth to CC 26 Jul 1978 containing
   1. memo on indexed annuities
   2. draft application forms for single & joint annuities
   3. draft conditions
   4. memo on mechanisms
   5. memo on rates calculation [photocopies]
28. Note from Prof. Peter Wiles. London School of Economics to CC 7 Apr 1974 Re source of a paper
29. Letter from CC to Prof Peter Wiles. London School of Economics. 7 May 1974. Re aforementioned paper, population & the defence force
33. Letter from Mrs Averil Fink. Executive Officer. NSW Council on the Ageing to CC 17 Aug 1971. Re letter of thanks cutting attached
34. Cuttings
35. Paper on unemployment by CC? 4pgs typescript
37. Cuttings
38. Letter from David Butt (?) Dept of Economics. ANU to CC. 9 Oct 1964 [Re taxation]
39. Cuttings
40. Note from Beveridge (?) to CC 29 Apr 1961. [Re welfare state]
41. Cuttings
42. CC. Can we solve our economy's most dangerous problem 1958
43. Cuttings
44. Letter from CC to Kiyoshi Kata. Research Section. Taxation Bureau (Japan) 1 May 1956 [Re translation of CC's 'Welfare & Taxation' into Japanese]
45. Cuttings
47. Derrick, Paul. Dismantling the Welfare State 1954
48. Cuttings
49. Letter from Paul Derrick to CC 8 Jun 1954. Re dividends & taxation
51. Letter from Paul Derrick to CC 1 Jun 1954 [Re legal limitation of dividends]
52. Letter from CC to Paul Derrick. 24 May 1954 [Re dividends]
53. Letter from Paul Derrick to CC. 9 May 1954 [Re dividends, tax]
54. Letter from Paul Crane to CC 21 Apr 1954. [Re Welfare & Taxation]
56. Note from Alex Carr-Saunders to CC. 22 Apr 1954 [Re Booklet: Welfare & Taxation]
57. Letter from CC to Paul Derrick. 4 May 1954 [Re Welfare & Taxation]
58. Letter from Paul Derrick to CC 19 Apr 1954? [Re Welfare & Taxation]
59. Letter from CC(?) to Graeme Alexander. Pont Collegio Urbano. Rome. 28 Apr 1954 [Re New Zealand]
60. Cuttings
62. Note to the Director
63. CC. Taxation 1953/4
64. Cuttings
65. Letter from CC to Prof. Walter W. Heller. Uni of Minnesota. 14 Mar 1952 Re taxation
66. Heller, Walter W. Colin Clark & the Economic Limits of Taxation in the United States
68. Cuttings
69. Letter from CC(?) to Prof. Harris. 29 Jul 1952. Re Comment on Pechman - Mayer article
70. CC. Do you know how much it costs you?
73. Cuttings
74. Letter from CC to Geoffrey Crouther. Editor The Economist 8 Apr 1949. Re an issue of the Economist
75. Letter from CC to Geoffrey Crouther. Editor The Economist 11 Apr 1949? Re taxation
76. Cuttings

Box 3
Folder 1
Correspondence
1. CC. The economic position of Agriculture & its ability to pay rates 1958
2. Letter from CC(?) to Dr P.V. Sukhatme. Dept of Statistics, Uni of California. 29 Oct 1970. Re Indian demographic conditions
5. Letter from CC to P.V. Sukhatme. Director, Statistics Division, Food & Agriculture. 7 Sep 1970. Re Protein demands in India
7. Letter from Mr W. Conway to CC. 26 Apr 1970. Re wheat industry - Australia
10. Letter from CC to R.J. Browne. 1 Apr 1970. Re Sheep properties in NSW
11. Letter from Theodore Kaghan. Director Food & Agriculture Organization of the UN to CC. 31 Mar 1970. Re Comment made by Dr A.H. Boerma. Director, General Food & Agriculture Organisation
12. Letter from CC to Dr A.H. Boerma. Director-General, Food & Agriculture Organisation. 10 Mar 1970. Re Comment made by Dr A.H. Boerma
13. Note. Handwritten. undated. no name. Re Price of beef - 1885
16. Letter from CC to Mrs Ester Boserup. Copenhagen. 8 Dec 1969. Re Request for information
17. Letter from CC to G. Loftus Hills. CSIRO, Division of Dairy Research. 27 Nov 1969. Re Protein shortages in India & elsewhere
26. Table - Marginal productivities in Rhodesia
29. Table - Marginal Productivities in Rhodesia

Note: - 25 – 29 attached

30. Letter from CC to Prof F. Zwicky. Dept of Astrophysics, California Institute of Technology. 15 Sep 1966 [Re nutrient deficiency of microorganisms in the sea]

31. Letter from CC to Prof F. Zwicky. Dept of Astrophysics, California Institute of Technology. 1 Aug 1966. Re Dr W. Pirie's article "Towards the Seleno-Microcosm

Note: - 30 – 31 attached


34. Letter from Prof Shigeru Ishikawa - [as above] to CC. 22 July 1966. Re His paper - a comparison of developing Asia with industrialising Japan

35. Letter from CC to Prof Shigeru Ishikawa. The Institute of Economic Research, Hitotsubashi Uni, Tokyo. 4 Jul 1966. Re Comparative economic development in Asian countries


Note: - 32 – 36 attached

37. Letter from Gilbert F. White. Dept Geography, Uni of Chicago. 8 Mar 1966 Re Planned fieldwork in East Africa on the use of water for domestic purposes

38. Letter from CC to Gilbert F White. 8 Feb 1966. Re Fieldwork in East Africa on water use


40. Cutting

Note : 37 – 40 attached

41. Letter from Charles W. Russell to CC. 23 Jun 1964. Re reserve price for wool

42. Note from Charles W. Russell to CC. 28 Sep 1964. Re CC's perceived lack of interest in Australia's problems


44. Sheep & Wool Production in the Soviet Union 1960s

45. Notes on organised Wool Marketing

46. Russell, C W. Advantages of Secure Tenure Freehold over Terminable Lease - Presented at meeting. 1 May 1964.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>Note: Italian Industry Reaction to Floor Price Plan. Typescript. No source. No date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>Letter from: Charles W. Russell ... to Alan W. Campbell. Qld Primary Producers Co-operative Association Ltd. 23 Jun 1964. Re Discussions with contacts made in Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>Are Crown Rentals too low?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>Cuttings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to The Editor, <em>The Tablet</em>. 17 May 1963. Re proportion of food Britain produces for itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to Prof G.E. Blackman. Dept of Agriculture, Oxford. 27 Sep 1963. Re end of their correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>Cuttings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>Cuttings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>Note from Lt Col P.G. Benson-Cooke to CC. 8 Jul 1963. Re CC's suggestion to write to Prof Brook of Cape Town Medical School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to Lt Col P.G. Benson-Cooke. 5 Jul 1963. Re Africans &amp; disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note:</strong></td>
<td>58 – 64 attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>Cuttings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>[Confidential Paper] Outstanding points made in discussion 1962</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
72. Note from CC(?) to Mr Mandler(?). Handwritten. No date
73. Letter from CC to George Sigsworth, BBC. 30 May 1962. Re Paper by Castle & Watson
74. Letter from George Sigsworth. Agricultural Officer, BBC to CC. 5 Jun 1962 Re Proposed programme
75. Letter from CC to George Sigsworth BBC. 6 Jun 1962 Re Paper by Castle & Watson
78. Cutting
79. British Agricultural Policy for ABC [Pencil date : 1959]
80. Milk cost and production functions". Typescript. [Pencil date : Feb 1958]
81. Cutting
82. Letter from J.S. Brown (?) to CC. 6 Jul 1954. Re Crichel Down
83. Letter from CC to The Editor. The Listener, BBC. 25 Feb 1955. Re Soviet Agriculture
84. Cutting
85. Letter from Wilson Harris. The Spectator to CC. 3 May 1937. Re Statistics & agriculture
86. Cutting
87. Letter from R. Caralaw. School of Agriculture, Uni of Cambridge to CC. 26 Sep 1934. Re CC's estimate of farmers' profits for year 1930-31
88. Letter from R. Caralaw. School of Agriculture, Uni of Cambridge to CC. 16 Jan 1935. Re Earnings of agricultural employees
89. Letter from R. Caralaw. School of Agriculture, Uni of Cambridge to CC. 7 Nov 1934. Re Statistics & farmers' profits for year 1930-31
90. Comment on Akino & Hayami's Paper : A note on the Output Elasticities of Conventional Inputs in Agriculture by Ryoshin Minami
91. Comments on Sources of Agricultural Growth in Japan, 1880-1965 by Masakatsu Akino & Yujiro Hayami by Moses Abramovitz
92. Reply : Akino & Hayami. Thank you for the valuable comments
93. Letter from CC to Dr Quilkey. Faculty of Agriculture, La Trobe Uni. 6 Aug 1975. covering letter attached to bibliography of writings on agriculture & food by CC
95. Letter from W.R. Stent. School of Economics, La Trobe Uni. 7 Aug 1981. Re Distribution of food
97. Letter from CC to Prof Theodor Dams. Institute für Entwicklungspolitik, Universitat Freiburg Fed Republic of Germany. 18 Mar 1982. Letter declining an invitation to give the Elmhirst Lecture


100. Table - handwritten. No date. No source

101. Letter from CC to Dr Dong Hi Kim. Korea Rural Economics Institute, Seoul. 7 Dec 1978. Re Farm Household Economy survey

102. Cuttings


104. Letter from CC to Pére Henry de Farcy. 18 Jun 1980. Re French Agriculture


106. Letter from CC to Prof Ishikawa. The Institute of Economic Research. Hitotsubashi Uni, Tokyo. 10 Jan 1979. Re Asian agriculture


108. Letter from CC to Prof Shigeni Ishikawa. [As above] 27 Nov 1978. Re Asian economic development

Note: 107 – 108 attached


112. Letter from CC to Professor Linnemann. 20 May 1976. Re Nutrition

113. Cuttings

114. Letter from CC to Ashok V. Desai, New Delhi to CC. 26 Sep 1972. Re Indian and utilisation statistics


111. Attached typed notes of CC’s remarks at Conference Symposium on International Politics & World Food Supply

112. Letter from CC to Prof Folke Dovring. Dept of Agricultural Economics, Uni of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign (USA). 21 Oct 1977. Re Productivity

114. Letter from CC to Mrs Diana Hunt. Institute for Development Research, Uni of Nairobi. 3 Feb 1975. Re Criticism of *The value of agricultural land*

115. Copy of Diana Hunt's review of *The value of agricultural land* [Photocopy]

116. Letter from CC to Dr R.A. Pearse. Dept of Agricultural Economics, UNE. 17 Feb 1975. Re Marginal productivity of land


118. Letter from CC to Prof H. Linnemann. As above. 12 May 1975. Re : Paper "Computation of the Absolute Maximum Food Production of the World"

119. Note from I.H. Blenkinsop. Secretary, Royal Statistical Society, London to CC. 10 Jan 1974. Re Request to contribute to discussion

120. Letter from CC to I.H. Blenkinsop. Secretary, Royal Statistical Society, London. 7 Feb 1974. Covering letter, with contribution to discussion of Dr. Sukhatme's paper


123. Letter from CC to Prof H. Linneman. [As above] 16 Sep 1974. Re Comments on "Population Doubling & Food Supply"


125. Cutting

126. Letter from CC to Prof Yujiro Hayanu. The International Rice Research Institute, Manila. 10 Jan 1975. Re Agriculture in PNG


128. Letter from CC to W.C. Wentworth. Minister for Social Services, Canberra. 15 Mar 1971. Re Feeding of cattle


130. Letter from CC to W.C. Wentworth. Minister for Social Services, ACT. 22 Feb 1971. Re Fodder, grain, pig & poultry raising

131. Letter from W.C. Wentworth to CC. 4 Feb 1971. Re Primary exports - Note part of letter appears to be missing

132. Letter from CC to Dr W.O. Jones. Food Research Institute, Stanford Unit [USA]. 22 Feb 1971. Re History of food plants

133. Letter from S.R. Wragg. Agricultural Economics Research Unit, Bristol [UK] to CC. 23 Mar. Re Fattening cattle
134. Letter from CC to S.R. Wragg. Agricultural Economics Research Unit, Bristol [UK]. 23 Mar 1971. Re Parabolic formulation

135. Letter from CC to S.R. Wragg. Agricultural Economics Research Unit, Bristol [UK]. 27 Jan 1971. Re Formula for cattle fattening


137. Letter from CC to Senator Gair. 23 Mar 1971. Re Proposal in memo - above


139. Letter from CC to Senator Jack Kane. Parliament House, ACT. 8 Apr 1971 Re Rural policy

140. Notes. Typescript photocopy. 1 page. Undated. No source

141. Letter from T.J. Cleary. Industrial Enterprises Ltd. 4 Apr 1971. Re letter of reply, enclosing article


143. Letter from CC to Prof V.W. Ruttan. Dept Agricultural Economics, Uni of Minnesota. 10 Aug 1971. Re Distributive margins

144. Letter from CC to E. Fitzgerald. 3 Aug 1971. Re Wool output

145. Letter from E. Fitzgerald to CC. 23 July 1971. Re Rural debt reconstruction scheme


147. Letter from Vernon W. Ruttan. Dept Agricultural Economics, Uni of Minnesota. 13 Aug 1971. Re Referral of question to Dr Hayami


151. Letter from CC to J.N.S. Jackson. 4 Oct 1971. Letter of apology

152. Letter from Dr Ashok V. Desai. New Delhi to CC. 26 Sep 1971. Re limport & generation of technology, Indian steel industry, land yields in India

153. Letter from CC to Dr Ashok V. Desai, New Delhi. 11 Oct 1971. Re Projects mentioned in Desai's letter

154. Letter from George Kitsopanidis. Dept of Agricultural Economics Research, Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki to CC. 6 Sep 1971. Re Greek agriculture

155. Christmas card from Prof T. Inouye. Utsonomiya University, Japan to CC. 1971? Re Japanese agriculture
156. Letter from CC to Prof T. Inouye. Utsonomiya University, Japan. 20 Dec 1971. Re 'Poor' countries, Japanese farmers
158. Letter from CC to Prof H.W. Arndt. The Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU. 17 Jan 1972. Re protein in Indonesia
159. Attached - 2 pages, typescript notes on protein in Indonesia
160. Letter from CC to Prof Heinz W. Arndt. The Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU. 5 Jan 1972. Re Demand for rice in Indonesia
169. Letter from CC to M.R. Haswell. Agricultural Economics Institute, Oxford. 26 Apr 1972. Re income distribution in India
171. Letter from Heinz W. Arndt. The Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU to CC. 16 May 1972. Re Protein in Indonesia
172. Letter from CC to Prof Heinz W. Arndt. The Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU. 29 May 1972. Re Amendments to text

177. Letter from J. Petherick. Valuer-General, Valuation Dept, Adelaide. 22 Jun 1972. Re Average prices per acre of selected properties sold on the SA land market from 1926 to 1971

178. Attached - the figures from 1926 to 1971

179. Letter from CC to G.T. Jones. Institute of Agricultural economics, Oxford [UK]. 1 Aug 1972. Re Protein supplies in Indonesia, Indian income distribution


181. Letter from Peter Hughes. Liberal Party Candidate, ACT. 31 Aug 1972. Re developing countries & export income

182. Letter from John L. Dillon. Dean, Faculty of Economic Studies, UNE to CC. 18 Aug 1972. Re Land reform in Chile

183. Letter from CC to Prof John L. Dillon. Faculty of Economic Studies, UNE. 31 Aug 1972. Re Historical experiences of land reforms

184. Letter from CC to Dr M. Singarimbun. Dept of Pacific Studies, ANU. 19 Sep 1972. Re His paper on poverty in the village of Srihardjo


188. Letter from M.R. Pai. Secretary, Forum of Free Enterprise, Bombay to CC. 12 Feb 1973. Re Interview of CC in Times of India - Cuttings attached

189. Letter from M.R. Pai. Secretary, Forum of Free Enterprise, Bombay to CC. 22 Jan 1973. Re CC's recent visit to India

190. Letter from CC to M.R. pai. Secretary, Forum of Free Enterprise, Bombay. 26 Feb 1973. Re Supply of fertilisers and visit to India

191. Letter from CC to G.T. Jones. Agricultural Economics Institute, Oxford. 28 Feb 1973. Re Farm structures, production functions


195. Letter from CC to Prof Mauldon & Schapper. Uni of Western Australia. 27 Jul 1972. Re Critical comments by CC on book by Profs Mauldon & Schapper

196. Letter from Thomas T. Poleman. Dept of Agricultural Economics, New York State College of Agriculture & Life Sciences to CC. 5 Apr 1973. Re Calories in India

197. Letter from CC to Thomas T. Poleman. Dept of Agricultural Economics, New York State College of Agriculture & Life Sciences. 17 Apr 1973. Re CCs paper on India


200. Letter from CC to Thomas T. Poleman. Dept of Agricultural Economics, New York State College of Agriculture & Life Sciences. 9 Apr 1973. Re Data on Indian consumption figures


204. Ruttan, Prof V W. Re Information on capital stock in agriculture

205. Dovring, Folke. Artificial meat from soybeans 1973

206. Letter from CC to the Editor. The Tablet. 7 Aug 1973. Re Letter to the Editor by Barbara Ward regarding the world's agricultural resources & population

Folder 2

Agriculture : Technical

1. Graph of liveweight grains kg/hectare/year & dry matter yield tons/hectare/year
2. Table: ‘Crop yields in metric tons/hectare’
4. Table: ‘Grass yields’
7. Table: ‘Yields from nitrogen fertilisation on soils not hitherto fertilised’

Folder 3
Agriculture : Markets, prices, policy

1. Cuttings

2. Chart: ‘Seasonal fluctuations of wholesale prices of maize in Accra, 1956-1963’


4. ‘Response of wheat growers to price changes: appropriate or perverse?’ Reprinted from The Economic Journal. 1956

5. 'Elements of Induced Innovation: A Historical Perspective for the Green Revolution'. By Yujiro Hayami from Explorations in Economic History


8. Charts & Tables. Hand drawn


10. Charts: 'Poultry meat as % of all meat, fish & egg consumption' and 'Liveweight price of steers / liveweight price of hogs'


15. Table: ‘Yields from managed forest plantations, round measure, M[cbued]/hectare/year’. No date


17. Chart: ‘Consumption of wood, pulp and paper M /person/year roundwood equivalent’

18. ‘Forest resources & population for World Population Conference’. 1954?
Folder 4

Agriculture: Own writings [i.e. by Colin Clark]

1. ‘Capital in Agriculture’. 1958?
2. Notes for forum meeting at Hatfield (Lawes Chemical Company). 1958?
3. ‘World market prospects for rice’. 1958?
9. Cutting
11. ‘Too much farm equipment’. 1956?
12. Cuttings
14. Paper: As above. Typescript. 1 pg
15. Review of Rural Industries in the Australian Economy by Ian Shannon. 1956?
17. ‘Share farming’. 1956?
18. ‘The relation between the pace of technical change in farming and the level of agricultural prosperity’. 1955
19. Article for ‘Birmingham Post’ from Colin Clark. 1955
20. Cutting
22. Cuttings
23. ‘Farming today: Agricultural production & marketing problems today’. For transmission on BBC. 26 Apr 1955
24. Text of article for ‘The Times’
25. ‘The significance of the Crichel Down case’. 1954
26. ‘Should special assistance as a matter of national policy be given to British agriculture? For what reasons is it needed and should it be regarded as permanent?’
27. ‘Labour's Agricultural Policy’. 1953?
28. ‘Agriculture - the Economist's view’. 1953
29. ‘On Having It Both Ways’. 1953
30. Cutting
31. ‘Review of Economic Geography of West Africa’. By F.J. Pedler. Review for *The Tablet*
32. Cutting
33. Proof: Productivity & costs in Australia & New Zealand. 1955
34. The politics of food & farm prices. an NBC Radio Discussion. 1952
35. 'World supply & requirements of farm products'. Reprinted from *The journal of the royal statistical society*. 1954
36. Proof: The 'production functions' for the average & marginal productivity of land & labour in English agriculture. 1954
37. Cutting
38. Paper: Untitled. Typescript. 4 pgs
39. ‘The world's food supply’. 1935?
40. Notes, handwritten

**Box 4**

**Folder 1**

Agriculture : Managerial

4. Charts: Man-hours required per year per acre per animal or per unit of product; Marginal productivities in France; Marginal productivities in Northern Greece; Average & Marginal product of Agriculture in Densely populated countries; Reduction in labour requirements due to mechanisation; Allan, W. Maize yields without manure or fertiliser on African soils; 'The African husbandman'; Shastrie, C P. Marginal returns in India; Ishikawa, S. Average productivities in Asia; 'Economic development in Asian Perspective'; Ishikawa, S. Marginal productivities in Asia; 'Economic Development in Asian Perspective'
5. Pearse, Robert A et al. *The economics of stocking rate* 1975
7. Duncan, R C. Technological change in the arid zone, NSW
10. Kitsopanidis, George J. Farm planning for increasing family income in Western Macedonia, Greece. Reprint from The Journal of Agricultural Economics 1963

Folder 2
Agriculture : National Totals

2. Notes. Undated
3. Long-term trends in Australian Agricultural Productivity
9. Table: Handwritten
10. Cuttings
11. Table and notes. Handwritten
13. Chart: Hand drawn. ‘Fertiliser Use’
15. Hayami et al. Agricultural growth in Japan, Taiwan, Korea & the Philippines 1974
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ten tables numbered Table P-4 to Table P-25 [Not every number present] relating to agriculture in the Philippines up to 1971. Variety of sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Ban, Sung Hwan. Appendix to growth rates of Korean agriculture, 1918-1971. Delivered at Conference on agricultural growth in Japan, Korea, Taiwan &amp; the Philippines 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Photocopy of table from Abercrombie. FAO Bulletin, May 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Computer printout - statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Six pages of figures regarding various countries. Handwritten by CC?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Hayami et al. An international comparison of agricultural production &amp; productivities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Kawogoe, Tashihiko. Agricultural productivity differences among countries revisited 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Computer printout of table 'Agricultural production 1966-68 average in 000 wheat-ton units'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Photocopy of table: ‘Mainland China rice yields’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Typescript. Table. ‘Taiwan’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Agricultural productivity in India (1910-11 to 1956-57)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Hayami et al. Perspective on agricultural growth in the four countries'. Delivered at Conference on Agricultural Growth in Japan, Korea, Taiwan &amp; the Philippines 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Lee T H et al. Growth rates of Taiwan's agriculture, 1911-1970. Delivered at Conference on agricultural growth in Japan, Korea, Taiwan &amp; the Philippines 1973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 5
Folder 1
Own Writings - Economics

1. Cuttings
2. Corrected text for Japan Economic Research Council
3. Letter to Dr Kelsal from CC. 16 Mar 1972. Re Unemployment
6. Development of the FRM Model - Notes for Prof Bennett (Typescript)
7. Letter to Prof Milton Friedman from CC. 22 Jun 1971. Re Social service payments
10. Cutting
11. Letter to Prof Downing from CC. 30 Jun 1970. Re Index bonds
12. Cuttings
13. 'Inflation'. Quadrant. Jan 1975
15. Notes (NSW DLP' written in pen on top right hand corner)
16. Cuttings
17. C C. Prof Brozen's article on advertising for Inter Collegiate Review. Summer 1973
22. Cuttings
24. Cuttings
25. 'Economics & Professor Galbraith' for The Daily Telegraph 1967
27. Note from CC to the Editor (Financial Times, London). 6 Feb 1964. Re Article on Harold Wilson
28. C C. The Economics of Mr Harold Wilson
29. Cuttings
30. Review of *The Irish Economy* - an introductory description by David O'Mahoney for *The Tablet*
31. Review of *Planning Prosperity* by Ronald Brech for *The Tablet*. Sep 1964
33. Cuttings
34. CC. An Incomes Policy - *Aims of Industry Study No 12*
35. ‘What’s wrong with Economics: from fallacy to fallacy in one generation!’ from *The Encounter*. Apr 1958
36. Cuttings
38. The Politics of 1960
39. Cuttings
40. The Present Inflation. 19 Jul 1951 [Heavily annotated]
41. Cuttings
42. ‘La measure du degre d'inegalite’. Dec 1957 in *Bulletin SEDEIS*
43. Notes - ‘Summary for Prof Pitchford’
44. ‘The Distribution of Net, National Product’ delivered at *Fourth Conference, International Association for Research in Income and Wealth*. 6-13 Sep 1955
45. Cuttings
47. ‘The Australian Economy in 1971’
48. Cuttings
49. ‘The Economics of Education’
50. Cuttings
52. Letter from Donald K Kitchin (Manager *The Left Review*, London) to CC. 15 Nov 1936. Re review of *Britain without capitalists*
53. Review of *Britain without capitalists: a study of what industry in a Soviet Britain could achieve* by a group of Economists, Scientists and Technicians. for the *Left Review*. 1936?
54. Browse A B. Review of *Mr Keynes & the Labour Movement*
55. Cuttings
56. ‘Economic Planning in the Modern State’ for *Political Quarterly*? [heavily annotated]
57. The need for Industrial Planning!

58. Proof - *Minutes of evidence taken before the Committee on Finance and Industry*. 4 Dec 1930

59. ‘Three Schools of Economic Thought’ : A review of *A Review of Economic Theory* by Prof Edwin Cannan; *Statistical method in Economics* by P Sargant Florence and *Outlines of Political Economy* by Martin Lawrence

60. Cuttings

61. The post-war figures of unemployment

62. II 'General considerations'

63. III 'Are we overpopulated?'

64. IV 'Treasury view and the Liberal plans'

65. V 'The economic effect of different forms of investment

66. Cuttings


68. Cuttings


70. ‘Electricity generation in Scotland : the economic factors’. 1962

71. Cuttings

72. ‘A dubious prospectus’ for *Manchester Guardian*. 31 May 1956


74. Cuttings

75. Letter from CC to H D Henderson. 8 Nov 1929. Re Transport costs of coal

76. Notes - ‘The present economic position of the coal industry …’

77. Paper - Section I : Employment & Unemployment; Section II : Output per head; Section III : Output and prices of coal for home and export markets; Section IV : The profitability of the industry; Section V : Costs of production; Section VI : Conclusions

**Folder 2**

**Economic Policy**

1. Note from W C Wentworth to CC. 5 Jul. Re Capital movements

2. Letter from CC to W C Wentworth. 3 Feb 1986. Re Exchange devaluation


5. Letter from CC to J O Stone. 8 Nov 1985. Re Taxation
7. Letter from Robert G Gregory (Dept Economics, ANU) to CC. 9 Nov 1984. Re CC's comments in the Shann lecture
11. Note from W C Wentworth to CC. 13 May 1985. Re Current account deficit
12. Letter from CC to Prof H W Arndt (Dept of Pacific Studies, ANU). 18 Jul 1985. Re Arndt's paper on the structuralists'
14. Cuttings
15. Letter from W C Wentworth to CC. 6 Nov 1984. Re Free trade
17. Note from W C Wentworth to CC. No date. Re Blackett
18. Letter from W C Wentworth to CC. 7 Sep 1984. Re Investment, capital stockpile
20. Letter from Joe E Isaac (Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, Melbourne) to CC. 16 Aug 1983. Re Importance of real wages
21. Photocopy of pages 79-84 of un-named monograph. ‘Appendix to Chapter 2’
23. Letter from W C Wentworth to CC. 23 May 1983. Re Employment levels
24. Cutting
26. Memo from W C Wentworth to CC. 20 Sep 1982. Re Deficit on current account
27. Letter from Prof James Meade (Cambridge UK) to CC. 10 Apr 1982. Re Arbitration as practised in labour disputes
29. Letter from W C Wentworth to CC. 5 Mar 1982. Re Economic theory
30. Letter from W C Wentworth to CC. 17 Nov 1981. Re Wage rates
31. Extract from speech by Andrew Peacock, MP to National Press Club, Canberra. 16 Sep 1981. Re Protection for manufacturing
32. Letter from CC to Prof W M Corden (The Research School of Pacific Studies, Dept of Economics, ANU). 7 Sep 1981. Re CC's paper 'A Keynesian-Monetarist Compromise'
34. Letter from William F Buckley Jr (Editor National Review) to CC. 17 Aug 1981. Re CC's review of George Gilder
41. Letter from CC to Dr Ross Williams (Dept of Economics, Melbourne Uni). 26 Jun 1980. Re Marginal propensities to consume
42. Letter from CC to Lord Harris (Institute of Economic Affairs, London). 4 Dec 1979. Re Net national income as related to taxation
44. Letter from CC to Sir Arthur Lewis (Princeton University, US). 2 May 1978. Re Need for increased agricultural output
45. Letter from CC to Prof H W Arndt (ANU). 25 Jan 1978. Re Educational expenditure, professional organisations
46. Letter from CC to R Dixon, Ballarat. 21 Dec 1977. Re Net capital stock in mining, labour management, bargaining, analysis of wages and profits in Britain
47. Letter from CC to Derek K Healey (Centre for Asian Studies, Uni of Adelaide). 29 Aug 1977. Re An outline of the fields in which CC has worked, including mention of a number of his publications
51. Letter from CC to H W Herbert (Chelmer, Qld). 7 Jan 1977. Re Capital goods prices
52. Letter from CC to Dr A Seldon (Institute of Economic Affairs, London). 25 Jan 1977. Re Text by Hutchison


56. Letter from Dr Matthew Butlin (Research Dept, Reserve Bank of Australia) to CC. 28 Feb 1977. Re Productivity growth in Australia


60. Letter from J R Sargent (Midland Bank Ltd, London) to CC. 6 Nov 1975. Re Cause of inflation, article by CC on rate of inflation

61. Letter from Dr M M Metwally (Dept of Economics, Uni of Qld) to CC. 15 Sep 1975. Re Mss by Metwally 'Market concentration and advertising : the Australian experience'

62. Letter from CC to Dr M M Metwally (Dept of Economics, Uni of Qld). 29 Sep 1975. Re Metwally's mss

63. Letter from CC to Dr M M Metwaly (Dept of Economics, Uni of Qld). 1 Sep 1975. Re Paper referred to by CC

64. Letter from Peter Wiles (London School of Economics and Political Science) to CC. 26 Nov 1974. Re 'The Marginal Utility of Income'


66. Letter from CC to Prof H W Arndt (Prof of Economics, Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU). 21 Jul 1975. Re 'Economic Growth' by Arndt


68. Letter from Ian G Sharp (Secretary, Dept of Labour, Melbourne) to CC. 26 Apr 1973. Re study of Labour's share of national income


71. Letter from CC to Prof Robert Solow (Dept of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology). 29 Oct 1974. Re Measuring money earnings per unit of real capital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Letter from John Stone(?) (The Treasury, Canberra) to CC. 29 Jul 1974. Re Public expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Letter from Prof Milton Friedman (Dept of Economics Uni of Chicago). 6 Aug 1974. Re Proposed visit to India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>Paper - ‘Market concentration and advertising : the Australian experience’ by M M Metwally (Uni of Qld). No date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Paper - ‘Pay policies for full employment’ by J E Meade. No date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>Journal - <em>University Studies in History and Economics</em>. Fol 1 no 2, apr 1938. Contains ‘The economist and rearmament’ by Colin Clark and ‘The community income of Western Australia’ by J H Goodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>Discussion - ‘A discussion between Colin Clark, Prof Bruce McFarlane and Derek Healey’. Recorded in Adelaide, 2 Aug 1977. Typescript. 29 leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Paper - ‘Inflation - Cause and cure’ by CC? No date. Typescript. 27 leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Letter from F H Wheeler (Secretary to the Treasury, Canberra) to CC. 23 Jul 1974. Re CC's econometric model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to F H Wheeler (Secretary to the Treasury, Canberra). 30 Jul 1974. Re CC's econometric model and proposed visit to Canberra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Note from F H Wheeler (Secretary to the Treasury, Canberra) to CC. 6 Aug 1974. Re CC's forecasting model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to Prof Alan A Walters (London School of Economics) from CC. 4 Jul 1974. Re Unemployment, <em>Money and Inflation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to Prof Otto Eckstein (Data Resources Inc, Massachusets US) 15 Jul 1974. Re Eckstein's housing equation, automobile sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to Mr W E Norton (Research Dept, Reserve Bank of Australia, Sydney) 15 Jul 1974. Re CC's <em>Policy for inflation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>Letter from Sir John Phillips (Governor, Reserve Bank of Australia) to CC. 31 May 1974. Re CC's paper <em>Policy for inflation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>Attached - Comments on CC's paper (5 comments). Typescript. 31 May 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>Letter from W E Norton (Research Dept, Reserve Bank of Australia, Sydney) to CC. 31 May 1974. Re Comments on CC's paper by the Governor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>Note from Sir Roy Harrod (The Old Rectory, Holt, Norfolk England) to CC. May 1974. Re CC's paper, <em>Keynes</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>Letter from John O Stone (Deputy Secretary (Economic), The Treasury, Canberra) to CC. 26 May 1974. Re Redirections in public expenditure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
95. Letter from F H Wheeler (Secretary to the Treasury, Canberra) to CC. 16 May 1974. Re CC's paper *Policy for inflation*

96. Letter from CC to Prof H G Johnson (London). 26 Mar 1974. Re Keynes, Robertson, time lags


98. Letter from CC to Prof Dale Jorgenson (Faculty of Economics, Harvard [US]). 17 Dec 1973. Re Capital stock data


100. Letter from CC to Prof Robert M Solow (Dept Economics MIT Massachusetts [US]). 19 Feb 1973. Re Urban equilibria

101. Letter from Prof Robert M Solow (Dept Economics MIT Massachusetts [US]) to CC. 8 Jan 1974. Re Falling profits

102. Letter from CC to Prof Robert M Solow (Dept Economics MIT Massachusetts [US]). 12 Feb 1974. Re CC's forthcoming paper

103. Letter from CC to Prof H W Armdt (Research School of Pacific Studies, ANU). 7 Feb 1974. Re Indexing and inflation

104. Letter from Prof Dale W Jorgenson (Dept Economics, Harvard University) to CC. 29 Jan 1974. Re CC's article 'Inflation and Declining Profits'

105. Letter from CC to Prof Dale W Jorgenson (Dept of Economics, Harvard University). 8 Feb 1974. Re International comparisons, the 'Jorgenson coefficient'

106. Letter from CC to Patrick M Boarman (Director of Research, Centre for International Business, Los Angeles). 26 Apr 1973. Re Floating exchange rates


110. Letter from CC to Dr L Beltran, Spain. 7 May 1980. Re Comments on Beltran's paper Collectivism in the International Order


113. Letter from Bertrand de Jouvenel, France to CC. 24 Jan 1979. Re The long cycle

114. Letter from CC to Bertrand de Jouvenel, France. 22 Mar 1979. Re Short-period factors

115. Letter from CC to B Whan (Executive Director, Australian Council for Overseas Aid, Canberra). 29 May 1979. Re Investment income, unrequited transfers and private capital investment in less developed countries
116. Letter from Bob Whan (Executive Director, Australian Council for Overseas Aid, Canberra) to CC. 2 May 1979. Re CC's request for references

117. Paper: ‘Extent of hunger in India’ by CC. Reprinted from Economic and political weekly. Vol VII, no 40, 30 Sep 197?

118. Letter from CC to Prof G Psacharopoulos (The London School of Economics and Political Science). 1 Apr 1977. Re Comments on results obtained from data provided by CC

119. Letter from Prof G Psacharopoulos. (The London School of Economics and Political Science). 24 Feb 1977. Re Results obtained using CC's data

120. Photocopy of hand drawn graph. No source

121. Letter from CC to Prof Geoffrey Harcourt (Dept Economics, University of Adelaide). 30 Apr 1979. Re education, prices of land


123. Letter from CC to Prof Heinz Arndt (Institute of Pacific Studies, ANU). 11 Apr 1979. Re CC's experience in the US

124. Letter from CC to Dr Karl Kuhne, Brussels. 20 Mar 1979. Re capital-output ratio

125. Letter from Dr Karl Kuhne, Brussels to CC. 20 Feb 1979. Re Japanese and Australian data on the capital-output ratio


127. Four leaves of tables entitled 'Data for regression analysis'

128. Four leaves of notes and tables entitled 'Service Price/Commodity Prices : Private consumption' per head : international comparisons'

129. Letter from CC to Austen Holmes (Research dept, Reserve Bank of Australia, Sydney. 20 Jun 1979. Re University of Queensland econometric model of the Australian economy

130. The Philips Curve (4 leaves typescript)

131. Cutting


133. Review of Monetary Correction. By Prof Milton Friedman. By CC.)


136. Paper headed 'Mercurio' by CC. Dec 1974. (8 leaves typescript)


139. Review of Trade Unions in Australia. By Prof R M Martin. By CC for Nation Review

141. 'The state of economics' by CC for *Quadrant*. Jul 1975

142. Notes for Pacific Institute Conference. By CC. No date

143. Paper: Gandhiji looked closely on some economic issues' by CC. Delivered at Seminar on Gandhian Economics. 29 Jun 1969


145. Review of *The delusion of incomes policy* by Samuel Brittan & Peter Lilley. By CC

**Box 6**

**Folder 1**

Economic Progress (CCs writings)

1. Article: for *Pacific Community*. Mar 1969

2. Review of *Economic Development with special reference to East Asia*. Edited by Kenneth Berrill

3. Review of *Post-War Economic Growth* by Simon Kuznets from *Econometrica*


5. Review of *Economic growth of nations: Total output and production structure* by Simon Kuznets from *Journal of Economic Literature*


9. Cuttings


12. The frontiers of knowledge and humanity's hopes for the future 1956


14. India and her troubles 196?

15. Agriculture's contribution to Economic Progress 1965

17. ‘Economic Growth’ [Note: Article typed on editing form for an un-named journal]
19. Cuttings
20. ‘The factors hampering Indian economic growth’. Published as supplement to Capital. 19 Dec 1963
21. 'Industrial and agricultural development in India'. Published as supplement to Capital. 17 Dec 1953
22. Cuttings
23. Can India prosper? Script for radio talk for Monday, December the 1st
24. Cuttings
27. Cuttings
31. The National Income of Australia. 14 Nov 1938
32. Cuttings
33. ‘The Montague Burton Lecture on International Relations’. University of Leeds. 3 Mar 1953
34. ‘The frontiers of knowledge and humanity's hopes for the future’ : Economics 16 May 1956
35. 'The Under Developed countries'. Text for Dr Waldernar Gurian. University of Notre Dame for The Review of Politics
37. ‘Productivity trends and prospects’. For Universum Press. 30 Apr 1956
38. 'Poverty, colonialism and anarchy'. For Encounter
39. Cuttings
40. 'Chambers Encyclopedia : Standards of Living'
41. ‘Economic Progress and Free Markets’ in Investors Chronicle Centenary. 10 Ju 1960
42. ‘Economic Growth’
43. Handwritten notes and figures
44. Cuttings
45. ‘The fruits of economic progress’. Reprinted from *Economia Internazionale*. Vol 1 no 1, 1948
46. ‘Relations between the Western World and the less developed countries’. For *De Tijd, The Hague*. No 1962
47. Cutting
48. ‘Economic policy in an Atomic World’. 1953
49. ‘Colonial(?) Real Incomes’ for *New Commonwealth*
50. Cuttings
52. ‘Paper for Jasny’s book of essay’ 1963
54. Paper for Australian Institute of Political Science Summer School. 196?
55. ‘The Economic Growth of Switzerland’. 196?
56. Two charts relating to paper on Switzerland
58. ‘Factors in Indian Economic Growth’. 196?
62. Review of :
   - *Soviet Economic Growth, Conditions and Perspectives*. By Abram Bergson
   - *Soviet National Income and Product in 1937* by Abram Bergson
63. Review for *The Encounter*. Dec 1955
64. Reply to Mr Grossman for *The Encounter*. No date (2 leaves typescript)
65. Cuttings
68. Paper: *International Comparison of Rates of Economic Progress*. Delivered to Industrial College of the Armed Forces. 8 Sep 1958
69. 'Hope for Japan, 1958' in *America*. 7 Dec 1957

70. 'The West's expanding economy' in *Prospectus*. Nov 1957

71. 'The Italian Renaissance : the highest economic growth rate in Europe' in *The Tablet*. 26 Oct 1957

72. Table relating to next paper - 'The Development of the Italian Economy'

73. 'The Development of the Italian Economy'

74. Cuttings

75. Paper : 'The Have and the Have-not countries'. Delivered at The Eleventh Montague Burton Lecture at the University, Leeds. 3 Mar 1953

76. 'The future of the Proletariat' in *Diogenes* 1953

77. 'The Fruits of Economic Progress'. Reprinted from *Economi Internazionale*. Vol 1 No 1, 1948


79. 'The Collection and Uses of Statistics' delivered before The Accountants and Secretaries' Educational Society. Apr 1940

80. 'Methods of Measurement of National Income'

**Folder 2**

**CEP 2 (has dividers)**

**Divider 1 : China?**


2. 'The Economic Development of Iceland'. By Arni Vilhjalmsson

3. Cuttings

4. One page handwritten notes

5. Table : 'Gross domestic product and national income : at factor cost (1938-1967)'. Source : Ministry of Coordination, National Accounts Division. 196?

6. Two pages handwritten notes

7. Cuttings

8. 'The National Income of Greece and its composition'. By Prof Ch. Evelpidi College of Political Science, Athens Greece. 1949

9. Cuttings - one table in German. Three articles in French, torn from journals - 196?


13. 'Productivity in Communist China'. 196?

14. Paper 196?. (5 leaves typescript)

15. Letter from CC to Dr W Klatt. London. 15 Feb 1978. Re Klatt's paper in *International Affairs*


17. 'Economic Development in Communist China' by CC in *Journal of Political Economy*. 1976

18. *The Politics and Economics of Communist China* by CC. 196?

19. Graph : China - Gross National Product per head. 197?


22. Letter from CC to Dr Raymond Meyers [as above]. 4 Aug 1975. Re Food supply and population growth in China

23. 3 tables :
   - People's Republic of China : Area, yield and production of total grains 1949-1975
   - People's Republic of China : Area, yield and production of cotton (raw) 1949-1975
   - People's Republic of China : Area, yield and production of soybeans and major vegetable oil seeds, 1949-1975

24. Cutting

25. 'Conditions in pre-communist China : disorder & weakness' by CC in *Social Survey*. Jun 1975

26. Table 'Economic Indicators for China' from *U.S. China Business Review*. Mar-Apr 1974

27. One page handwritten figures and notes

28. 'La population de la Chine depuis 1915'. Extract from *Population* 1966

29. 'Economic growth in Communist China' by CC. Reprinted from *The China Quarterly*. Jan-Mar 1965


31. 'L'accroissement de la population de la Chine' (Photocopy) by CC

32. Graph : 'China-Gross National Product per Head'. 197?

33. 'Trends in capital formation in Communist China' by William W Hollister. Reprinted from *An Economic Profile of Mainland China*. Vol 1 Feb 1964
34. Table: 'Revaluation of Chinese Net National Product'. Typescript. No date
35. Cuttings
38. 'China's food and agriculture: a turning point' by Shigeru Ishikawa in Food Policy. May 1977

Divider 2: CEP Argentine-Chile
39. Table: 'Chile: changes in real income per head 1940-2, 1946-8 and 1952-4'. Source: Corporation de Formento de la Produccion (CORFO)
41. 'Economic Developments in South America'. Hearings before the subcommittee on Inter-American Economic Relationships of the Joint Economic Committee Congress fo the US. 10 and 11 May 1962
43. Table: Handwritten
44. 4 tables from The Australian Workforce - Photocopied
46. Letter from CC to Mr T W McLean. Dept of Economic History, Research School of Social Sciences, ANU. 9 Feb 1973. Re Quote from CC in one of McLean's papers
47. Graph: Relating 1950 purchasing power to real product per man-hour of labour input
48. Table: 'Breakdown of Australian real product by sectors'.
49. Table: 'Revaluation of Australian real national product for the year ended June 1961
50. Table: 'Australian income and product'. 1955
51. Handwritten notes and figures - one page
52. 'Australian national income and wealth' in Review of Economic Progress. Vol 3, Sep-Oct 1951
53. 'Australia's national income: a fresh computation' by CC in The National Income of Australia, 1938
54. '1938/39 national income estimates' by B D Haid in Australian Economic History Review. Vol VII, no 2, Sep 1967
55. Several pages of handwritten figures
Box 7
Folder 1
Book Reviews


4. Letter from Tran Van Hoa, Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research, University of Melbourne to CC. 2 Apr 1986. Re Book being edited in honour of CC


7. ‘Exploding myths about reasons for growth’ by Stephen C Carroll. Review of *Population growth and land use* by CC. No date


| 23. | Review by David Thomas of *Population growth and land use* by CC. *Regional Statistics*. Vol 1, no 2 |
| 33. | Review by S W Alexander of *Growthmanship* by CC. *Teh free Trader*, Summer 1961 |
| 34. | Review 'Australia resumed' by Noel Hughes of *Australian hopes and fears* by CC. *The Tablet*, 14 Jun 1958 |
| 35. | Review by H A Wolfohn of *Australian hopes and fears* by CC. *Quadrant*, Summer 1958-9 |
| 36. | Review by K C Wheare of *Australian hopes and fears* by CC. *The Oxford Magazine*, 4 Dec 1958 |
| 38. | 'Australian Prospect by George Pulay of *Australian hopes and fears*. *Daily Telegraph*, 6 Jun 1958 |
45. Article : 'Colin Clark lets his head go and stamps on some corns' by John Elliott. *The Courier Mail*, Feb 1959
46. 'Inflation in Britain' by Fr Paul Crane. *America*, 1 Feb 1958
47. 'Must prices go on rising?' by John Applebey. *Telegraph*, 1957
48. 'Disastrous failure of high taxes'. *The Catholic Herald*. 11 Oct 1957
49. Review : ‘Case for free trade and low rates’ of *The cost of living* by CC. Oct 1957
53. Article : 'The injustice of collapsing currency'. *The City of London Newspaper*, 3 Jan 1958
55. Article : 'Russian Initiatives'. *The Tablet*, 19 Oct 1957
57. Review of 'The Economics of 1960' by Christopher Hollis. *The Tablet*, 12 Sep 1942
60. Review by Austin Robinson of *The economics of 1960* by CC. *The Economic Journal*. Vol 53 no 210, Jun/Sep 1943
62. Review : 'Post-war capital hunger' of *The economics of 1960* by CC. *The Times*, 2 Jun 1942
63. Article : 'Restraint of trade'. *The Economist*, 6 Jun 1942
64. Review : 'Post-war economies' of *The economics of 1960* by CC. *The Times*, 10 Jun 1942
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>Review : 'Twenty years on' by Candidus of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>Investors' Chronicle</em>, 13 Jun 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>Review of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>Statist</em>, 13 Jun 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>Review : 'Mr Colin Clark's new book' of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>Statist</em>, 13 Jun 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>Article : 'Assuming too much subject' of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>Statist</em>, 23 Jan 1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>Article : 'Foreign lending after the war'.</td>
<td><em>The Financial News</em>, 14 Dec 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>Article : 'Primary produce'.</td>
<td><em>Sunday Times</em>, 26 Nov 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Review : 'Looking to the future : a twenty-years forecast' of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>The Times</em>, 11 Jul 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Review : 'What can we do with our world?' by R L Megroz of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>Time and Tide</em>, 27 Jun 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>Review : 'Managerial revolution - Economics of 1960 - German Industry on the warpath' of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>The Times</em>, Aug 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>Review of <em>The economics of 1960</em> by CC.</td>
<td><em>The Banker</em>, Jul 1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Review by H Belshaw of <em>The conditions of economic progress</em> by CC, 2nd ed.</td>
<td><em>Kyklos</em>, 1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Review by E K Landless of <em>The conditions of economic progress</em> by CC, 2nd ed.</td>
<td><em>Journal of the Institute of Bankers</em>, Feb 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>Review by A J Brown of <em>The conditions of economic progress</em> by CC, 2nd ed.</td>
<td><em>International Affairs</em>, Jan 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Review of <em>The conditions of economic progress</em> by CC, 2nd ed.</td>
<td><em>Brisbane Telegraph</em>, 8 Jun 1940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
89. Review of *A critique of Russian statistics* by CC. *Oxford Magazine*, 26 Oct 1934
90. Review of *A critique of Russian statistics* by CC. *Courier Mail* [Brisbane], 21 Feb 1940
91. Review 'The new steam roller' by Ian Bowen of *A critique of Russian statistics* by CC. *The Spectator*, 14 Jul 1939
93. Review : 'Russia's Economic Position' by W T Colyer of *A critique of Russian statistics* by CC. *Plebs*, Jul 1940
95. Review : 'Russia's food problem' of *A critique of Russian statistics* by CC. *Daily Herald*, 5 Aug 1939
100. Review : 'The Standard of Living' of *A critique of Russian statistics* in *The Economist*. 10 Jun 1939
103. Review : 'Getting and Spending' of *National Income and Outlay* in *The Times*. 10 Jul 1937
105. Review of *National Income and Outlay* in *Manchester and District Bankers Institute Magazine*. Sep 1937
106. Review : 'Mr Clark's *National Income and Outlay*" by H Campion of *National Income and Outlay* in *The Manchester School*. No date


114. Two reviews of *National Income, 1924-1931. Manchester Guardian*, Nov 1932, 10 Jun 1932


**Folder 2**

1. Royalty Statements from Macmillan

2. Royalty Statements from Pergamon

**Box 8**

**Folder 1**

CP

Divider entitled - Fuel and Power


2. 'Fuelwood for China' by Robert Taylor *Resources* 1983

3. Letter from John Brunner (BHP) to Colin Clark. 21 Jul 1980
4. Prof L W Schniben's 'Gasohol as an alternate fuel'
5. Colin Clark's 'Collecting solar power at sea '. Published in Social Survey, May 1976

Divider entitled - Consumption
7. Prof Thomas T Poleman's 'Qualifying the nutrition situation in developing countries' from Agricultural Economics Staff Papers Sep 1979
8. 'Elasticity of food consumption' by US Dept of Agriculture
9. 'Indian National Sample Survey 1956-57
10. CCs 'Extent of hunger in India' from Economic and Political Weekly Sep 1972
11. 'The pattern of food expenditure' and 'Calories & Protein in Indonesia'
12. The consumption of meat' from International Review of Agriculture
13. Several pages of tables - extract from 'The Mining Industries, 1899-1939'
14. 'China 1929-1933: Income elasticity of demand for food at village level'
15. 'Longterm changes of consumption expenditure in Japan, 1874-1940' from The developing economies

Folder 2
Divider entitled - Demography
1. Article on Colin Clark 'He believes in people' by Jay Bosworth, from the S F Examiner, 26 Jan 1974
2. Letter from CC to Prof Brzezinski. 30 Oct 1972
3. 2 telegrams from Bill Hayden to Colin Clark, 1972. Copies of Colin Clark's letters of reply to these telegrams
4. Paper of lecture given at the Nordic Conference, 16 Apr 1971 by W H Pawley
5. Letter from Colin Clark to W C Wentworth, Minister of Social Services. 1970
6. Review 'Population and economic growth' by Michael Fogarty from The Tablet, 9 Sep 1967
7. Letter from CC to W C Wentworth. 28 May 1968
8. Letter from CC to Prof Hyrenius Sireden. 12 Oct 1966
10. 'Population growth may lead to excessive wealth' by CC, from Current Affairs Bulletin, 1 Mar 1973
11. Notes on 'The risk of conception on different days of the menstrual cycle'. Population studies, Nov 1969
12. Article for Lot's Wife (Monash University), undated
15. Notes for Review Borgstrom The Hungry Planet
16. 'Economics of Population Growth' by Colin Clark
17. 'The Economics of Australian Migration' by Colin Clark
18. Review by Colin Clark of Mankind at the Turning Point. 1975
20. 'The eleventh Monash Economics lecture' by Colin Clark, 1977
21. 'The State of Mineral Resources' by Colin Clark, from *Social Survey* 1974
22. 'ICU Papers 1 - Research in population economics' by CC
23. Tables
24. 'Population growth and productivity' by Colin Clark, 1978
25. Letter from Colin Clark to Prof Julian Simon (College of Commerce and Business Administration). 29 Jun 1981
26. 3 card data forms for Prentice Computer Centre, University of Queensland
27. Computer printout - tables
28. Graph - Total production and productivity per man
29. Colin Clark's 'Do population and freedom grow together' from *Decisions for the Seventies* 1960
30. Colin Clark's 'More people, more dynamism' from *The Manchester School*
31. CCs notes 'Production growth and productivity'
32. Several pages of handwritten figures
33. 'Aboriginal fertility' from *Quadrant*, May 1980
34. 'Population control in the west and in the developing countries' by Colin Clark
35. 'Miss Ward's angry seventies' by Colin Clark from *National Review*, 1972
36. Review of *The Doomsday Syndrome* by John Maddox for *Weekly Review*

**Box 9**

**Folder 1**

**CEPI - CEP International Price Comparison**

1. Table : Purchasing power equivalents for main expenditure sectors (units of national currency per Mexican peso) Oct 1963
2. 'Les Niveaux compares des prix a la consommation dans les pays d'Europe occidentale'. Feb 1963
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>'Comparisons of income and purchasing power parities for sixteen countries' by I B Kravis, A Heston, R Summers, W Murray and S P Dhar. Prepared for the meetings of the Econometric Society, Dallas, Texas, Dec 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>'Construction of international price indexes for purposes of real income comparisons' 27 Feb 1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Specimen issue of <em>Review of Economic Progress</em>. Vol 1 no 1, Jan 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Notes on the cost of living in Brazil as compared to USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Table 'Economic Bulletin for Latin America', Vol XII no 2 (UN 1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Letter from CC to Prof Irving B Kravis [as above]. 26 Oct 1978. Re Purchasing powers. Table attached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>'Comparison of real product, incomes and relative prices in Australia and the United Kingdom' 1966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Folder 2**

**CAS Capital Stock**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>'The declining importance of capital' by CC. <em>Listener</em>, 10 Mar 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Handwritten notes by CC. Re : Capital/Output ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>'Australian private nonfarm capital stock before 1948-49'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>'Housing in Japan' by CC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. Table

12. Notes relating to US prices

13. 'Investment and net stock of fixed capital (non-residential) in Japan'

14. 'Annex III. List of main publications containing country estimates of National Wealth' by [CC]

15. Table: 'Summary characteristics of national wealth components estimation in different countries of the world for the post-war period'

16. 'Annex I. Preliminary list of published estimates of national wealth (or important parts of it) prepared by countries in the post war period'

17. 'Annex II. Some references'. (Attached to above)

18. 'Annex III. List of main publications containing country estimates of national wealth'. (Attached to above)

19. 'Capital, National Product and Labour Input' for various countries

20. 'Comparison of structure of national wealth (around 1955)'. Country papers prepared for 5th Meeting of IARIW, except USA (estimates of R W Goldsmith) and France (estimates of Divisia, Dupin & Roy)


22. 'The Reproducible tangible wealth of Yugoslavia' by Prof Dr Gojko Grdjie. Delivered at 35th session of the International Statistical Institute. 1965


24. 'Industrial breakdown of capital stock in India' by Choudhury, Uma Datta Roy in Journal of Income and Wealth (New Delhi) Vol 1(2), Apr 1977

25. Three pages of hand drawn graphs

26. 'The capital requirements in developing countries' by CC


28. 'Capital requirements in Agriculture: an international comparison' by CC. International Review of Income and Wealth

29. Table: 'Gross and Net Investment and Capital Stock converted to Billions of $ by 1950 purchasing power


31. 'Current Soviet affairs. Domestic Affairs. The Soviet Housing Problem' by E Mamukov
32. Graph
33. 'United Kingdom capital stock before 1948' by [CC]
34. Two tables from *The Cambridge Economic History of Europe*. Vol VII Part 1, pgs 40 & 91
35. Table
36. 'Private capital stock in Sweden' by [CC]
37. 'Net capital stock in Sweden 1861-1946'
38. 'Sweden Net capital stock 1948-69 at 1959 prices' (Billion kroner, beginning of year)
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E P O [CC's writings]

2. Letter from Colin Clark to the Editor, I.P.A. Re Low productivity and high wages 1986
3. Clark, Colin. 'The have and the have-not countries'. University of Leeds, 1953
5. Clark, Colin. 'Economic planning in the modern state'. *Political Quarterly*
6. Clark, Colin. 'An incomes policy'. Aims of industry no 12
8. Clark, Colin. 'A commodity based currency'. *Bankers Magazine*, 1 Jul 1954
10. Hicks, J.R. 'The social framework' (Oxford University Pess). Review by Colin Clark for Bureau of Industry, 17 May 1943
11. Clark, Colin. 'Economics and Professor Galbraith', Feb 1967
14. Clark, Colin. 'Trade or aid - which comes first'. *The Director*, Jan 1967
17. Clark, Colin. 'Science and magic'

20. Clark, Colin. 'Economic growth, Forum of Free Enterprise'. Bombay. This booklet is based on lectures given during a visit to India in September 1968.


22. Clark, Colin. 'The value of the pound' Economic Journal, June 1949


24. Clark, Colin. 'Boom and Slump'. Junior Chamber of Commerce, 1952

25. Clark, Colin. 'What is to be done'? Quadrant, August


27. Clark, Colin. 'Not enough skilled labour'. The Statist, 8 Jun 1962

28. Clark, Colin. 'The causes of inflation'. National review, 17 Dec 1960

29. Clark, Colin. 'There can be no wage policy'. The Director, Sep 1963

30. Clark, Colin. 'The economics of Mr Harold Wilson'


34. Clark, Colin. 'N.E.D.C. - economics out of the hat'. British Industry, 1965

35. Clark, Colin. 'The experiment which failed'

36. Clark, Colin. 'Can production expand further?' 1960

37. Clark, Colin. 'What is our rate of economic growth?'

38. Stone, Richard and Brown, Alan. 'A computable model of economic growth'. (Chapman and Hall)


40. Clark, Colin. 'Relations between the Western World and the less developed countries' 1962

41. Clark, Colin [on balance of payments] 1961

42. Clark, Colin. 'Nic, Ned and Sam'. The Statist, 16 Nov 1962

43. Clark, Colin. 'Economic growth: What the computer says'. The Statist, 20 Jul 1962

44. Clark, Colin. 'The need to organise the flow of International investment', 1949

45. Clark, Colin. 'Radio talk on trading blocs', 8 Sep 1949
46. Ironmonger D et al. 'National income and economic progress'. Review by Colin Clark in the *Tablet*, 28 May 1955
47. Clark, Colin. 'Prof. Galbraith's crazy economics'. *Telegraph*, 20 Dec 1966
49. Gopal, Bhargava and Singh, Ram Mir. 'Budget lessons'. *The Hindustan Times*, 30 Mar 1969 (Refers to Colin Clark)
50. Pai, M.R. 'Farmers and the Union Budget' March 1969 (Refers to Colin Clark)
55. Clark, Colin. 'Sophisms - and some uneasiness'. *National Review*
56. Clark, Colin. 'The sorry story of price fixing'. *Courier Mail*, 8 Aug 1952
57. Clark, Colin. 'Australia should lend, not borrow'. *Sydney Morning Herald*, [1952]
58. Clark, Colin. 'We'll always need coal'. *Courier Mail* [1952]
59. Clark, Colin. 'No output rise by Evatt Plan'. *Courier Mail*, 28 May 1952
60. Clark, Colin. 'That loan bust-up will do a lot of good'. *Courier Mail*, 1952
61. Clark, Colin. 'Great inflation inevitable. Colin Clark warns'. *Courier Mail*, 1952
62. Clark, Colin. 'Keep hold on constitution'. *Sydney Morning Herald*, 30 Apr 1952
63. Clark, Colin. 'Here's a simpler way to cut our imports'. *SMH*, 16 Apr 1952
64. Clark, Colin. 'Is Australia being run by public servants'. *Courier Mail*, 12 Apr 1952
65. Clark, Colin. 'Enough homes for all now, if ....' *Courier Mail*, 18 Mar 1952
66. Clark, Colin. 'Our life sentence of trade controls'. *Sydney Morning Herald*, 13 Mar 1952
67. Clark, Colin. 'Australia's cheques may bounce by 1953'. *Adelaide News*, 1952
68. Clark, Colin. 'Australia must pay her way'. *Sydney Morning Herald*, 1952
69. Clark, Colin. 'Australia's only hope is more exports'. *Courier Mail*, 7 Mar 1952
70. Clark, Colin. 'Non-essential production ... is there such a thing?'. *Adelaide Mail*, 1952
71. Clark, Colin. 'Can any industry be called non-essential?' *Sydney Morning Herald*, 28 Feb 1952
72. Clark, Colin. 'Some hope of saving our pound - by bold action'. *The Mail*. Adelaide, 23 Feb 1952
73. Clark, Colin. 'Beef and butter could earn dollars'. *Courier Mail*, 19 Feb 1942
74. Clark, Colin. 'Food producers should be given tax privileges'. *Sydney Morning Herald*, 7 Feb 1952
75. Clark, Colin. 'Ways to increase vital food production'
76. Clark, Colin. 'Basic wage system is absurd'. Herald, Melbourne. 23 Jan 1952
78. Oakes, Laurie. 'The power of economics' (refers to Colin Clark)
79. Clark, Colin. 'Economic relations with Britain'
80. Clark, Colin. 'Has Australia got water on the brain?' New Commonwealth, 18 Mar 1945
81. Clark, Colin. 'Has Colin Clark got water on the brain?' New Commonwealth, 13 May 1954
82. Clark, Colin. 'Rejoinder by Colin Clark'. New Commonwealth, 13 May 1954
83. Moorhead, Allan. 'Rum jungle'. Review by Colin Clark. 28 Sep 1953
84. Clark, Colin. 'The Australian crisis'. 7 Mar 1952
85. Clark, Colin. 'Draft of Rejoinder by Colin Clark'. Published New Commonwealth, 13 May 1954
86. Clark, Colin. 'What is the colonial standard of living'? New Commonwealth 15 Apr 1954, p373
87. Letter from Roy Lewis. (Editor, New Commonwealth) to Colin Clark regarding dispute between Colin Clark and V.C. Gair, 21 Apr 1954
88. Letter from Roy Lewis to Colin Clark. (Editor, New Commonwealth) regarding dispute between Colin Clark and V.C. Gair, 21 May 1954
89. Letter from Don Taylor (Deputy Editor, New Commonwealth) to Colin Clark regarding dispute between Colin Clark and V.C. Gair, 30 Apr 1954
90. Clark, Colin. 'Australia and Imports'. The Financial Times, 24 May 1957
91. Clark, Colin. 'Economic growth'
93. Clark, Colin. On 'Industrial Conscription'
94. Letter from W.' McMahon Ball (Controller - Broadcasting Division) to Colin Clark regarding Colin Clark's shortwave talk on 'Mobilising the Australian National Income', 20 Aug 1940
95. Clark, Colin. 'Economic relations with Britain'. Australia and New Zealand Review. July 1956
96. Clark, Colin. 'What is wrong with the Australian economy', 8 May 1953
97. Clark, Colin. 'Australia is overindustrialised'
98. Clark, Colin. 'Employment or unemployment'
100. Clark, Colin. 'Australian economic progress - against a world background'. Adelaide at the Hassell Press, 1938
101. Clark, Colin. 'The Economist and rearmament'. Lecture delivered at the University of Western Australia on 7 Apr 1938
102. Clark, Colin. 'Can British prosperity last?' 28 Jul 1937
103. Letter from Chairman of Melbourne Junior Chamber of Commerce to Colin Clark regarding address entitled 'Can British Prosperity Last?' 14 Jul 1937
104. Clark, Colin. Memorandum on economic policy, 2 Dec 1930
105. 'Ministers without policy'. Morning Post, 28 Jun 1993. Reference is made to Colin Clark
106. 'Public Administration'. The Scotsman, 28 Jun 1932. Reference is made to Colin Clark
107. 'Institute of Public Administration'. Birmingham Post, 28 Jun 1932. Reference is made to Colin Clark
108. Clark, Colin. 'A graphical analysis of the unemployment position 1920-1928'. Royal Statistical Society, 1929

Folder 2
EC EPO to 1958

2. Clark, Colin. ‘John Stone’s proposals for Australia’. Quadrant march 1985
4. Clark, Colin. ‘The social limits to growth’ Quadrant Sep 1981
7. Letter from Colin Clark to editor Quadrant re article ‘Australia’s future’ 16 Nov 1981
8. Covering letter from Colin Clark to editor Quadrant enclosing article on university fees 10 Nov 1981
9. Letter from Colin Clark to W.F. Buckley, National Review, enclosing article ‘Great depression of the 1930s’ 12 Mar 1982
10. ‘Economic development in the poorer countries’ Outlook, Sep 1983
13. Clark, Colin. Book review - Small is possible, CW Jul 5 1987
18. Letter from Colin Clark to J.E. MacDonnell, Dept of Labour Relations enclosing article to be published in Quadrant. 26 Jun 1979
19. Clark, Colin. Review of Will she be right by Herman Kahn and Thomas Pepper. Quadrant Jul 1980
22. Letter from Colin Clark to Fr. Bruce Duncan, National Outlook enclosing article ‘Economic advance of the developing countries’ 13 Jan 1981
25. Letter from Colin Clark to Mark Perlman, Journal of economic literature re article corrections. 23 Apr 1979
27. ‘The productivity of the United States’
30. Clark, Colin. ‘Profiting by thought’ Quadrant Jan-Feb 1979
31. Letter from Gregory Clark to Colin Clark. 8 Nov 1983
32. Letter from Gregory Clark to Colin Clark. Jun, Tokyo
34. Letter from Colin Clark to J. O. Stone, Monash University re Eckstein-Feldstein equation. 24 Jan 1985
35. Response by John Stone to Colin Clark’s comments on the Shann lecture. 14 Jan 1985
36. Aerogramme to Colin Clark from T.F. Burns from the Tablet re article. 14 Oct 1975
37. Colin Clark’s response to Burns letter above. 21 Oct 1975
38. Graphs of net fixed capital stock UK, USA, Sweden, Japan with address label Dr Luigi Ceriani, editor Banca Nazionale dl Lavoro Quarterly Review
40. Clark, Colin ‘The only cure for inflation’ The bulletin 14 Sept 1974
41. Letter from Colin Clark to Yoshinori Shimizu, Tokyo re article in Hitotsubashi journal of commerce and management. 28 Apr 1980
42. Unemployment as percentage of labour force. [statistics]
43. Maddison Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Sep 1980
44. Letter from Colin Clark to Miyohei Shinohara Tokyo re Kondratieff cycle. 22 Oct 1980
45. Letter from Yoshinori Shimizu to Colin Clark re Chicago approach. 12 May 1980
46. Bureau of Industry tables – Purchasing power per head of labour force and Private net capital formation.
47. Graph Real income of $ of 1925-34 purchasing power.
48. Clark, Colin. ‘Post war savings in the U.S.A.’
50. Balogh, T. ‘Long-run changes in the propensity to save : a reply’
51. Clark, Colin ‘ On growthmanship’ Business horizons Spring 1962
52. Clark, Colin. ‘From wealth to capital co-efficients – IV’ The Eastern economist Feb 17 1956
53. Clark, Colin. ‘From wealth to capital co-efficients – II’ The Eastern economist Jan 27 1956
54. Clark, Colin. ‘From wealth to capital co-efficients’ The Eastern economist Jan 26 1956
55. Clark, Colin. ‘India’s capital requirements’ (annotated ‘sent to Eastern economist’)
56. Clark, Colin. ‘Growthmanship: fact and fallacy’ Intercollegiate review Jan 1965
57. Clark, Colin. ‘The declining importance of capital’ The Listener 10 Mar 1955
58. Clark, Colin. ‘Capital’ Jan 1956
59. ‘Capital requirements in Latin America’ (annotated ‘sent to Colombia articles file’)
60. Crosland, Anthony and Clark, Colin ‘Forcing the pace?’ The Listener 29 Jun 1961
61. Clark, Colin. ‘On growthmanship’ Business horizons vol. 5 no. 1 Spring 1962

Divider – Capital requirements
62. Column of figures Exports and imports
63. Guide to the current official statistics of the United Kingdom 1935 (1 p.)
64. ‘The readership of newspapers and periodicals in Great Britain 1936’ prepared by the Incorporated Society of British Advertisers.
65. Clark, Colin. ‘National income at its climax’ The Economic journal June 1937
66. Clark, Colin. ‘The fruits of economic progress’ Economia internazionale vol. 1 no. 1 1948
67. Clark, Colin. ‘Australian economic progress against a world background’ The Joseph Fisher lecture in commerce, 1938
68. Clark, Colin. ‘The budget and the basic wage’ The Economic record Dec 1950
69. Presscutting ‘Will arms borrowing mean inflation?’ The Financial news 3 Apr 1939
70. Presscutting ‘National income breaks all records’ Advertisers’ weekly 4 Feb 1937
72. Presscutting ‘National income is still increasing’ *Advertisers’ weekly*, 22 Jul 1937
73. Presscutting ‘Watch the sales curve – not the tape’ *Advertisers’ weekly*, 14 Oct 1937
74. Presscutting ‘No reason for further decline in retail trade’ *Advertisers weekly* 5 May 1938
75. ‘Family incomes’
76. ‘The place of services in the national economy’ 1932
77. Clark, Colin. ‘The national wages bill’
78. ‘Quantitative measurements of savings & investments’ 1930.
79. ‘Industrial profits’
81. Clark, Colin. ‘Australia’s wrong turnings’ Quadrant Dec 1978
82. Clark, Colin. ‘Internationaler Vergleich der Volkseinkommen’ *Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv*, vol. 47 heft 2 Jan 1938
83. Clark, Colin. ‘Economic life in the twentieth century’ *Measure* vol. 1 no. 4 Fall 1950
84. Hand drawn map ‘Economic progress 1900-1950’
85. Clark, Colin. ‘Further data on the national income’ *The Economic journal* vol. 44 no. 175, Sep 1934
86. Clark, Colin. ‘The National income and the theory of production’ *The Economic journal* vol. 43 no. 170, Jun 1933
87. Clark, Colin. ‘Statistical studies relating to the present economic position of Great Britain’ *The Economic journal* vol. 41 no. 163, Sep 1931
89. Clark, Colin. ‘The new board of trade indexes’ *The Economic journal* vol. 45 no. 178, Jun 1935
90. Clark, Colin. ‘Allgemeine Wirtschaftstheorie’ *Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv*, vol. 45 heft 1 Jan 1937
91. Clark, Colin. ‘Geld und Kapital’ *Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv*, vol. 47 heft 3 May 1938

**Box 11**
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**Economists’ Correspondence**

1. Letter to Prof. Robin Matthews, Clare College (Cambridge) from CC. 1 Apr 1986. Re: Copy of Keynes lecture
Division folder : Allyn A. Young (Professor). London School of Economics

2. Letter to Prof. MacGregor from Allyn Young. 21 Jul 1928. Re : Colin Clark
3. Letter to CC from Allyn Young. 21 Jul 1928
4. Letter to CC from Allyn Young. 30 Aug 1928. Re : Possible appointment
5. Letter to Allyn Young from Prof W C Dickson (Assistant Secretary) London School of Economics and Political Science. 31 Jul 1928. Re : CC appointment as Part time Research Assistant
6. ‘Increasing returns and economic progress’ by Allyn Young (Publication/supp note)

Division folder : [G-] Yule. St Johns College (Cambridge)

7. Letter to CC from [Yule] Feb 1934
8. Letter to CC from [Yule] 17 Jan 1934
9. Letter to CC from [Yule] 20 Jan 1934
10. Letter to CC from [Yule] 8 May 1932
11. Letter to CC from [Yule] 2 Feb 1932
12. Letter to CC from [Yule] 16 May 1931

Division folder : David McCord Wright (Professor). University of Virginia

13. Letter to Prof Wright from CC. Re : CC resignation from the Queensland Government
14. Letter to CC from Prof Wright. 7 Dec 1951. Re : CC arrival in Australia
15. Letter to CC from Prof Wright. Apr 1951. Re : Analysis of the Indian situation
16. Letter to Prof Wright from CC. 18 Apr 1951. Re : Speculation that social and economic thought in England had come to a considerable extent under Indian influence

Division folder : Peter Wiles Publications

17. Reprinted from *Soviet Studies* ‘Are adjusted rubles rational?’ by Peter Wiles.
19. ‘What is to be done about the success of Soviet industry?’ by Peter Wiles

Division folder : Rufus S Tucker (Doctor). General Motors Corporation

24. Letter to Dr R Tucker from CC. 28 Feb 1950. Re : Governmental responsibility/action with regards to pensioners
25. Letter to CC from Dr R Tucker. 6 Nov 1945. Re : Inflation and increase/decrease in commodity prices
26. Letter to Dr R Tucker from CC. Re : Projections of National income
27. ‘Projections of national income’ written by Rufus S Tucker (Revised 10/20/44)

Division folder : Jan Tinbergen (Professor). Central PlanBureau (Holland)
28. Letter to CC from Prof J Tinbergen. 8 Aug 1946. Re : Conditions of economic progress
29. Letter to CC from Prof J Tinbergen. 20 Apr 1948. Re : Recalculation of P (agricultural prices divided by industrial prices)
31. Letter to CC from Jan Tinbergen. 20 Oct 1947. Re : Clark's system of equations
34. Letter to CC from Prof Tinbergen. 15 Jan 1947. Re : Comments on ‘Economics of 1960’
37. Letter to CC from [Prof Dr J Tinbergen]. 21 ... 1937. Re : Meeting in Geneva
38. Letter to J Tinbergen from [CC]. 5 Nov 1936. Re : quarterly figures of national income, employment, prices etc
40. Letter to CC from J Tinbergen. 21 Oct 1936. Re : Estimates of the national income during the past few years

Division folder : Richard Stone Esq. 15 Cheney Row, Chelsea
42. Letter to R Stone from CC. 27 Sep 1937. Re : The printing of the quarterly figures on national income

Division folder : Andrew Schonfield. Economic Editor, The Observer, London
45. ‘Warning the New Boys From Andrew Schonfield, Our Economic Editor, who is attending a conference of economists under the auspices of the Congress for Cultural Freedom’. International Presscutting Bureau. *The Observer*, London, 29 Jan 1961

Division folder : Joan Robinson, Cambridge

46. Letter to CC from Joan Robinson. 9 Jun 1964. Re : A criticism of illfound opinions
47. ‘Notes for opening remarks’ by Joan Robinson. Apr 1964
49. Postcard to CC from Joan. Stamped 11 Feb 1932
50. Note to CC from Joan. Re : meeting with [Ragnar Frisch]
51. Postcard to CC from J Robinson. Stamped 4 Feb 1933
52. Letter to CC from J Robinson. 4 Dec. Re : Supplying figures for lectures
53. Letter to CC from J Robinson. 21 Jan. Re : Extra coaching for the statistics paper
54. Letter to CC from J Robinson. 11 Jun. (Personal : explanation of her whereabouts)
55. Letter to CC from J Robinson. Re : Possibility of a meeting between CC and Miss Jenkins (a pupil of J Robinson)
56. Postcards to CC from J Robinson. Stamped 2 Nov 1933
57. Letter to CC from J Robinson. 21 Sep. Re : Arranging a meeting
58. Letter to CC from J Robinson. 7 Sep. Re : Arranging a meeting

Division folder : Austin Robinson (Professor) [Joan Robinson's husband]. Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge

60. Letter to CC from Austin Robinson. Re : RSVP letter for Clark's party

Division folder : Dennis Robertson. Trinity College, Cambridge

61. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 17 Jan 1937. Re : Congratulations on Clark's work
63. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 4 Dec 1935. Re : Enclosed letter (Confidential)
64. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 6 Mar 1933. [Illegible]
65. Letter to [CC] from D Robertson. 13 Jan [1936]. [Illegible]
66. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 6 Mar 1936. Re : Thank you
67. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 5 Oct 1931. Re : Supervision of economics trip
68. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 24 Nov 193?. Re : L & CES meeting
69. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 26 Mar 1938. (Social greeting about end of term etc)
70. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 15 May 1936. Re: Estimate figure for 1936
71. Letter to CC from D Robertson. 29 Jul [193?]. Re: Supervision of [Miss Polglaye]
72. Postcard to CC from Dennis Robinson. Stamped 3 Apr 1948

Division folder: Lionel Robbins. London School of Economics and Political Science
73. Letter to CC from L Robbins. 29 Jan 1959. Re: Congratulations
74. Letter to CC from L Robbins. 2 Feb 1934. Re: Opposition of [conversure]
75. Letter to CC from L Robbins. 15 Feb 1934. Re: [Conversure]
76. Letter to CC from L Robbins. 19 Sep. Re: Visiting the school [of Economics]
77. [Letter of recommendation] from L Robbins. Re: Mr Clark's ability to lecture in economics

Division folder: Michael Polanyi. University of Manchester

Division folder: A C Pigou (Professor). Kings College, Cambridge
79. Letter to CC from Pigou. 1938
80. Postcard to CC from Pigou. Stamped 12 May 193?
81. Postcard to CC from Pigou. Stamped 28 Feb 1935. Re: Two questions on statistics
82. ‘The following statement is circulated at the request of the chairman of the board’ by A C Pigou. 1 Jan 1935
83. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re: Statistics schedule
84. Letter to CC from Pigou. 4 Oct. Re: Paper that was written for a member of the economic board
85. Postcard to CC from Pigou. Jan 1957. [Postcard not sent]. Re: apology
86. Letter to CC from Pigou. 16 Oct 1951. Re: Article on Pigou and references associated.
87. Postcard to CC from Pigou. [Postcard not sent]
88. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re: Report on statistics paper
89. Postcard to CC from Pigou. Stamped 26 Oct 1934. Re: Car usage
90. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re: Statistics paper
91. Letter to CC from Pigou
92. Letter to Prof Pigou from [CC]. 3 May 1935. Re: National income and armament expenditure
93. Letter to CC from Pigou
94. Letter to [CC] from Pigou
95. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re : Statistics paper
96. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 4 May 1936. Re : Enclosed proofs
97. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 20 Apr 1936. Re : Apology regarding the proofs
98. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re : Proofs and calculations
100. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re : Proofs and tables
101. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re : Changes in the proof

Division folder : Henry WM Spiegel (Professor). Professor of Economics. The Catholic University of America. [Correspondence regarding A C Pigou]

102. Letter to CC from H Spiegel. 4 Oct 1951. Re : Article on Pigou
103. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 12 Oct 1951. Re : Use of article in question
104. Letter to Prof Spiegel from CC. 27 Sep 1951. Re : Enclosed text (A C Pigou). (Copy of text attached)
105. Letter to CC from H Spiegel. 20 Aug 1950. Re : contributions for text (Pigou)
106. Letter to Prof Speigel from CC. 7 Aug 1950. Re : Suggested alternative authors for article on Pigou
107. Letter to CC form H Speigel. 1 July 1950. Re : Request to write and article on Pigou
108. Letter to CC from [Pigou]. [9 Jan]. Re : Calculations
109. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 9 Dec 1938. Re Figures of average or probable margins
110. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 18 Feb 1937. Re : Company statistics
111. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 30 Jan 1937. Re : Statistics from Company reports
112. Letter to CC from Pigou. Re : Testing an idea
113. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 9 July 1936. Re : Thank you note
114. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 15 May 1936. Re : Eradication of errors
115. Letter to [CC] from Pigou
116. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 29 Jan 1936. Re : Population and unemployment tables
117. Letter to Prof Pigou from CC. 14 Dec 1935. Re : List of tables. Reply letter on verso. (To CC from Pigou)

Division folder : Paul Mantoux. Institut Universitaire De Hautes Etudes Internationales Genève

118. Letter to CC from Paul Mantoux. 14 Feb 1952. Re : Article and biography on M Keynes, by Prof Harrod

Division folder : W Arthur Lewis (Professor). Stanley Jones Professor of Political Economy, University of Manchester

120. Letter to CC from W Arthur Lewis. 11 Jul 1951. Re : Increasing productivity of the world's small farmers


Division folder : Simon Kuznets (Professor). University of Pennsylvania, John Hopkins University, and National Bureau of Economic Research


123. ‘Underdeveloped countries and the pre-industrial phase in the advanced countries. An attempt at comparison’ by Simon Kuznets

124. Letter to CC from C Kuznets. 28 Oct 1951. Re : Proposal re IARIW

125. Letter to S Kuznets from CC. 22 Feb 1957. Re : Confidential-Research Centre


127. Letter to CC from S Kuznets. 7 Feb 1951. Re : Request for a complete file of the journal about to be published

128. Letter to CC from S Kuznets. 5 Jul 1950. Re : Reply to letter and enclosed article 31 May

129. Letter to S Kuznets from CC. 31 May 1950. Re : Dispute between Bowley and Fisher at a Royal Statistical Society meeting


133. Letter to CC from S Kuznets. 9 Apr 1945. Re : Ref 112 NBER

134. Letter to CC from S Kuznets. 22 Nov 1944. Re : Income conference papers

135. Letter to S Kuznets from CC. 28 Sep 1944. Re : Results of the meeting of the conference on Research in Income & Wealth

136. Letter to S Kuznets from CC. 3 Nov [1938]. Re : Interpretation of statistics


138. Letter to Members of the Income Conference from S Kuznets. 22 June 1938. Re : Last meeting’s instructions to prepare a list of problems with wealth & income measurements

139. Conference on Research in National Income and Wealth ‘Tentative list of problems in the field of measurement of Income and Wealth’


141. Letter to CC from S Kuznets. 10 Feb 1937. Re Copy of ‘National Income and Outlay’
Division folder: James Maynard Keynes. Editor - The Royal Economic Society. The Economic Journal

143. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 6 May 1931. Re: Thank you note
144. ‘Revenue returns’. Newspaper clipping
145. ‘Critics or qualified supporters of the Keynes-Harrod view …’ (first line) (Appears to be a page taken from a book/journal)
146. ‘From the incentive to invest formula …’ (first line) (Typescript with handwritten corrections)
149. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 4 Nov 1932. Re: Lucius Thompson, Moodys-Economist Service
150. Letter to Professor Warming from J M Keynes. 20 Jul 1932. Re: Letter of introduction (CC)
151. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 26 Jul 1935. Re: Miss Curtis’s notes
152. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 27 Aug 1931. Re: University Press acceptance of a monograph from CC
153. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 12 Aug 1931. Re: Department of Agriculture
154. Letter to W B Goodbody, Esq, Central Committee Rooms, The Labour Institute, Norfolk from J M Keynes. 31 Oct 1935. Re: Vote for Mr Colin Clark
155. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 5 Dec 1931. Re: Daniel Macmillan (Book Publisher)
156. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 27 Nov ?
157. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 27 Jul 1931. Re: CC’s article, proofs and lengths
158. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 25 Jul 1931. Re: Receipt of article
160. Telegram to CC from Keynes/Firlelewes ... 3 Aug 1938. Re: Modification of manuscript
161. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 5 Mar 1938. Re: Article for the June Journal
162. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 13 Mar 1937. Re: Rejection of advertising campaign
163. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 7 Sep [1933]
164. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 2 Jan [1933] Re: Publication of CC’s book
165. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 20 Jul 1932. Re: Publication (hold ups)
166. Invitation to CC from Mr & Mrs J M Keynes. 4 Dec 1935. Re: National week of peace & friendship with the USSR.
167. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 30 Apr 1931. Re: Comments on the draft chapter on statistics
168. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 17 Apr 1931. Re: Draft chapter
169. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 9 Feb 1931. Re: Figures included in letter 16 Jan
170. Letter to J M Keynes from CC. 10 Jan 1945. Re: personal views on interest rates, the Beveridge Plan etc
171. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 1 May 1944. Re: Various articles and enclosed copy of the new budget white paper
172. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. Re: 'White paper'
175. Postcard to CC from J M Keynes. 29 Dec. Re: Thank you
176. ‘Lord Keynes’ by C Clark (Carbon typescript)
180. ‘The white paper data on national income’ 31 Oct 1941 by C Clark
181. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 19 Jan 1939. Re: Questioning of an accurate translation
182. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 23 Jul 1938. Re: Manuscript ‘Critique of Russian statistics’
184. ‘A year ago, by analysis …’ (first line) (Carbon Typescript)
186. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 31 May 1938. Re: The Australian booklet and journal article
188. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. Sunday. Re: Meeting arrangements
189. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 1 Jun 1936. Re: Kuznets memorandum
191. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 12 Sep 1934. Re: Building costs index
192. Letter to CC from J M Keynes. 30 Aug 1934. Re: Fixed capital investment
193. ‘World economics : Lines on which it might work’ by J M Keynes. *The Western Mail*. 29 Dec 1932
Division folder : Nicholas Kaldor. Great Ormond St, WC1

195. Letter to CC from Nicholas Kaldor. 26 Jan 1946

Division folder : Economists Correspondence

197. Letter to CC from Kalecki. 6 Jan 1939. Re : Statistical data on labour costs
199. Letter to CC from Richard F [Kahn], Kings College Cambridge. 6 Apr 1931. Re : Paper on road building
200. Letter to CC from Richard F [Kahn]. 23 Apr 1931. Re : Thanking CC for figures
201. Letter to CC from R G Hawtrey (Esq), Treasury Chambers, Whitehall, London. 13 Apr 1937. Re : Indirect taxes
203. Letter to CC from R G Hawtrey. 11 Mar 1937. Re : Indirect taxes (Subject to CC's book)
204. Letter to CC from R G Hawtrey. 2 Jun 1935. Re : Answer to CC's problem
205. Letter to Sir Roy Harrod, Christchurch, Oxford from CC. 27 Nov 1961. Re : Keynes comments on Australian affairs
206. Letter to CC from R Harrod. 21 Apr 1947. Re : Trip to England
207. Letter to CC from Roy Harrod. 3 Jun 1944. Re : Planning and processing of tyres
209. Letter to Roy Harrod from CC. 2 Jun 1945. Re : Proof of the article
211. Letter to CC from Roy Harrod. 29 May 1951. Re : Criticism of views on primary, secondary & tertiary production
212. Letter to Roy Harrod from CC. 16 Aug 1948. Re : Increase in efficiency of service industries
213. Letter to CC from Roy Harrod. 17 Nov 1948. Re : Invisible income
216. Letter to CC from Roy Harrod. 28 Sep 1948. Re : Sterling over-valued
218. ‘How to exercise restraint?’ by Ron Harrod, Sunday Telegraph 6/9/64 (includes holograph notes)
219. ‘What we do not know about the economics of development in low income societies’ by E E Hagan, Massachusetts Institution of Technology, Tavistock Institute of Human Relations. Apr 1964

220. Letter to CC from J K Galbraith, Harvard University, Graduate School of Public Administration. 16 Jan 1952. Re: Article in ‘Economic News’ on Keynes


225. ‘Production, Primary, Secondary and Tertiary’ by AGB Fisher. 1939

226. ‘A note on tertiary production’ by AGB Fisher. 1939

227. Chateau D'Anserville Par Boinel


229. Letter to CC from Jouvenel. 2 Mar 1957. Re: Paper on changes that will occur in Europe

230. Letter to CC from Jouvenel. 20 Dec. Re: Bureau of economic analysis

231. Letter to CC from Jouvenel. Re: Views expressed in the Guardian

232. Letter to CC from Jouvenel. 22 Feb 1963. Re: CC economic influence


236. ‘This book consists of …’ (first line). Re: Dr Balogh's writings

Folder 2

Graphs, papers


3. Graph 1926-1933 [Financial movements]. Re: Deposit accounts, Government securities etc
4. Graph 1926-1933 [Expenditure/Sales]. Re: Estimate of total retail sales, new cars licensed etc
5. Graph 1927-1934 [Employment]. Re: Employment in millions, exports etc
6. ‘Industrial assurance: an historical and critical study’ by Sir Arnold Wilson, MP and Professor Hermann Levy. (Typescript)
9. Flow chart. [Causation immediate & delayed]. Re: Prices and costs of goods, actions and reaction. 1940
10. [Typescript: ripped and in bad condition]. End 1933. Re: World slumps due to a complex of economics
11. ‘Mr Baldwin in his recent speech at Bramham …’ (first line)
12. Graph 1927-1933 [Total value of consumption]. Re: Cost of living, employment etc
13. Graph 1927-1933 [Trend of output]. Re: Total value of investment, Foreign investment etc
14. Graph 1910-1925 [Output]. Re: Men employed, output per man
15. Graph 1920-1929 [Scales]. Re: Scales of goldstock, foreign balances etc
16. ‘Statistical studies relating to the present economic position of Great Britain’. *Economic Journal*
17. Graph 1927-1933 [General Output]. Re: Employment building and contracts, employment general & electrical engineering etc
18. Graph 1927-1933. [Price index]. Re: Average prices of exports/imports, wholesale prices etc
20. ‘Moreover as Mr Colin Clark …’ (first line) Newsclipping
22. ‘The monetary and trading outlook’. (Typescript)
25. ‘Diagram 1. Output & employment’
27. Graph 1919-1925. [Imports/Exports/Employment]
28. Graph 1921-1929 [Industry materials]. Re: Pottery trades, building materials etc
30. Graph 1920-1929. Re : Home consumption/output
32. ‘Purchasing power parity’ [1930]
33. Graph 1927-1932 [Index of consumption prices]. Re : Wholesale prices food & material etc
34. Graph 1927-1932 [Homes/housing]. Re : Home investment, wage costs etc
35. Graph 1946-1961 ‘Export volume and requirements’
36. Graph 1947-1961 ‘Effects of labour shortage on manufacturing production and on earnings’
37. Graph 1947-1961 (as above)

Box 12
Demography - Colin Clark’s writing
Folder 1
Articles by Colin Clark
2. ‘La population de la Chine depuis 1915’. Extrait de Population , No 6 Nov-Dec 1966
4. ‘The south-eastern countries...’ (first line) (Carbon typescript)
5. ‘World could feed six or seven times as many’ [Adelaide newspaper]
6. ‘Nation which permits divorce insults God’. Scottish Catholic Herald. Friday 11 May 1956
8. ‘Big families way to prosperity’. International Presscutting Bureau. News Chronicle. 4 Aug 1956
10. ‘World population growth’. *Columbia Teachers College Record*. Mar 1962
11. ‘Internal migration of population’. (Carbon typescript)
16. Population and food (letters to the editor). *The Tablet*
18. ‘The earth's capacity to provide food’. *The New Scientist*. 11 Aug 1960
19. ‘Population and economics’. Article for 'Financial Times' (Typescript)
24. ‘Preferring our room to our company’. *The Tablet*. 19 Aug 1961
25. ‘Population and progress - The problem of birth control’ *Queens Quarterly*
27. ‘People and food’. *The Commonweal*. 22 May 1953
28. ‘We can live …’ (first line) 7 May 1962
29. ‘Address by Colin Clark to Hong Kong Economic Association’. Sep 1961 (Typescript)
31. ‘Must the world starve?’ *The Mercat Cross*. Jan 1977
32. ‘If full use were made …’ (first line)
33. ‘Do population and freedom go together?’ Excerpts from * Fortune*. Dec 1960
34. ‘Books of the week’. *The Tablet*. 2 Jun 1962
35. ‘Preferring our room to our company’. *The Tablet*. 19 Aug 1961
37. ‘World population’. Article for *CIVITAS*. 21 Feb 1957 (Typescript)
39. ‘Germany’s population’. (Final article - sent to Daily Telegraph)
41. ‘Article for Professor de Meo, Rome’ [Meramio] 3 Jul 1957 (Carbon typescript)
44. ‘The World Today - The Vatican and birth control’. As broadcast, recorded 30 Jul 1968
46. ‘India’s population growth’. *The Tablet*. 29 Jul 1967
49. ‘How many starving millions?’ *National Review*. 30 Jun 1964
50. ‘Economics of world population growth’. *Season*, Fall 1963
51. ‘Too many people?’ [Publication?]
52. ‘World power and population’. *National Review*. 20 May 1969
54. ‘Men, money and war’. (Photocopy of typescript)
56. ‘Food and population in Latin America’. (Carbon typescript with handwritten corrections)
57. ‘Savings and population growth’. (Copy of typescript, 1965)
58. ‘Do we need a hundred million people?’ *The Director*. May 1965
59. ‘The social and economic implications of population growth’. (Copy of typescript)
60. ‘Agriculture and world population’. (Carbon typescript)
63. ‘The economics of population’. (Carbon typescript)
64. Catholic population conference - Louvain 1962. ‘Population and economic resources’
65. ‘The economics of world population growth’. *Season* (California Dominions) 1963
66. Could men but come awake (Typescript)
67. I have been suddenly taken ill ... (first line). Indian newspaper
68. ‘Do we need a hundred million population’. *The Director*. Apr 1965

70. ‘The first stages of economic growth’. Paper for world population conference

71. World population conference. Rome 1954. ‘What constitutes rural over-population?’

72. ‘The population of the USSR’ (Typescript)

73. ‘The growth of world population’ For - Manchester Technical College (Students Journal) 1961

74. ‘The economic and social implications of population control’. 3 Oct 1969

75. ‘World population growth’. Teachers College Record. Vol 63 no 6, Mar 1962

76. ‘Demographic problems on a world scale’. World justice. Vol VI no 4, Jun 1965

77. ‘The economics of population’. Pax romana no 2, 1963

78. ‘The earth can feed its people’ (Copy of typescript)


82. ‘World resources and world population’. Estratto da Economia Internazionale. Vol IV no 1, Feb 1951

Folder 2

1. ‘World resources and world population’. Economia Internazionale, Vol 6 no 1, Feb 1951

2. ‘Australia’s economic and population capacity’. (Blue cover)


5. ‘New light on population’. The Listener. 26 Mar 1953

6. ‘We are dimming the lights …’ (first line). (Rough typescript with written corrections)

7. ‘Twenty years ago the world …’ (first line). Australian Trust of Agricultural Science. 8 Oct 1970

8. Victorian Branch of the Agricultural Economics Society. 9 Sep 1970. ‘Poverty not hunger’ (Press copy)


10. ‘Population’. (Rough typescript, handwritten corrections)

11. ‘Aid for developing countries’. Social survey. Sep 1971

13. ‘World survey. World population and food’. Published by The Atlantic Education Trust. No 28, Apr 1971
15. ‘Denies idea that the world is overpopulated’. The Wanderer. Vol 105 no 24, 17 Jun 1971
17. ‘Zero population growth’ (Typescript with handwritten corrections)
18. ‘Population is good for the economy’. Now - the journal of community aid abroad. No 201, Sep 1971
19. ‘World population today and tomorrow’ (Typescript)
20. ‘World population today and tomorrow’ (Photocopy of typescript)
22. ‘Population’ (Typescript)
24. ‘Disco’ (Carbon typescript)
26. Monash University. ‘It is sad to see …’ (first line) (Copy of typescript)
27. ‘The optimum population for Britain’. New Scientist. 30 Jul 1970
28. News release : all media. ‘Subject : Dr Colin Clark claims the ‘worship of money’ is the cause of pollution and destruction of environment’.
29. Paper for International Veterinary Students' Conference
31. Article for ‘The Advocate’ Melbourne. ‘It is not my province …’ (first line) (Carbon typescript)
32. ‘Population and economic growth’. India, Sep 1968
33. ‘Social and economic implications of population growth’. Intermedia, Summer 1967
34. ‘Savings and population growth’. (Copy of typescript)
35. ‘Savings and population growth’. (Copy of typescript)
36. ‘La population de la Chine depuis 1915’. Population (21 année) no 6 Nov-Dec 1966
37. ‘Regional differences in reproductivity in England and Wales’ Population studies. Vol 5 no 1, Jul 1951
38. ‘Age at marriage and marital fertility’ Population studies. Vol II no 4, Mar 1949
39. ‘Lost traveller's nightmare’ The Tablet. 11 Apr 1959
40. ‘Population problem. Study for Mr Colin Clark. State watched by rest of world’ Australian Press cuttings. Times (Gympie, Qld) 7 May 1938
41. ‘Do population and freedom grow together?’ [Publication] Reprinted from the Dec 1960 issue of Fortune magazine

42. Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science. ‘The urban population capacity of Australia’. (Brisbane meeting - May 1951)

Box 13
Folder 1
Distribution Tables
1. ‘Der Einfluss des Zwischenhandels auf die Preise Leipzig 1888’ * Wholesale and retail prices marks per kilo 1878-1886 at Aachen (Annual and monthly figures also available)
2. [Aopinna Prio Corn]
3. ‘Gross farm - retail distribution costs in developing countries. Expressed as percentage of price received by farmer’
4. ‘Notes’ [Explanation notes from Gross Farm etc]
5. The Journal of Industrial Economics. Aug 1954 V2(3)
7. ‘Agricultural product and factor markets’ [Vol 17 no 4, University of Chicago]
8. Übersicht 32 : Entwicklung der Spanne zwischen Einzelhandels - und Viehmarkt preisen fur Kallefleisch in Reichs - (Bundes) gebiet seit 1904
9. ‘The cost of food marketing’ G H Wollen and G Turner

Folder 2
Economic Advisory Council
1. ‘Can Lloyd George do it?’ The pledge examined by J M Keynes and H D Henderson
2. Economic Advisory Council (Copy no. 41) ‘Suggested acceleration of publication of government statistics’
3. ‘Memorandum on economic policy’
4. (Cabinet) Trade survey committee (Copy no 11) ‘Provisional list of heads for discussion'
6. (Cabinet) ‘The problems of British Industry’ (Copy no 58)
7. ‘The relationship between primary and secondary employment'
8. ‘Ministerial [and non-ministerial] members of the Economic Advisory Council’
9. ‘Non-ministerial members of the Economic Advisory Council’
10. ‘Committee of Ministers on unemployment’ Memorandum by Major Attlee
11. Economic Advisory Council. ‘Notes on financial and credit problems’ by Major Attlee
12. ‘Memorandum of the repercussive effects on an increase of exports’ [Title crossed out and Exports and U/E by HUH pencilled in]

13. Letter to AW Flux (Esq) C B, Board of Trade, Great George St, SW1 from Alfred W Watson, Government Actuary's Department, Treasury Chambers, Whitehall. Re: Institut International des Sciences Administratives. 29 Feb 1932. (Copy)


15. ‘Note on questions arising out of report of Committee on Economic outlook’. [Exports & unemployment, Note and tables] Pencilled in

16. Table 1: ‘Revised estimates of the balance of Trade’.

17. ‘The following schedule is ... ‘ (first line)

18. [Rough table (1911-1929)] Contents: National income, rents, wages, investment etc

19. Statistical appendix. (Estimate of the National Income in terms of money)

20. ‘Exports and employment’. Pencilled in [Flux's notes on export trade in relation to unemployment]


22. Economic Advisory Council. (Copy no 15) ‘Committee of Economists’. Memorandum on savings and investments by the Chairman

23. Economic Advisory Council. (Copy no 14) ‘Committee of Economists. Index figures of production’. Notes by the joint secretaries

24. ‘Liberal proposal’. Part 1 Section 1 [HDH]

25. ‘Reservation’ by [Sir Josiah Stamp]

26. ‘Further note on index figures of production’. Notes by Mr C G Clark

27. ‘The point from which ...’ (first line) [Tawney]

28. ‘So much has changed ...’ (first line) (Notes taken at Conference Apr 1931)


30. ‘Economic Advisory Council’ Major Attlee

31. ‘The Secretary’

32. Letter to H D Henderson (Esq) Economic Advisory Council, Cabinet Offices from [illegible]. Re: Housing

33. ‘Housing and unemployment’ (Report attached)

34. Note to Major Attlee from Henderson. A note on the class of person who can be ... under the agricultural bill

35. The falling price - level and its implications. [Memo by HDH]

Box 14
Folder 1
Articles
Division folder : Venezuela – Zaire
1. ‘Zimbabwe charts a new economic program geared to recovery from period of sanctions’. IMF Survey. 15 Dec 1980

Division folder : USSR
3. ‘The economic growth of Russia 1860-1913’ by Raymond W Goldsmith. International Association for Research in Income and Wealth (Fourth conference)
4. Man hours worked and real net product per man hour (contd) [Table]
5. General summary. USSR net national product revalued in billions of dollars of 1950 purchasing power. [Table]
6. Soviet National Product & Productivity (Table)
8. (Table no 53) General summary - USSR net national product revalued in billions of dollars of 1950 purchasing power. (Publication)
9. (Table 2) Indexes of output per man-hour and related data. Monthly Labor Review. Apr 1964
10. ‘The real productivity of Soviet Russia - a critical evaluation’ (87th Congress, 1st session)
11. ‘The national income of the USSR’.
16. ‘Some observations on Soviet industrial growth’ by G Warren Nutter
17. Appendix to ‘The retardation in Soviet Growth’ by Norman M Kaplan
18. ‘The Soviet crisis : myths and reality of the Soviet production increase’ by C Clark
19. Letter to CC from Jacquelline Shears (Secretary),Department of Economics, The University of Rochester, New York. 30 Jan 1969. Re : Copy of the appendix to Prof Kaplan's article
22. Table 2. ‘USSR - Personal disposable money income 1950, 1955-65’ [David W Aronson & Barbara S Severin] Pt 2(b) Section 3 - Agriculture. Recent trends in consumption and disposable money income (Ch V)
23. Appendix Table 1. ‘Money incomes and outlays of households and some related data, USSR, 1956-65’ Pt 2(b) Section 3 - Agriculture [Jerzy F Karcz] Seven years on the farm : retrospects & prospects (Ch VI)
24. Table 14. USSR - ‘Indicators of resources available to agriculture ...’ [Douglas B Diamond]. Pt 2(b) Economic performance Section 3 - Agriculture trends in outputs, inputs and factor productivity in Soviet Agriculture (Ch V)
25. Table(a)2. ‘Estimated population of the Soviet Union by age & sex ...’ [James W Brackett & John W de Pauw] Pt 3 - Human resources. Population policy and demographic trends in the Soviet Union (Ch VI)
27. ‘Dwight MacDonald' [Encounter] Dec 1955
29. ‘Russia's production’ [International Presscutting Bureau] Winnipeg Tribune. 3 Sep 1955
31. ‘The development of Soviet Law’ [International Presscutting Bureau] Listener. 6 and 20 May 1954
33. ‘Economics in Russia’ [International Presscutting Bureau] The Glasgow Herald. 17 Sep 1955
34. ‘The economic race with Communism’ [International Presscutting Bureau] Listener. 10 Nov 1955
35. ‘This month’s encounter - still the dismal science?’ [International Presscutting Bureau] Encounter. Mar 1956
38. Letter to W D Manshel (Esq), Congres pur la liberte de la Culture, Paris from [CC] 1 Jul 1955. Re : Mr Wiles' paper
39. ‘International - Economics back to 1900’. Time. 29 Aug 1949

Folder 2
Division folder : USA

1. ‘Employment, growth and price levels’ (Part 8 - The effects of increases in wages etc) Sep/Oct 1959
2. ‘Basic facts on productivity change’ by Solomon Fabricant. (Occasional paper no 63)
3. Table 4 : ‘Gross national product in constant (1939) dollars, man-hours employed and real product per man-hour’ by Major Sectors of the US Economy 1909-1950
5. ‘The productivity of America’s economy’ by C Clark. Social survey Dec 1979
6. Changes introduced after ANZAAS paper (Calculations)
7. Graph : [Deflation 1972 base] attached sheet-notes on table
8. ‘Underground economy built on illicit pursuits is growing concern of economic policy makers’ IMF survey 4 Feb 1980
10. ‘Explanations of declining productivity growth’ by Edward F Denison. 1979

Division folder : UK

18. ‘Clark's View : Doubts on UK's future’. [International Presscutting Bureau] Brisbane Courier Mail. 4 Dec 1934
19. ‘Displacement of men by machinery. How British workers have been affected’. [International Presscutting Bureau] Birmingham Post. 5 Jun 1984
24. Letter to A E Feavearyear (Esq), 48 Cheviot Rd, West Norwood from CC. 21 Jan 1936. Re : Obsolescence and depreciation
26. Letter to CC from A E Feavearyear. 8 May 1935. Re : Arrange a meeting
27. ‘Real product by industry of origin of the United Kingdom and the United States in 1950’ (Table II)
30. (Table B) ‘Expenditure generating gross national product at constant 1900 prices, 1830-1914’
33. ‘Contemporary estimates of national income in the second half of the nineteenth century’ by Phyllis Deane. University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Economics 1958
34. ‘The implications of early national income estimates for the measurement of long-term economic growth in the United Kingdom’ by Phyllis Deane. University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Economics 1956
36. ‘Seven centuries of the prices of consumables, compared with builders wage rates’ by E H Phelps Brown & Sheila V Hopkin. *Economica*, Nov 1956
40. Letter to CC from [C J Greff] Secretaries’ Office, Inland Revenue, London. 31 Jul 1931
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from C J Greff. 26 May 1933. Re: Response to letter dated 28th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>‘Memorandum on national income’ by CC. 1913-1918 [Prepared for George Wansborough]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from [A W Flux] Board of Trade, Great George St, SW1. 21 Aug 1931. Re: Calculation methods implemented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 15**

Division folder: International data

**Folder 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>‘The effects on assets of war and major recessions’ by CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from H T Loxton (Chairman), Commonwealth Bureau of Roads. 5 Feb 1971. Re: Economic evaluation of road and transport projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>‘Business round-up’ <em>Fortune</em>. Jul 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>‘Is 1929 recurring?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>‘Slump is limited by Oxford expert’ [<em>New York Times</em>] 22 Jan 1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>‘Forecasting: how good is it?’ [International Presscutting Bureau] <em>Business Week</em>. 8 Jan 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>‘Whats ahead: the prophets of disaster may be wrong again’ <em>Barrons</em>. 23 Nov 1953</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24. ‘Pointer on Colin Clark’ [International Presscutting Bureau] *Brisbane Courier Mail, Qld*. 16 Aug 1954
26. ‘The man who guessed wrong’ [International Presscutting Bureau] *Business Week*
27. ‘Clark is counted out’ *New York Post*. 12 Jul 1954
29. ‘Colin Clark's chickens not yet home to roost’ *New York Herald-Tribune*. 9 Jan 1955
30. ‘Colin Clark - to critics’ [International Presscutting Bureau] *Brisbane Courier & Mail*. 23 Jan 1954
32. ‘Colin Clark replies ... America seems to be in a moderate depression’ [International Presscutting Bureau] *Brisbane Courier & Mail*. 9 Aug 1954
33. ‘Colin Clark's bombshell’ [*Journal of Commerce*] 4 Dec 1953
34. ‘The marketing pattern’ *Business Week*. 23 Oct 1954
35. ‘These days’ *The Rome Daily American*. 2 Mar 1955
38. ‘Clearance from the editor’ by CC (Newspaper clipping)
41. ‘Danger signs of slump II - the lesson of 1929’ *Manchester Guardian*. 17 Nov 1953
42. ‘Forecast of demand for steel in Great Britain to 31 December 1938’
43. ‘Forecast of demand for steel in Great Britain up to 31st December 1937’
44. Letter to CC from Managing Director, The United Steel Companies Ltd. 12 Sep 1938. Re: Termination of arrangement
45. Memorandum - gross output, price indexes and ship building
46. ‘Ship building’ The Economist. 1 Oct 1937
47. Forecast of demand for steel in Great Britain up to 31 December 1937
49. Letter to Colin J Bock, The Shire Secretary, Shire Hall (Eltham) from CC. 20 Apr 1972. Re: Preliminary report
50. Letter to CC from Bock. 8 Jun 1972
51. Letter to CC from Bock. 24 May 1972. Re: Thank you and discussion on preliminary report
52. ‘Preliminary report to Eltham Shire Council on possible effects on shire revenue and expenditure of MMBWS earning proposal’
54. Letter to H W Herbert from CC. 7 Feb 1972. Re: Drop name [CC’s] from heading
56. Letter to CC from Bill [H W Herbert] 4 Dec 1972. Re: name associated
57. Letter to Bill from CC. 5 Jul 1971. Re: Contribution (Articles)
59. Graph: Wage/employment changes (Australia)
61. Letter to CC from Mary Romano. 16 Nov 1960. Re: Re-examination of long term outlook
63. Letter to 'Letters to Editor Section', New York Times Square. 20 Oct 1959. Re: Letter concerning Mr Keyserling’s statements on the US
64. Letter to CC from John McKnight. 15 Oct 1959. Re: Publication of letter
67. Letter to CC from John McKnight. 4 Feb 1959. Re: Cars in existence
68. ‘Convertibility - True and False’ by CC
69. Letter to CC from Ruth Gomulicka, Econometric Institute, New York. 23 Nov 1958. Re: Data for the new orders
70. Letter to R Gomulicka from CC. 29 Nov 1958. Re: Explanation and changes in the structure
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>‘Are we exceeding the safe limits of taxation?’ by CC. (Copy sent to CC with note from [L R Kagan])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>[Memorandum] To our clients ... from Peter W Hoguet, President - Econometric Institute. Re : Dr C Clark naming as Director of Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>‘The current recession and the economic outlook’ by CC. (Given before the New York Society of Security Analysts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>‘Is our federal reserve policy too little and too late?’ by CC. (Given before the Investment Association of New York)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>‘Asian Village Economy at the crossroads’ by Y Hayami &amp; M Kikuchi. [Journal of Agricultural Economics], 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Letter to Dr T Ogura (President), Agricultural Policy Research (Tokyo) from CC. Re ‘Can Japanese Agriculture Survive’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>‘The early stages of economic growth’ by CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>‘Land and capital inputs : data and measurement’ by CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>‘Six myths about world hunger’. Dec 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Letter to Fr W G Smith, Kew, from CC. 27 Jan 1978. Re : Fr Cripps' contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>‘The world's maximum capacity to produce food’ by CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Letter to the Editor, The Economist (London) from CC. Re : Ruling on signed articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>‘Asia’ by CC. The Economist. 4 Jun 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>‘World agriculture in disarray’ by D Gale Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>‘Capital requirements in agriculture : an international comparison’ by C Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>(Tables) Table 3. ‘Food production per head in Latin American and Caribbean countries’ etc (Front page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>‘The price elasticity of demand for timber’ (Carbon copy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>‘Agriculture in Asia’ by C Clark (booklet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>‘World survey. World population and food’. No 28, Apr 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>‘Land values in South Australia’ by C Clark. Oct 1972 Social Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>‘Review of Agriculture East and West’ by M Desai. [Published News Weekly]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from S S Kulkarni (Assistant Secretary), Forum of Free Enterprise, Australia. 14 Apr 1971. Re : Thank you letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>‘Too much food?’ by CC [Lloyds ...] Jan 1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>‘An experiment in socialized agriculture’ by CC. [Social Survey] Feb 1971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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101. ‘Agriculture and economic growth’ by CC. (Pamphlet)
102. ‘Optimising the supply and use of timber through market prices’ National Bank Monthly Summary - Oct 1974
103. ‘Sugar’ (Carbon typescript)
104. ‘Table of contents - Book Reviews’ (Review by CC, p591)
105. [Hawaii Conference Paper] (Carbon typescript)
106. ‘Family Consumption and marketable surplus’
109. ‘Book reviews - Agriculture : Natural resources' by CC. Journal of Economic Literature
110. ‘Problems of subsistence agriculture’ by CC. Zeitschrift fur Auslandische Landwirtschaft, Oktober 1969
112. Reviews - [Agricultural production and the economic development of Japan 1873-1922 by James I Nakamura] [Journal of Agricultural Economics] Sep 1967
113. ‘Agricultural productivity in relation to population’ by CC. Man and his future. 1963
115. ‘The earths capacity to provide food’ by CC. The New Scientist Vol 8
116. ‘Agricultural productivity and industrial progress’, Farm Economist'
118. ‘The tropics as a world food source’ New Scientist. Vol 16
120. ‘Agriculture - Catching up with Holland’ by CC. Statist. 24 Feb 1967
121. ‘The role of agriculture in economic growth’ by CC. India. Sep 1968
122. ‘How I would plan British farming’ Journal of the Farmers Club
123. ‘Food’ From the 'Sunday Telegraph’. 16 Jun 1963
124. ‘Economic problems of increasing world food supplies’ 30 Jan 1963
125. ‘Farewell to the farm’ [International Presscutting Bureau] *The Tablet*. 20 Jul 1963
126. Tropical grazing and the world’s meat and dairy requirements’
127. ‘Land reform in Japan’ by R P Dore. Royal Institute of International Affairs
129. ‘Too much food - too many farmers’ [International Presscutting Bureau] *The Statist*. 31 May 1963
132. ‘Common sense about a starving world’ by R Calder [Review for *The Tablet*] (Attached to above letter)
133. ‘Population and food’ [Article for *The Tablet*]
134. ‘England's costly acres’ by CC [*Sunday Times*] 3 Sep 1961
135. ‘The fear of over-population …’ (first line) [BBC’s Vietnam programme. Apr 1962]
136. International Association for Research in Income and Wealth. ‘The treatment of interest and financial intermediaries in the National Account’. Bryan Haig. (Section 3)
137. ‘Ill, the CPD method …’ (first line) Irving B Kravis [International price comparisons]
139. ‘National income of certain countries for specified years’ from 'Tax systems of the world'
140. Latvia : Furnished by ... etc. (6-c) (No title page)
142. Real Gross product in $US of 1950 ... etc (Table)
143. ‘Annual rates of increase of real product per man-hour (%)’ (Table)
145. Tableau 1 - Niveaux reels du PNB par habitant etc. [International G. Historical Conference, Edinburgh 1978]
Folder 3

147. ‘Annales - Economies Sociétès civilisations’ [No 1, Jan/Feb 1979]
149. Tableau 4 - PNB par habitant etc (Page 41)
150. Table 2 ‘Comparative growth rates in 19th century Europe’ (Page 209)
151. Table 4 ‘Volume of total gross national product at market price’ (Page 281)
152. Table 6 : ‘Volume of per capita gross national product by countries’
154. Table 12 : ‘Volume per capita gross national product in current prices’ (Page 297)
155. ‘Table 15 - ‘Volume of total gross national product at market prices etc’ [Europe’s Gross National Product 1800-1975]
156. Table 18 - ‘Volume of per capita gross national product at market prices’ [Europe’s Gross National Product 1800-1975]
157. Table 19 - ‘Annual growth rate of the volume of per capita etc’ [Europe’s Gross National Product 1800-1975]
158. ‘Annual rates of increase of real product per man-hour (%)’
159. Table 1 : ‘National income per head of various countries'
160. ‘Real income per head in dollars of 1950 purchasing power’ [Draft table]
161. Table, as above ‘Real income etc’ (Handwritten notation)
162. ‘Real income levels in Latin America’ [Review of Income - Commonwealth] Jun 1968
163. Letter to A Silbeston (Esq), Department Applied Science, Cambridge from [CC]. 16 Apr 1970. Re : Contacting Dr Yukizawa
165. Letter to CC from Kenzo Yukizawa. 3 Nov 1969. Re : Correlation between productivity and volume of production
166. Letter to CC from Kenzo Yukizawa. 9 Mar 1970. Re : Current and future projects
167. ‘Measured in this way ...’ (first line) Table 5 ‘Real products measured in O.U. per year per head of population’ Review of Economic Progress. Feb/Mar 1952
168. ‘Level of real national product per man-hour’ Review of Economic Progress. Apr 1949
169. ‘Phases of economic development’ (Table)
170. Letter to Heinz Arndt (Prof), Australian National University from CC. 20 Jan 1975. Re : Wages table
171. Letter to Irving Kravis (Prof), Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania from [CC]. 3 Feb 1975. Re : International comparisons of productivity
172. Letter to Yukizawa (Prof) from CC. Re : Japanese/American manufacturing productivities
173. Letter to Irving Kravis from CC. 4 Dec 1975. Re: Prices of service
174. Letter to Professor Bairoch, Department of Economic History, University of Geneva from CC. Re: Kuznets & CC's point re 18th and early 19th century
175. ‘Employment in the developing countries’ by CC. Social Survey. May 1972
177. ‘The Economic paper’ by CC and John Boyd Turner
179. ‘Real GDP per capita for more than one hundred countries’ The Economic Journal. Jun 1978
180. ‘Systems changes’ The Economic Journal
182. ‘System changes’ The Economic Journal. Mar
186. Banca Nazionale del Lavoro. Quarterly Review. No 102, Sep 1972
187. Appendix A: ‘Comparative levels of real GNP, population, employment, output per head, productivity and real consumption per head in 1965’ [Maddison (Japan & USSR)]
188. ‘Comparative productivity levels in the developed countries’ by A Maddison. Banca Nazionale de Lavoro. No 83 Dec 1967
190. Aerogramme to CC from Wajid Khan, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Economic Affairs (Pakistan). 20 Oct 1956. Re: exchanging ideas
193. Telegram to CC from Casey. 7 Mar 1952
194. Telegram to CC from Casey. 24 Jul 1952
195. Letter to CC from Casey. 23 Jul 1952. Re: Pakistan
197. Letter CC to John Davenport, editor Barrons 15 Oct 1953 re publication
198. Letter John Davenport, editor Barrons to CC 27 Oct 1953 re publication
199. [Partial article on agriculture]

Folder 4
Division folder: Capital Formation

201. IV. ‘The role of the state as an entrepreneur’ [South Africa - Income and Wealth Conference 1957]
204. ‘National saving by major saver groups’ [Table - p345, Ref T-1]
205. ‘Relative income, absolute income and saving’ by B J Tobin. Money, Trade and Economic Growth. 1951
211. ‘... consumption in the following manner ...’ (first line) page 4
212. ‘... by a ‘relative’ and ‘permanent income hypothesis...’ (first line) page 7
213. ‘First Indian Conference on Research in National Income’ Calcutta. 2-5 Jul 1958
214. ‘National income statistics. Financing of gross capital formation in India for 1948/49 to 1959/60’
215. ‘Public and private investment in Australia’ (Paper to be read by Dr Roland Wilson)
216. [Sweden structures not dwellings as % GDP] (Graph - rough draft)
218. Australian farm capital’ (Carbon copy)
219. ‘International differences’ by Kuznets
220. Table R-22: ‘Estimates, defeated public gross capital formation, 1871-1900’ [New Zealand Thesis 196?]

221. IV. ‘Gross capital investment in New Zealand’ Bulletin Reserve Bank of New Zealand. Nov 1951

222. ‘The determinants of Japan’s high savings ratio and its behaviour pattern’ by Miyohei Shinohara

223. (Table) [Goldsmith] on graph paper

Box 15B

Division folder: Demography


2. ‘World population trends’ (Paper)

3. ‘The population of USSR’ (Paper)

4. ‘Millions of hectares of standard farm land equivalents’ (Table)

5. ‘Population of Indonesia’ (Paper). Djakarta. 10 Oct 1959

6. ‘Indonesia population distribution 1957’ (Map)

7. Data from Institute of International Affairs, World Today Mar 1947

8. ‘World population to 1800’ (Table)


10. Tableau 2. ‘Population mondiale et par grandes regions estemee a diverses dates’ [Jan-Feb 1979]

11. ‘Non survivors per 1000 births’ (Table)

12. ‘Percentage not surviving to age 30’ (Graph)

13. ‘Punjab 1934-5. Average numbers of children in completed families’ (Basic table)


15. [Table - Re: occupation/farming]

16. ‘Cities and history’ (Paper)

17. ‘International comparison of productivity in the automobile industry’ (Graph)

18. Fig 8 ‘Houses built annually in London, England etc [Photograph of graph]

19. Table 1: ‘World population before 1800’

20. Demographic components in the great semitic schism’ by Wentworth (Paper)

21. ‘World population since 1800’ (Table) Typescript


25. ‘Some aspects of population change, 1690-1790’ [Extract from a book from Eldenes & G E Mingay]


28. ‘Table II : Specific legitimate fertility rates, Sweden, 1841-1934’ (Page 58) pulus pp 60, 61. ‘Analysis of the rates observed in certain European countries’ (Book)


30. ['Cumulated Third Births'] (Graph)


32. ‘The approach of depopulation’ (Paper)

33. ‘Une application des fonctions de comports a l'etude de la fecondite d'une cohorte’ Extrait de Population. Nov/Dec 1967

34. ‘The population history of England 1541-1871’ by E A Wrigley & R S Schofield (1 page - 2 tables)

35. ‘Tableau 1 - Evolution de l'indicateur conjoncturel de la fecondite’ Population. May-Jun 1982


37. ‘Irish fertility statistics 1841-1946’ by M D McCarthy


39. ‘Tableau Annexe 1 - Somme des naissances reduites’ [La Conjoncture demographique p884] (Photocopy)

40. ‘Tableau Annex 1 (Suite). [L'Europe p885] (Photocopy); Graphs (Photocopies) [Assumed it is attached to entries 39 and 40]


42. ‘Relationship between fertility and economic and social status in the Punjab’ 1939 (Publication)

43. ‘The approaching crisis in the built environment’ by Dr C Clark. Building Forum Jan 1973

44. ‘Summary for Professor Pitchford’s seminar’ Paper
45. ‘Population and land use in the light of recent technical advance in food production’ by Esther Boserup. (Paper)
46. ‘... provided by Enke, Simon Zaidan and others’ (first line) [Institute of Labour Studies, 1973] pps 14/15, 40/41 [Blandy]
50. ‘Depopulation’ by C Clark. [Newman lecture] (Paper)
53. Letter to Paul Crane SJ (Rev), London from CC. 5 Mar 1985. Re : Extracts from CC’s books
57. ‘How many people can the world support?’ by Dr J H Fremlin. New Scientist. Vol 24
58. ‘The first stages of economic growth’ by CC. United National World Population Conference (Paper)
60. ‘Food production and population’ by CC. Proceedings - Western Hemisphere Nutrition Congress III
61. ‘Worlds potential arable and grazing land’ (Table)
62. ‘Land requirements for US-type diet’ (Table)
63. ‘World supplies of fish protein’ by CC. Social Survey. Sep 1975
64. ‘Computation of the absolute maximum food production of the world’ by P Buringh etc al. (Publication) Jan 1975
65. ‘Calorie requirements per day per head of population’ (Table)
66. ‘Land requirements for US-type diet’ (Table)
67. ‘World's potential arable & grazing land’ (Table)
68. ‘Millions of hectares of standard farm land equivalents’ (Table)
69. ‘The world's maximum capacity to produce food’ by CC. (Paper)
70. ‘Problems of subsistence agriculture’ by CC. *World agriculture*. 1971

71. ‘Yield of grasslands fertilized with nitrogen’ (Graph - original copy)

72. ‘Forgive me if I speak of sperms …’ (first line) by Tully Polten

73. [Insert after ‘Borltisim 1901-2’] (Rough draft)

74. ‘Expected offspring of marriages with no restriction of conception’ (Table) *Tribuna Medica*. Jul 1974

75. ‘Survival rate of zygotes’ (Table) *Tribuna Medica*. Jul 1974

76. Letter to CC from Michael Teitel Baum, Nuffield College, Oxford. 10 Jun 1968. Re: Reference required

77. Letter to Prof Douglas L Johnson, Graduate School of Geography, Clark University (Worcester) from CC. 17 Sep 1984. Re: Population growth and land use

78. Letter to CC from Douglas Johnson. 2 Aug 1984. Re: Characteristics of regional population and settlement

79. ‘Millenial long waves in human occupance : exploring the dynamics etc’ by P Burke et al. [Abstract] (Paper)

80. Letter to Dr Sitwell, University of Alberta, Canada from CC. 10 Sep 1984. Re: ‘Man - The problem’


82. Letter to CC from Prof L [Charles] Birch, University of Sydney. 10 Dec 1974. Re: Estimates


84. Letter to Michael Chisholm (Prof), University of Cambridge from CC. 2 Dec 1980. Re: Presidential address


86. Letter to CC from [Charles Birch]. 15 Oct 1975. Re: Non-agreeance of what a desert is

87. Letter to Cc from L C Birch. 4 Sep 1975. Re: Rate of increase of deserts


90. Letter to CC from W C Wentworth. 15 Dec 1982. Re: Chinese population

Box 16
PUBLIC FINANCE
Division folder : Public Finance - Colin Clark's writings

1. ‘Direct governmental costs ... ‘(first line) American Economic Review, 1919
2. ‘Economic news - A bulletin issued each month by the Queensland Bureau of Industry
   • Vol 8 no 9 : Sep 1939
   • Vol 9 no 6 : Jun 1940
   • Vol 10 no 1 : Jan 1941
3. ‘The distributive effect of conscription’ by Larry Sjaastad & Ronald Hansen
4. ‘Men, money and war’. May 1969. (Paper for publication)
5. ‘Memorandum for Professor Russell Mathews’. 7 Sep 1973. (Paper)
6. ‘Summary’. It is desirable that land ...
7. Table A-4 : ‘Taxes as a percent of income, excl social insurance’
8. ‘Quadrant : Keynes on taxation’ by CC. (Paper)
9. ‘Evidence for Taxation Review Committee’ from CC. (Paper)
10. ‘New York’ [by Father Smith]
11. ‘Financing Social Services’ by CC. [IPA Review Jul-Sep 1970]
12. ‘Financing Social Services’ by CC. [As above]
14. ‘Taxmanship’ by Colin Clark (2nd ed)
15. ‘The remedy for inflation’ by CC. Encounter. Dec 1975
16. ‘Evidence for Taxation Committee - Summary of proposals’ Australia (Carbon copy)
17. Quadrant : The liberal and national country parties etc. 8 Jan 1976 (Paper)
19. Revised text as requested. ‘It has been said by a friendly critic ...’ (first line) by CC
20. ‘Taxation and social services’ (Draft text)
21. ‘Land taxation’
22. Transcript of stenographic notes of address by CC. ‘Long-run effects of taxation upon value of money’ 21 Nov 1952
24. ‘Social services and taxation’ by CC
25. ‘First article - The case for independent state taxation’
26. ‘Second article - What kinds of state taxes?’
27. ‘Public finance and changes in the value of money’
28. ‘The danger point in taxes’ by CC. *Harpers Magazine*
29. ‘Address on taxation’ 28 Oct 1966
30. ‘We could cut taxes …’ by CC. *Sunday Telegraph*. 24 Apr 1966
32. ‘Decentralisation and new states’ *Australian*
34. ‘The organisation of a new state’ by CC. (Pamphlet)
35. ‘A socialist budget’ by CC. *The New Fabian Research Bureau*. No 22
36. ‘The limits of taxation’ (Publication) An NBC radio discussion by CC, et al
37. ‘Principles of public finance and taxation’ by CC. (Publication)
38. ‘The advance to social security’ by CC. (No 9)
41. ‘Family allowances - excessive reliance on the State’ by CC. [International Presscutting Bureau] *The Tablet*. 19 Jan 1957
42. ‘The unproletarian society’ by CC. [International Presscutting Bureau] *Economist* (London)
43. ‘Soaking the new rich’ by R M Tetmuss. [International Presscutting Bureau] *Listener* (London)
44. Letters to the editor - ‘Dilemma of guaranteed benefits’ by CC. *Guardian*. 5 Jul 1964
46. ‘Taxation and economic growth’ by CC. *[India]* Sep 1968
47. ‘What kinds of taxes?’ [by C Clark] *Sydney Morning Herald*
48. ‘Poverty before politics’ by CC. *Hobart Paper*. No 73
49. ‘The case for independent state taxation’ *Sydney Morning Herald*
50. ‘Welfare and taxation’ by C Clark. (Publication)

**Folder 2**

51. ‘Wage distribution in London’ (Table)
55. ‘The distribution of income between persons’ *[The economic record]* Mar


58. ‘Earnings and hours of employees distribution and composition, Australia, May 1981’ Australian Bureau of Statistics - Canberra


63. Letter to CC from Kenzo Yukizawa, Kyoto Institute of Economic Research. 16 Sep 1975. Re : Japanese automobile industry


65. Letter to CC from K Yukizawa. 27 Dec 1977. Re : Thank you letter

66. ‘Comparative productivity in the automobile industry’ by K Yukizawa. Discussion paper series. No 105

66. ‘A comment on the productivity level of the Japanese automobile industry worked out by Mr C Pratten & Prof A Silberston’ by K Yukizawa. [Discussion Paper D.P. 013]


68. ‘Problems involved in international comparisons of labor productivity in the automobile industry’ by A Silberston. Labour Productivity. 1964

69. ‘Economies of scale’ (Graph)

70. [Prebirth ‘Change and development’] [Institute of Development Studies] Jan 1971

71. Table 11.3 ‘Changes in the world distribution of industrial output’


73. ‘Population active, production et productivite’ Etudes et Conjoncture. No 2, Feb 1965

74. ‘Appendix’ [Hans Staehle] p131

75. ‘Industrial production in Western Europe and the United States 1901-1955’ Banca Nazionale del Lavoro. Dec 1956

76. Table II : ‘Manufacturing production and trade in manufactured articles …’ [Industry and foreign trade]

77. ‘Indices generaux de la production industrielle 1938 = 100’ Tableau 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>‘Data from Indian Institute of Public Opinion monthly commentary’. <em>Annual</em>. No 1980. pp 100, 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>‘International comparison of productivity in the automobile industry’ (Graph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>‘Two studies in Australian industrial development’ by A Maizels. <em>The Economic Record</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Total production &amp; productivity per man. (Graph)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 17**

**Folder 1**

C.E.P. China - Italy

2. ‘The development of the Italian Economy’ by CC. Banca Nazionale del Lavoro
4. ‘Statistical appendix - Italy's national product and wholesale prices : 1901-1951’
5. [Bonne L'Egypte Contemporaine] (Table)
7. ‘Comparison of real national product’
8. [Giffen. Economic inquiries and studies ca 1884] (Rough notes)
9. ‘Commission of inquiry into banking, currency & credit 1938’ by G A Duncan
10. [Irish white paper] (Table)
11. ‘The Social income of the Irish Free State 1926-38’ by G A Duncan. (Read 26 Oct 1939)
12. [Ireland - a rough graph]
13. ‘Het nationale inkomen van nederlandsche indie’ by Dr J J Polak
14. [Rough draft - export/import table]
15. Letter to CC from David Penny, Department of Economics, The Australian National University. 5 Oct 1972. Re: Copy of the letter to Masri Singarimbun
16. Letter to Cc from David Penny. 16 May 1972. Re: Prof Arndt
17. Appendix 1 : ‘Table 1 - Gross Domestic Product by Sector of Origin …’ (Indonesia)
18. ‘The Indonesian economy : an early 1981 perspective’ by D J Healey
19. ‘First Indian conference on Research in National Income’ [by Daniel & Alice Thorner]
20. ‘Estimation of real product for the Indian Union’ by Uma Datta. (Conference) International Association for Research in Income and Wealth
21. ‘Fiscal Commission - Statistical information’ (Government of India)
22. ‘Comparability of Census economic data, 1881-1951’. Tables by Daniel and Alice Thorner
23. ‘Appendices to comparability of census economic data : 1881-1951’ by Daniel and Alice Thorner
24. ‘Changes in the occupational distribution of the population’ by G Ghate. Aspects of Indian Social Economics. No 1
25. [Rational income of British India 1931-32] (Rough Table)
27. ‘The estimation of working force & unemployed population from census data’ by Ashish Bose. First Indian Conference on Research in National Income
28. Table 4 : [CSO proposals for revised National Income estimates 1961]
30. ‘Conditions of economic growth’ by Prof. CC. [India] Sep 1968
31. ‘India's economic policies’. Aug 1974
32. (Pg 21) Table 9 : Personal savings. Conference on Research in National Income. New Delhi. 1957
33. Letter to G S Raychandhari, Delhi School of Economics, India from [CC]. 26 Jan 1967. Re : Blyn's exaggerated results
34. ‘How to use the 1961 census working force data’ by J N Sinha. Economic & Political Weekly. 15 Apr 1967
35. ‘Working force growth in India since 1911’ by Alice Thorner
36. ‘India and her troubles’
38. ‘Estimates of savings in India 1960/1 to 1965/6’ National Income Statistics
40. ‘Indian gross capital formation in non-monetary sectors’ by S G Tiwara. (Conference) International Association for Research in Income and Wealth
42. ‘Approaches to the measurement of the economically active population’ by R Kumar Som & B Pillai. First Indian Conference on Research in National Income. 2-5 Jul 1958
43. ‘Census economic concepts’. First Indian Conference on Research in National Income
44. ‘National income of India 1900/1 to 1946/7’ by S Sue Asubramonian. (Delhi 1965)
45. ‘Consumer expenditure in India 1931/2 to 1940/1’ by R C Desai. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. Vol CXI part iv 1948
48. Table 1. Pg 218. Sinha ISI. 1951 Session (Vol V)
49. ‘India’s economic troubles’
50. ‘You will see from this ...’ (first line) [Table incl.]
51. ‘Notes on India's requirements of capital’
52. ‘Indian national income and reduction to sterling equivalent’ (2½ copies)
53. ‘Real national income of India’. Extract from Condition of Economic Progress
54. Letter to P J Thomas(Prof), Finance Department, India from CC. 25 Jun 1946. Re : Indian national income
55. Letter to P J Thomas from CC. 8 Mar 1948. Re : India's economic and other problems
57. Letter to CC from Uma Datta, Central Statistical Organisation, India. 11 Dec 1958. Re : ‘Answers’ to points raised in letter
58. Letter to Mr Datta from CC. 7 Oct 1958. Re : Papers presented at preliminary meeting
60. ‘De-industrialisation in India, 1881-1931’ by Daniel Thorner. (Stockholm 1960) First National Conference in Economic History
61. ‘Agricultural production and non-agricultural exports’. (Table)
62. ‘Population and production per head’ (Table)
63. Letter to Mrs A Majumdar, Birla Institute of Scientific Research, India from CC. 3 Jan 1980. Re : ‘Structural transformation and economic development

Folder 2
1. ‘The Thai national income at UK prices’
2. ‘The transport bias in comparisons of national income’ by Dan Usher. Economica. May 1963
3. ‘Das sozial produkt ... wirtschaftswachstumsts’ Schweizeriche Zeitschrift fur Volkswirtschaft und Statistik. 1964
4. ‘Volkseinkommen der Schweiz, renu national suisse 1938-1948’ L'Annuaire statistique de la Suisse de 1948
5. Switzerland. (Table) [Conditions of Economic Progress]
6. ‘Die Berecknung des schweizerischen ... etc’ Schweizerische Zeitschrift fur Volkswirtschaft und Statistik.
7. ‘Economic growth and capital accumulation in South Africa 1870-1955’ by Franzsen and Willers
8. Table 9: ‘National product and expenditure’
9. Countries for which national income etc. [Table - South Africa]
10. ‘South African National income continued’ (Table)
15. ‘National income of New Zealand’ by [F B Stephens] The Economic Record. 1936
16. New Zealand [National income, investment, imports etc] (Table - rough draft)
17. Letter to CC from [A Tocker (Prof)], Canterbury University College. 12 Apr 1938. Re: Clark's interview
18. In reply to the criticisms made by Professor Tocker ... (Paper)
20. ‘Kiaer Statsokomonish Tidstrift 1892] Norwegian National Income 1890 (Table)
21. ‘Real product per man hour in Norway 1900-1956’ (Graph)
23. Letter to CC from S M Fox (Assistant Priv. Secretary),Minister for External Affairs. 7 Aug 1952. Re: Copies on Report on Pakistan
24. ‘Preface’ A report on the economy of Pakistan cannot ... (Paper)
27. ‘The National income of Poland’ Monograph No. 4. Jul 1937. [Info Service]
29. Letter to CC from [Stephens - Internal Affairs (NZ)] 14 Mar 1938. Re: Tucker & his ‘rebuttals’
30. ‘The country would be better off without the economics of the Universities and their products’ by CC. Tomorrow. 22 June 1938
31. ‘Mr Colin Clark and his critics’ by W H Heard. Tomorrow. 30 Mar 1938
32. Letter to CC from Mr Nash, Office of Minister of Finance, New Zealand. 20 Jun 1938. Re: Reimbursement for visit
33. Letter to CC from Nash. 5 Jul 1938. Re: Acknowledgement and quick note
34. Letter to CC from Nash. 20 Jun 1938. Re : Conversation with David Wilson
35. ‘The determination of New Zealand's National Income’ (Notes for Mr Stevens)
36. ‘Electricity generation in Scotland : The economic factors' by CC. (Publication) 19 May
37. ‘Economic growth of the Netherlands’ by H C Bos. Sixth European Conference of the International Association for Research in Income and Wealth.
38. Letter to CC from Henry G Aubrey, Research Association, Institute of World Affairs. 8 May 1951. Re : Comments on article
39. Letter to Mr Aubrey from CC. 19 Feb 1951. Re : Text on 'The National income of Mexico'
40. Real income per year/head of working population. (Statistics/table)
42. 'Keynote speech' by Prof C Clark. Korea Rural Economics Institute. 7 Nov 1978
43. 'Annual Report on the economically active population survey' by National Bureau of Statistics
44. ‘Land of the morning calm' by C Clark
45. ‘Agricultural adaption to advancing economy’
46. ‘National income in Yugoslavia for the year 1925' (Statistics)
47. [Rough calculations - a table]
48. Franciszek Pietz, Wilhelm Winkler, Franz Meisel etc. Economic Writers and Articles
49. Letter to Dr Vladimir Pertot, Yugoslavia from CC. 21 Dec [1938] Re : Pertot's Thesis
50. Letter to CC from Dr Pertot. 27 Oct 1937. Re : Income literature and estimations in Yugoslavia
51. ‘National Income distribution in Yugoslavia’ by Rudolf Bicanic. International Association for Research in Income and Wealth. 4th Conference
52. ‘The distribution of Yugoslavia's national income’ by Ivo Vinski. International Association for Research in Income and Wealth. 10th Conference
53. Memorandum to Professor Lamberton from CC. Re : Nihon Keizai Shimbua International edition. 28 Sep 1982
54. Banca Nazionale del Lavoro - Quarterly Review. No 75. Dec 1965
56. [Photocopies of tables] Tables : A6-7, A6-5, A6-2, A5-4, A5-3, V-4, V-1, A4-6, A4-5, A4-2, IV-19, VI-4, IV-2, IV-1, A3-6, III-I6, III-I, II-I4, I-4, I-3, I-1
Box 18
Folder 1
Division Folder - History Keynes

3. ‘False economy’ by CC. Quadrant. May 1980
5. ‘Australia in the 1930's' (Paper)
6. Letter to Geoff Harcourt, Faculty - Royal Economic Society from [Prof D E Moggridge]. 31 July 1980. Re CC piece and a list of factual errors (attached)
7. ‘Keynes and others - a personal memoir’ by CC. 17 Feb 1982
8. Letter (Aerogramme) to CC from Ben Pimlott (Dr), The London School of Economics and Political Science. 8 Feb 1980. Re Dalton & Keynes
10. ‘Keynes, political arithmetic and econometrics' by Richard Stone. [Publication]
13. ‘Keynes and the multiplier' by Don Patinkin. The Manchester School. 1978
14. VIII-9 (Page header) ‘Proportions of the earnings …’
15. X-37 (Page header) ‘Postscript’
17. Letter to Prof Don Patinkin, Hebrew University, Israel by CC. 22 Oct 1980. Re Permission to use quotations
18. ‘Post-Budget Reflections’. (Lord Keynes) [Collected Writings. Vol 27]
19. Aerogramme to CC from Leslie Rowse, St Austell, Cornwell. 26 Jan 1975 (Postal date). Re Keynes and Lionel [Robbins]
20. Letter to Mr Paul Sturges, University of London's Institute of Historical Research from CC. 18 Apr 1972. Re Files on Keynes, Robertson and Pigou
22. Letter to CC from Professor Arndt, ANU. 25 Jul 1975. Re Pleasantries
25. Letter to CC from Don Patinkin. 7 Jun 1976. Re 'Gross National Product'
26. 'Keynes & Econometrics : On the interaction between the macroeconomics revolutions of the interwar period' by Don Patinkin. Research Paper (57)
27. Letter to CC from Lord Robbins. 15 Sep 1975. Re Recollections between Robbins and Keynes
28. Note to CC from David Colander, University of Miami. 21 Sep 1983
29. [Attached] ‘Was Keynes a Keynesian or a Lernerian?’ by D Colander
30. Letter to CC from Richard Kahn. 15 Apr 1977. Re Apology re CC's text
31. Letter to CC from Dr Marc C Scriven, School of Humanities, University of Alabama. 7 Mar 1977. Re Inquiry of Paul Douglas
34. Notes on Colin Clark's 'Lord Robbins & Lord Keynes' by D E Moggridge
35. ‘Lord Robbins and Lord Keynes’ (Carbon Copy) [By CC]
36. Letter to CC from [Alec Cairncross], St Peters College, Oxford. 5 Sep 1975. Re CC article
38. Letter to CC from Heinz Arndt. 9 Aug 1975. Re Comments on Robbins & Keynes
40. Letter to CC from D E Moggridge. 8 Jul 1976. Re Letters from Keynes (xerox copies)
42. Economic Advisory Council Committee of Economists. 'Memorandum on savings and investments by the Chairman'. (Copy no 8)
43. Letter to CC from Prof Robert Skidelsky, Department of International Studies, University of Warwick,. 9 Jul 1983. Re Reminiscence of JMR
44. Letter to Prof Skidelsky from CC. 15 Aug 1983. Re Historical correction
45. Letter to CC from G H Locock, Director, Federation of British Industries. 25 Nov 1932. Re Objection to proposal & reasons
47. Letter to CC from G Locock. 22 Oct 1932. Re Quotation disputed.
48. Letter to Prof Patinkin from CC. 6 Nov 1978. Re Copies of Federation letters (As above)
49. Letter to CC from Don Patinkin. 23 Oct 1978. Re Request for the federation letters
51. Letter to CC from Maynard Keynes. 9 Mar 1945. Re Revised version of the article
52. Copy of the letter to CC from Maynard Keynes. 9 Mar 1945
54. Letter to Dr L Cuyver from CC. 7 Dec 1983. Re 'Keynes thinking in 1936'
55. Letter to CC from Dr L Cuyver, Department of Economics, University of Antwerp. 28 Nov 1983. Re Keynes scepticism
56. ‘JM Keynes - Edwardian Elitist’ by CC. *Quadrant*. May 1984
57. ‘JM Keynes - Edwardian Elitist’. As above

**Folder 2**

Division Folder - Education

1. ‘Proposed reform of responsions’
4. ‘Members of the Committee …’ (Page 401) *Oxford University Gazette*. Dec 1962
7. ‘Higher education in Australia - The Problems’ by CC. *[Publication]*
8. Letter to CC from R J Searle (Northgate). 2 Dec 1971. Re Article and opinion on social studies teaching
10. Letter to Martin Haley (Padd, Qld) from CC. Re Leases of houses and properties etc. 20 Jul 1971
11. Letter to P Hunt (Toronto) from CC. 6 Jul 1971. Re Keynes as an advocate of ‘maximisation of profit’
12. Letter to Arthur Seldon, Institute of Economic Affairs, London rom CC. (No date) Re Free market principles in a university
14. Letter to CC from Eddie West, Carlton University, Ottawa. 7 Jul 1970. Re E H R article
15. Letter to Dr E West from CC. 29 Jun 1970. Re Column topic - payment of school fees
17. Letter to CC from K G Mortensen, Christian Brothers College. 17 Dec 1969. Re Enclosed articles - further to discussion
20. L Bragg. ‘Royal Institution lecture’ 26 Mar 1942
21. Letter to CC from Dr Chris Selby Smith, The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Canada. 16 Jun 1979. Re Reading of the draft before publishing
22. ‘Physicists after the war’. Sir Laurence Bragg. Lecture (Mar 1942)
23. ‘B Comm (Oxon)?’ The Oxford magazine. 17 Feb 1955
27. Letter to CC from (Civil Service Commission). 9 Jul 1959. Re Thank you
29. ‘The economics of state aid to education’ by R M Parish. The Economic Record. Sep 1963
31. ‘Education for an age of plenty’ by Lancelot Hogben (Publication)
32. ‘Returns to educaiton in Bogota, Colombia’ by J P Schultz (Publication)
34. ‘Grants or loans?’ Alan Lewis et al. Research Monographs. No 34
35. ‘Paying by degrees’ by M A Crew & A Young. Hobart Paper. No 75
36. ‘The teaching of political economy’ [Gerald Firth]
38. Letter to Dr Psacharopolous from CC. 19 Jan 1977. (As above)
39. ‘Memorandum for Dr Maglen’. 11 Aug 1975. Re Points and corrections from an 'article'/paper by Dr Maglen
41. Letter to Dr Samuel Bowles, Faculty of Economics, Harvard University from CC. 25 Jun 1973. Re ‘Planning educational systems for economic growth’
42. Letter to DrLeo Maglen, Faculty of Economics & Politics, Monash University from CC. 30 Apr 1979. Re Copy of [Leo's] paper
43. Letter to Prof Jan Tinbergen, Centre for Development and Planning. Erasmus University, Rotterdam from CC. 10 May 1979. Re ‘Paper on substitution of graduate by other labour’

44. Kravis et al. 'A system of international comparisons of gross product and purchasing power' [Table]

45. ‘Indian national sample survey report 100. 1958/59 unemployed as % labour force’


47. ‘Forster and after : 100 years of state education’ by E G West. [Economic Age] Jul 1970


49. ‘Patterns of rates of return to investment in education’ by W Lee Hansen. Mar 1970


53. ‘Physicists after the war’ by Sir L Bragg. (Lecture). 26 Mar 1942

54. ‘Increasing number of college graduates become blue collar’. The Japan Economic Journal. 30 Mar 1976


57. [Log relative pay] (Graph)

58. Kravis et al. ‘A system of international comparisons ...’ (Table)

59. ‘The economics of education’ (Paper)

60. ‘Research teaching & public funds’ by CC. Monash University Gazette. Nov 1970

61. ‘Academia in anarchy - an economic diagnosis’ by J M Buchanan


63. ‘Occupations & educational standards of Queensland Militiamen 1940-41’ Bureau of Industry. 29 Mar 1945

64. ‘Stranger than fiction’ by M Corben. The Tablet. 7 Jul 1956

65. ‘Higher education in Aust - the problems’ by CC.

66. ‘The aberration of genius’ by CC. The Tablet. 13 Oct 1956

67. ‘Oxford reformed - Notes during a controversy’ by CC. Japanese reprint from Encounter 1965
Box 19
Folder 1
Labour Force Distribution

1. ‘The distribution of labour between industries’ The conditions of economic progress. (Ch 9)
3. ‘Employment in the developing countries’ by CC. Social Survey. May 1972
5. ‘Percentage distribution of the occupied population of England and Wales 1841-51’ by Austin Robinson. 1954
6. ‘Employment structure’ (Table)
7. ‘Quantitative aspects of the economic growth of nations’ by S Kuznets [supplement] Economic development and cultural change. Vol 5 no 4, 1957
8. 3 large boxes of slides

Box 20
Folder 1
Division folder : ‘Location’

1. ‘The structure of cities’. (Report - 73 pages)
2. ‘Megalopolitomania’ by CC. Sep 1969
3. Economics of urban development - Chapter 1. ‘Economics of urban areas - Paper 1’ by CC
5. ‘Urban land use here and abroad’ by CC. Nov 1966
8. ‘Economic survey of Welwyn garden city’ by CC. 12 Oct 1934
10. ‘The rise and fall of cities - 1’ by CC. Social Survey. Feb 1975
11. ‘The economics of country towns’ by CC. Paper
12. [Letter/Report] from CC. 20 Nov 1933. ‘I have had two opportunities ...’
13. ‘Welwyn's example to the nation’ *Welwyns Times*. 19 Mar 1936
14. ‘10 new country towns urged to curb city growth’ *The Australian* 26 Oct 1967
15. Ballarat has strong case for capital - says economist. *Ballarat Courier* 4 Jun 1970
17. ‘Satellite cities or ghost town?’ *The Age*. 7 Mar 1975
19. ‘New cities for Australia’ by CC. *Social Survey*. Jul 1972
23. ‘The method is as follows : ... etc’ (Paper)
24. 'It's no way to beat high land prices' by CC. *The Age*. 14 May 1973
25. ‘England & Wales’ (2 tables)
26. ‘Employment densities in Tokyo Wards 1978’
27. ‘Employment - Adelaide, Los Angeles, Chicago etc’ (Graph)
28. ‘The distribution of employment and land values in Tokyo’ (Paper)
29. [Asian language] 2 plot graphs - (Residential/Commercial)
30. ‘The costs of public transport’ by CC. *Social survey*. Jun 1974
31. ‘Public transport and social justice’ *[Catholic Press]* Feb 1975
33. ‘Greater London 1971’ (Diagram/Graph)
34. ‘Urban population densities’ by CC. *Journal of the Royal Statistical Society*. Vol CXIV, 1951
35. ‘Houses or high flats?’ by CC. *Financial Times Review*. 3 Dec 1954
36. Letter to : Nicholas Clark (Red Hill, ACT) from CC. 26 Jul 1982. Re ‘Preferred density’
39. ‘The economic functions of a city in relation to its size’ by CC. *Econometrica*. Vol 13 no 2, 1945
40. ‘Queensland excluding Sth-West & Peninsula areas’ [Map - potential land use]

43. Letter to 'Sirs' (Regional Economics Division) from CC. 9 Feb 1978

44. ‘An approximation to a geographical multiplier’ by M C Daly. *The Economic Journal*. Vol L, Jun-Sep 1940

45. ‘Student numbers and total town populations’ by D E C Eversley & J M Blackman. *Universities Quarterly*. Vol 15 no 1, 1960

46. ‘The stability of village populations’ by CC. *Urban studies* (1975)

47. As above


49. Letter to Mr Daniel Vining, Regional Science Dept, University of Pennsylvania from CC. 24 Jan 1983. Re Article in ‘Scientific American’


52. ‘The growth of metropolitan districts in the United States : 1900-1940’ by Dr W S Thompson. *Bureau of the Census* [Publication]

**Folder 2**

Division Folder : ‘location’

53. ‘Genius beneath the wrappings’. *Journal of the Town Planning Institute*. Feb 1956

54. ‘The economic functions of a city in relation to its size’ by CC. *Econometrica*. Vol 13 no 2, 1945


57. ‘A spatial image of the Netherlands in the year 2000 and with population of 20 million’ by Prof Jac P Thysse (Paper)

58. ‘Second thoughts about a rural-urban pattern for the future’ by Prof Jac P Thysse. ‘4 month course in comprehensive planning’ (Paper, 1965)

59. ‘The location of industries and population’ by CC. *Town Planning Review*. Vol 35 no 3, Oct 1964

60. ‘Book reviews’ by CC. *Town Planning Review*. Jan 1967

61. ‘Article for Saltire Review’. Dec 1956


63. ‘Paper for committee for economic development - New York’ by CC. 12 Oct 1957
64. ‘The bogey of Los Angeles’. *The Architects’ Journal for Jan, 1960*
65. ‘Destination, disintegration?’ *Stock Exchange Gazette*. 15 Jan 1960
66. ‘Decentralizing administration’ by CC. *British Medical Journal*. 27 May 1967
67. ‘The location of industry and the preservation of the countryside’ *[Country Beautiful]*. Jan 1962
68. ‘The effects of industrial development in rural areas’ by CC. *Chartered Surveyor*. Feb 1960
70. ‘Genius beneath the wrappings’ by CC. *(Journal of the Town Planning Institute)*. Feb 1956

**Folder 3**

71. ‘Social justice and economic welfare’ by CC. *Social Survey*. Aug 1985
72. As above x 3 (4 copies in total)
73. In the Nov 1972. ‘Review of economics and statistics’… by CC. Monash University - Economics Department
74. Letter to Dr P B Goodwin, Research Group in traffic studies, University College, London from CC. 7 Dec 1972. Re Dr Goodwin’s paper
76. (Attached). Letter to Jennings from CC. Re Thank you letter
77. Letter to CC from Angus Deaton, Department of Applied Economics, University of Cambridge. 12 Nov 1973. Re Marginal utility of money
78. Letter to Dr Deaton from CC. 29 Nov 1973. Re Thank you and minor corrections
86. ‘The marginal utility of income’ by CC. *Paper - revised version of text in Oxford Economic Papers*
87. ‘Marginal value of international unit of income etc’ (Graph)
88. ‘Working hours in relation to income’ (Graph)
89. [annual Income - countries] (Table)
92. (Hourly earning post-tax) [Graph]
93. [Lluch - Williams results and other results] (Graph)
94. [Marginal utility of income] (Graph)
95. ‘Finally we may apply the marginal ... etc’. (Paper)
96. [Marginal utility / hourly earnings] (Graph)
97. [Income (International Unit)] (Graph)
98. [Marginal utility / Real disposable Income] (Graph)
99. ‘Hourly income per occupied person in international units’ (Graph)
100. ‘The marginal utility of income’ by CC. Revised version of text in Oxford Economic papers. 1973
101. ‘Utopian fantasy’ by Richard Gerber. The Tablet. May 1955
102. ‘Civilisation in decay’ (1954)
103. ‘Fabianism in the political life of Great Britain, 1919-1931’ by Sister MMP McCarran
104. ‘King George V’
105. ‘Egypt at Mid Century’ by C Issawi. Feb 1955
106. ‘Sweden, the America of Europe’. Article for Truth & Sportsman. 20 Dec 1955
107. ‘What Stalin thinks’ (Typescript)
108. ‘On the edge’ (Typescript). 22 Feb 1956
109. ‘The kingmaker’. Article for ‘Truth & Sportsman’
110. ‘The Commonwealth lacks ...’ by CC. Courier Mail. 29 Nov 1982
111. Newspaper Clippings from Colin Clark column in Courier Mail called variously ‘Colin Clark looks at’, ‘Colin Clark speaking’ and ‘Colin Clark says’
   • ‘The high price of urban land’. 2 Oct 1978
   • ‘The protestant work ethic’. 25 Sep 1978
   • ‘Time is money -if you're in a hurry’. 11 Sep 1978
   • ‘Shifting the ice’. 14 Aug 1978
   • ‘Chicago's way with money’. 4 Sep 1978
   • ‘The public service’. 21 Aug 1978
   • ‘Public service is pushing centralism’. 6 Mar 1978.
   • ‘The myth of world starvation’. 13 Mar 1978
• ‘Trade Unions and Inflation’. 20 Mar 1978
• ‘Advertising and Ethics’. 26 Jun 1978
• ‘We must seek more migrants from Asia’. 27 Mar 1978
• ‘Greater Brisbane administration : is ours the best system?’. 8 May 1978
• ‘Money makes the world go bust’. The Courier Mail. 24 Apr 1978.
• ‘Churchmen and politics’. 15 May 1978
• ‘Not yet safe to promote demand’. 22 May 1978
• ‘Wild claims on diet’. The Courier Mail. 29 May 1978
• ‘Is our weather changing?’ 12 Jun 1978
• ‘Education by voucher’. 19 Jun 1978
• ‘Advertising and ethics’. 26 Jun 1978
• ‘Mixing religion and politics’. [1978]
• ‘Regressive taxation’. 17 Jul 1978
• ‘Company directors and megalomania’ [1978]
• ‘The trouble with professions’. 24 Jul 1978
• ‘Scientific research and teaching’. 6 Aug 1978
• ‘Medical expenses are hard to digest’. 18 Sep 1978
• ‘Problem? See your local gangster’. 28 Aug 1978
• ‘The folly of the welfare state’. 3 Apr 1978
• ‘Too much gloom on shortages of resources’. 10 Apr 1978
• ‘Fertiliser ... its use could solve many problems’. 17 Apr 1978
• ‘Should we retain arbitration?’. 5 Mar 1979
• ‘In favour of State taxation’. 5 Jun 1978
• ‘Fee-paying education the best’. 19 Feb 1979
• ‘Cut needed in federal power and spending’. 10 Jul 1978
• ‘Inflation and interest rates’. 26 Feb 1979
• ‘Mr Casey and unemployment’. 12 Feb 1979
• ‘Confusion over urban development’. 29 Jan 1979
• ‘Islam and politics’. 27 Jan 1979
• ‘Helping the family life’. 15 Jan 1979
• ‘Japanese road to riches’. 8 Jan 1979
• ‘Falling behind in the race’. 1 Jan 1979
• ‘The causes of war and peace’. 18 Dec [1978]
• ‘Queensland is so unbalanced’. 13 Nov 1978
• (As above - contains underlining in red ink)
• ‘The injustice of transport subsidies’. 6 Nov 1978
• ‘Wage, price control is stupid’. 11 Dec 1978
• ‘Control by the workers’. 30 Oct 1978
• ‘Wages and profits’. 23 Oct 1978
• ‘The classics’. 16 Oct 1978

112. Newspaper clipping : Open space, Colin Clark ‘Canberra's power, greed, danger’. The Age. 7 Apr 1978


114. ‘Education by voucher’ by CC

115. ‘Mahatma Gandhi’

116. ‘Archbishop Mannix’

117. ‘Water’

118. ‘Chinese population’

119. Letter to The Secretary, Royal Statistical Society (London) from CC. 4 Jul 1974

120. ‘Review : Urbanisation in Australia’

121. ‘Review : Radical political economy - collected essays’ 1974

122. ‘From Tweedledum to Tweedledee - the new labour’


124. ‘Policy for inflation’

125. ‘Proposed insertion’


127. ‘Green revolution’

128. ‘Liberation and the land’

129. ‘Aid and liberation - a socialist study of aid politics by Judith Hart’ - Review


131. ‘Australia and Asia : Economic Essays by Prof H W Arndt' - Review by CC

Folder 4
Division Folder : ‘Courier Mail’ : [1970-71]

132. Newspaper articles by C Clark

• ‘Ulster : UK troops must stay ...’

• ‘Appalling ignorance of history, geography’. 1 Dec 1971

• ‘Axe Federal bureaucrats and ministers' 24 Nov 1971
• ‘Can war be justified?’
• ‘Work not food is the worry’
• ‘Educations worth money’
• ‘Getting the best from education’
• ‘Better city transport’ 13 Oct 1971
• ‘Social credit ... and strange early bedfellows’ 6 Oct 1971
• ‘Prof Ehrlich tackled again’. 29 Sep 1971
• ‘Right to strike - and sack - is basic’. 22 Sep 1971
• ‘Catches in social credit’. 16 Sep 1971
• ‘Bitter fruits of political murder’. 8 Sep 1971

133. Photostats of The Courier Mail articles by CC
• ‘Only one thing against mercy killing’ 1 Sep 1971
• ‘How the states could decentralise’ 11 Aug 1971
• ‘Population bomb’ 5 Aug 1971
• ‘Easy come, easy go in States’ 29 Jul 1971
• ‘Witch-doctor thinking on a wool subsidy’ 22 Jul 1971
• ‘Is Qantas so necessary?’ 15 Jul 1971
• ‘Strict guard on the Rand Corporation’ 8 Jul 1971
• ‘Saving water and using sewage .....’ 1 Jul 1971
• ‘Limitations of sea farming for food’ 10 Jun 1971
• ‘Let farmers sell their crop quotas’ 3 Jun 1971
• ‘Checking pollution of our atmosphere’ 12 Nov [70/71]
• ‘Racism seen in demands for population control’ 6 May 1971
• ‘More sackings at Universities’ 15 Apr 1971
• ‘Apartheid's origin sexual?’ 12 Mar 1971
• ‘Cash value of travel time saved...’ 28 Jan 1971
• ‘Australia needs alliances’ 21 Jan 1971
• ‘Should our cities and towns pay their own way?’ 14 Jan 1971
• ‘Monstrous’ Dec 1970
• ‘The end near for our civilisation?’ 24 Dec 1970
• ‘Queensland ought to get out of sugar’ 10 Dec 1970
• ‘How drunk we are!’ 5 Nov 1970
• ‘Why some people go short of protein’ 22 Oct 1970
• ‘The protestant ethic ...’
• ‘Why bottles-oh are a vanishing race’ 24 Sep 1970
• ‘How we dodge paying our servicemen properly’
• ‘Poor nations getting poorer’ 10 Sep 1970
• ‘Plenty for all comers’ 3 Sep 1970
• ‘A surprising trend in our birthrate’ 6 Aug 1970
• ‘Open-go policy urged on taxi type carrying’
• ‘Money, God in politics’ 1 Jul 1970
• ‘School denial by Fletcher’
• ‘Expulsions the cure’
• ‘Wilson deserves to win’ 11 Jun 1970
• ‘Tax land heavily!’ 21 May 1970
• ‘Most towns to stay small’ 14 May 1970
• ‘More people, higher output’ 7 May 1970
• ‘New Zealand as a state’
• ‘Students should pay fees’ 16 Apr 1970
• ‘Can we afford the CSIRO?’ 9 Apr 1970
• ‘Farming and lunatic fringe’ 30 Mar 1970
• ‘Australia dependent on primary industry’ 19 Mar 1970
• ‘Healthy pigs ...’ 18 Mar 1970
• ‘What to grow for the best’ 12 Mar 1970
• ‘Stop the rise in prices’ 5 Mar 1970
• ‘Population and power’ 19 Feb 1970
• ‘The myth of world hunger’ 12 Feb 1970

134. Newspaper clippings from The Sydney Morning Herald
• ‘The irrigation racket’ 23 Feb 1972
• ‘Infants at 100’ 16 Feb 1972
• ‘A good new tax’ 9 Feb 1972
• ‘How much interest do you really pay?’ 3 Feb 1972
• ‘The trading partners’ 26 Jan 1972
• ‘John Curtins war’ 19 Jan 1972
• ‘Clearing the air’ 12 Jan 1972
• ‘Time to cool off’ 5 Jan 1972
• ‘Warrier automatons’ 29 Dec 1971
• ‘The amazing Mr Whitlam’ 23 Dec 1971
• ‘Population control : what will the neighbours think?’ 15 Dec 1971
• ‘New cities for old’ 8 Dec 1971
• ‘Papua is a province of Indonesia?’ 1 Jul 1971
• ‘An answer for Ireland’ 24 Oct 1971
• ‘Chopping out the deadwood’ 17 Nov 1971
• ‘Can any war be justified’ 10 Nov 1971
• ‘Food fact & fiction’ 3 Nov 1971
• ‘Schools can pay dividends’ 28 Oct 1971
• ‘Education as investment’ 20 Oct 1971
• ‘Free public transport’ 14 Oct 1971
• ‘The currency cranks revisited’ 6 Oct 1971
• ‘Who says we'll starve?’ 29 Sep 1971
• ‘On strike’ 22 Sep 1971
• ‘The dark gods’ 16 Sep 1971
• ‘The currency cranks’ 8 Sep 1971
• ‘Whatever happened to the basic wage?’ 1 Sep 1971
• ‘Stockmarket myths’ 25 Aug 1971
• ‘One long city’ 18 Aug 1971
• ‘Wool : why pay more’ 12 Aug 1971
• ‘Rights of death’ 4 Aug 1971
• ‘How Qantas keeps passengers grounded’ 29 Jul 1971
• ‘Easy come, easy go’ 21 Jul 1971
• ‘No rescue for wool’ May 1971
• ‘Getting out of the cities’ 7 Jul 1971
• ‘Fact-finders for the Pentagon’ 30 Jun 1971
• ‘Democracy takes a siesta’ 23 Nov 1971
• ‘If ....’ 17 Jun 1971
• ‘Water down the drain’ 2 Jun 1971
• ‘A stroll in the woods’ 26 May 1971
• ‘Turning farms into forests’ 19 May 1971
• ‘Sack the vice-chancellor’ 12 May 1971
• ‘Why rural exports still count’ 5 May 1971
• ‘Student power in our universities’ 28 Apr 1971
• ‘Watching our oil reserves’ 21 Apr 1971
• ‘Punishment on the instalment plan’ 14 Apr 1971
• (As above)
• ‘The resurrection on record’ 7 Apr 1971
• ‘Cutting down on people’ 31 Mar 1971
• ‘The trouble with Latin America’ 24 Mar [1971]
• ‘Overspending on homes’ 17 Mar 1971
• ‘Farm quotas for sale’ 16 Mar 1971
• ‘Apartheid paradox’ 3 Mar 1971
• ‘Pollution & political pain’ 24 Feb 1971
• ‘Stopping inflation where it starts’ 17 Feb 1971
• ‘Of bread & cake’ 11 Feb 1971
• ‘On the pension’ 5 Feb 1971
• ‘New city states’ 27 Jan 1971
• ‘On the iceberg run’ 21 Jan 1971
• ‘The end’ 15 Jan 1971
• ‘Who takes sugar’ 7 Jan 1971
• ‘Counting the cost of traffic congestion’ 23 Dec 1970
• ‘Cut & burn’ 17 Dec 1970
• ‘Political murder’ 10 Dec 1970
• ‘The child on the balcony’ 3 Dec 1970
• ‘An Asian common market’ 26 Nov 1970
• ‘We must be prepared to pay to beat pollution’ 19 Nov 1970
• ‘PUBS - how did we get this way’ 12 Nov 1970
• ‘Food from the sea’ 5 Nov 1970
• ‘On protein repair’ 29 Oct [1970]
• ‘Utopian labor’ 22 Oct 1970
• ‘What price water’ 15 Oct 1970
• ‘Are trade unions really necessary?’ 8 Oct 1970
• ‘Capitalist by creed’ 1 Oct 1970
• ‘Irrigation study doesn't hold water’ 24 Sep 1970
• ‘What's become of the bottle-ohs?’ 17 Oct 1970
• ‘National service : is it really necessary?’ 10 Sep 1970
• ‘Will crime make Sydney uninhabitable?’ 3 Sep 1970
• ‘Urban choice’ 27 Aug 1970
• (As above)
• ‘Stopping the public service rot’ 20 Aug 1970
• (As above)
• ‘Bloody mindedness as a trade danger’ 13 Aug 1970
• ‘The rise and fall of a generation’ 6 Aug 1970
• ‘The tax push on prices’ 31 Jul 1970
• ‘Enough to feed 1 022 000 000 000’. 23 Jul 1970
• ‘Urban throttle’ 17 Jul 1970
• ‘When the rope was master’ 9 Aug 1970
• ‘Meanness & medicine’ 2 Jul 1970
• ‘Must we have state schools’ 26 Jun 1970
• ‘The degenerate Father Christmas’ 18 Jun 1970
• ‘When political opposites attract’ 11 Jun 1970
• ‘Taking the cargo cult view’ 4 Jun 1970
• ‘Who needs water?’ 28 May 1970
• ‘Sizing up new towns’ 21 May 1970
• ‘Bringing land prices down’ 14 May 1970
• ‘Sorting out a financial mess’ 7 May 1970
• ‘What hope for primary producers’ 30 Apr 1970
• ‘State rights for New Zealand’ 23 Apr 1970
• ‘Make them pay’ 16 Apr 1970
• ‘Getting value for the research dollar’ 9 Apr 1971
• ‘Sydney’s space race’ 2 Apr 1970
• ‘The case for new states’ 26 Mar [1970]
• ‘What have Asians got to do with NSW police?’ 19 Mar 1970
• ‘Will it be meat, fish or eggs?’ 12 Mar 1970
• ‘Rising prices in demand’ 5 Mar 1970
• ‘Pollution can be beaten’ 26 Feb 1970
• (As above)
• ‘What makes a world power?’ 19 Feb 1970
• ‘The myth of world hunger’ 12 Feb 1970 * Article states ‘First weekly column by CC. Will appear every Thursday’

135. Letter to CC from Elizabeth. 22 Jul 1971. Re Article ‘No rescue for wool’
136. ‘Australia's urban quagmire’ by Tom Uren. Re CC's article 'The amazing Mr Whitlam'. 1 Jan 1972
137. ‘Social studies in an emergency’ by F K Barton. Re CC's article, 1 Dec. 3 Jul 1971
139. ‘Science for survival’ (Section). Sydney Morning Herald. 29 Feb 1972
140. ‘Value of irrigation development’ by A J Grassby. Re CC's article. 23 Feb
141. ‘World facing a food surplus' ... economist Dr CC said last night (Article)
142. ‘Legislation to cut profits is needed’. Canberra Times. 4 Nov 1971
143. ‘Family grants favour rich’. The Australian. 4 Nov 1971
144. ‘US to counter Russia's ships’ by John Stubbs. Sydney Morning Herald. 3 Nov 1971
145. ‘Professor urges cut in births, migration’. 18 Oct 1971
146. ‘Restrict housing growth on coast - Barwick’. Sydney Morning Herald. 10 Nov 1971
147. ‘Minister defends Snowy costs’. Sydney Morning Herald. 28 Feb 1972
148. ‘Population - [letters]’ by unsigned. Re CC's article 'Prophet of doom'. 27 Oct 1971
149. ‘Catholic teaching on abortion’. Re Article The Age 13 Oct. 16 Oct 1971
150. ‘Sir - CC in his article 'Whatever happened to the basic wage' ...' (first line) 25 Sep 1971
151. ‘Voluntary euthanasia’ by Jim Woolnough. Re CC's 'Right to death'. 11 Aug 1971
152. ‘The dark gods’ by R P Farquhar. Re CC's article ... 22 Sep 1971
153. ‘Call for disease tests on migrants’. Re Sir Raphael Cilento. [26] Sep 1971
154. ‘An answer but a politically unacceptable one’. From Tony Thomas. 16 Oct 1971
155. ‘Zero population growth' by John Albertson. Re CC's article, 29 Sep. 4 Oct 1971
156. Newspaper clippings
   • ‘The currency cranks by Eric Butler’ Re CC, 8 Sep. 15 Sep 1971
   • ‘Reply by Qantas by R J Ritchie’ Re CC, 29 Jul. 3 Aug 1971
   • ‘Qantas fares by CC’ Re Reply to Ritchie
   • ‘Job chances in country areas’ Saturday Forum
   • ‘What price the wool industry’ Saturday Forum
157. Courier-gramme to CC from Eric Sundgren. Re Breaking the pregnancy silence
158. Newspaper clippings from the Sydney Morning Herald
   • ‘Homes and money by Ruth Atkins’ Re CC - 17 Mar. 22 Mar 1971
   • ‘The demand for houses by J David Hill’ Re CC - 17 Mar. 24 Mar 1971
   • ‘Profit and inflation by O W Bisset’ Re CC - 17 Feb. 22 Feb 1971
159. Letter to P A Harrington (Hughes ACT) from [CC]. 17 Feb 1971. Re Problem for engineers


161. Letter to CC from 'The Haven'. 5 Feb 1971. Re CC's article, enclosed

162. Letter to Guy Harriott (Sydney Morning Herald) from CC. 18 Dec 1970. Re Contracts

163. Newspaper clippings from the Sydney Morning Herald
   - 'World hunger : just a swindle by Peter McCawley. Re CC - 12 Feb. 27 Feb 1970
   - 'Tax and decentralisation by V Collins. Re CC - 7 Jul. 9 Jul 1971
   - 'Getting the fact on pollution by Keith Campbell. Re Prof Birch - 15 Mar. 18 Mar 1971
   - 'High-rise living by D C Dennis. Re CC - 3 Dec
   - 'Terms of trade. Re Mr J D Anthony
   - 'Asian market. Re CC article yesterday
   - 'A matter of comprehension by M T Lockwood. Re Advertising
   - 'Resources and man by R M May. Re CC - 5 Nov. 12 Nov 1970
   - 'Get on with it they say
   - 'National defence - the neglect of the regulars by P R Young
   - 'Empty bottles by R T Wright. Re CC - 17 Sep. 6 Oct 1970
   - 'The benefits of Keepit Dam. Replies to CC's last article. 1 Oct 1970
   - 'Estimates by engineers by D Campbell-Allen. Re CC - 24 Sep. 27 Sep 1970
   - 'Engineers and costs’. C H Munro. Re 24 Sep. 28 Sep 1970
   - 'Searching for an end to the hunger paradox’. 26 Sep 1970
   - 'Home prices can be cut : Whitlam’. The Age. 30 Sep 1971
   - 'Articles on living density’ by John Roseth. Re CC - 3 Sep. 11 Sep 1970
   - 'Rewards for all containers’ by J W Hayes. Re CC - 17 Sep. 11 Sep 1970
   - 'World food supplies’. by Robert M May. Re CC - 23 Jul

164. Letter to Mr Cragg - Features editor (SMH) from CC. 21 Jul 1970. Re Time off & articles to be used

165. Clippings from the Sydney Morning Herald
   - 'Public Schools by Roslyn Gordon’ Re CC - 26 Jun. 29 Nov 1970
   - 'Pollution battle seems hopeless, says Professor’ The Australian. 8 Jun 1970
   - 'A place for women by Judy Kelly’ Re CC - 16 Apr. [21 Apr 1970]
• ‘Betterment tax on land by H F Inglis’ Re CC - 16 May, 25 May 1970
• ‘Irrigation costs by C H Munro’ Re CC - 30 Apr, 3 Jun 1970
• ‘The power to control prices’ by Jim Cope. 6 Apr 1970
• ‘New tax on released land’ 12 Mar 1970
• ‘Users a cause of land cost rise’ 20 Mar 1970
• ‘Irrigation costs by C H Munro’ Re 30 Apr, 6 May 1970
• ‘Slash industries to help poorer nations!’ The Courier Mail. 26 Feb 1970
• ‘Saving urban problems’ by George W Smith. Re CC - 2 Apr, 15 Jun 1970
• ‘Value for the research dollar’ by M W Padman. Re CC - 9 Apr, 14 Jun 1970

Folder 5
Division Folder - Sydney Morning Herald

166. Newspaper clippings from The Catholic Weekly
- Public transport - and social justice’ by CC. 6 Mar 1975
- Health care plan will help the poor’ by Mr Hayden. Re Reply CC last week’s article. 26 Jul 1973
- Axe housing commissions - and lets give homes to those who need them’ by CC. 14 Jun 1973
- Do we need a national medical service?’ By CC. 19 Jul 1973

167. As Colin Clark sees our world (Column). Clippings from The Catholic Weekly
- Getting someone else to pay’ 2 Nov 1972
- Food and agriculture’ 23 Nov 1972
- Governments and the urban muddle’ 7 Dec 1972
- Urban development’ 21 Dec 1972
- Who foots the bill?’ 4 Jan 1973
- Pardon my realism but did you say Australia can afford to stand alone?’ 11 May 1973
- ‘Crime and punishment’ 5 Oct 1972
- ‘The means test’ 14 Sep 1972
- ‘New towns are needed’ 24 Aug 1972
- ‘The future of mankind’ 19 Oct 1972
- ‘Who runs Australia?’ 29 Aug 1972
- ‘The price of land’ 1 Jun 1972
- ‘Should university education be free’ 4 May 1972
- ‘New food supplies’ 30 Mar 1972
- ‘Tariff subsidies’ 30 Mar 1972
• ‘The relief of poverty’ 6 Jan 1972
• ‘Decentralisation’ 3 Feb 1972


169. Letter to CC from J R Atherton. Editor, The Courier Mail. 20 Jan 1972. Re SMH column in association with their own

170. Letter to Editor, Courier Mail from CC. 14 Feb 1972. Re Agreements not contracts

171. Letter to Editor, Catholic Weekly from CC. 30 Dec 1971. Re CC’s articles

172. Typed articles
• ‘World food supplies’
• ‘Gigo’
• ‘The limits of error’
• ‘Military government’
• ‘Equal pay means fewer children’
• ‘When the parties agree’
• ‘Handwritten list of articles, when they were sent and published’
• ‘Independence’
• ‘Muddle & NURDA’
• ‘Urban studies’
• ‘State housing’
• ‘Review of ‘Only one earth”
• ‘Imperialism [Courier Mail]’

Box 21A
Folder 1


2. ‘Wages and Profits’ by CC

3. Tabular appendix. [annotations :Canada - Goldberg, Apr 1961]

4. Table 1 - ‘Value added at factor cost ...’. [annotations : Jengenfeldt, Apr 1959]

5. Table 1 - ‘Estimated total profits of industry’

6. ‘Inflation and declining profits’ by Dr CC. Lloyds Bank Review. No 114, Oct 1974

7. [Graph] ‘Gross operating surplus of manufacturing, construction …’

8. [Graph] - ‘Average labour earnings …’

10. ‘Appendices’
13. ‘Perspectives on capital and technology in less developed countries’ by Arnold C Harberger. 1978
14. [Graph] - ‘Capital/Adjusted worker’
15. ‘The elasticity of substitution in developing countries’ by Henry J Bruton. Apr 1972
16. [Graph] - ‘Capital/Adjusted worker’
17. Letter to Professor Arnold C Harberger, Faculty of economics, University of Chicago from CC. 5 Jan 1979. Re ‘Perspectives on Capital and Technology in Less Developed Countries’

**Folder 2**

**Division Folder - USA**

18. Page 33 [Table 1920-1937]
19. [Table 1855-64 to 1908-13]
20. [Graph]
21. ‘Measuring the Nation's wealth - Staff report’
22. Letter to CC from Otto Eckstein, Professor of Economics, Harvard University 14 Feb 1968. Re Employment & wage equations
23. [Graphs x 2 1948-1975] 1. Private non-farm output ... etc
25. Letter to Solomon Fabricant (Prof), New York, rom CC. 6 Jan 1976. Re Issues of economic policy
26. Letter to CC from Dale W Jorgensen, Department of Economics, Harvard University. 11 Apr 1975. Re Articles in *Review of income and wealth*
30. As above
31. (Rough table) ‘Private non farm non ...’
32. [Graph] ‘Actual and predicted wages’ (2 pages)
33. ‘Wages and profits’ by CC. *Journal of Macroeconomics*. Vol 1 no 3, 1979
34. ‘Wages and profits : a comment’ by [Ashleigh]
35. ‘Wages and profits in USA’
36. International Association for Research in Income and Wealth - ‘The distribution of income between socio economic groups’ by C A Oomens & Th Palthe

Folder 3
Division Folder - JAPAN
37. ‘Wages and profits in Japan’. No 14 [2 copies]
39. [Graph - rough draft] Japan
40. ‘Gross investment depreciation & capital stock’ (Photocopy of table)
41. ‘Gross investment depreciation & capital stock’ (Different table from above 1877-1967)
43. ‘Japan’ [2 graphs titled Japan. 1. Average Wage 2. Wages/Profits]
44. ‘Profits and wages in Japan’ [1st paper]
45. Table 2 : ‘Capital input factor incomes’
46. Diagram 1 : ‘Depreciation of Capital Assets’
47. Diagram 2 : ‘Capital input & factor income’
48. Letter to Prof R Minami (Ryoshin), Hitotsubashi University, Japan from CC. 1 Dec 1978. Re Prof Minami’s work
49. Letter to Dr Minami from CC. 5 Jan 1979. Re Elasticity of unskilled labour
50. Diagram 1 : ‘Depreciation of Capital Assets’
51. Diagram 2 : ‘Capital input & factor incomes’
52. ‘Japan’ - [Rough draft - wages/profits]
54. ‘Revised report on National Income Statistics ...’ [LTES Vol 8 (p 134)]
55. [Rough draft of graph ‘Japan’]
56. The Review of Income & Wealth Series. Vol 24 no 4
59. Is international commerce necessary?’ by CC
60. Table 1 : ‘Imports related to real national product’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>‘A survey of procedures used at the Dutch Central Planning Bureau ...’ by J Hoogland etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from Maurice Scott. 10 Feb 1970. Re Reply letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>‘Sir Arthur Lewis in Per Jacobsson speech ...’. <em>IMF Survey</em>. 7 Nov 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>[Table] ‘Real product in 000 yen of 1964 purchasing power per head of labour force per year’ (2 copies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Figure 1 : ‘Percentage shares of manufacturers in total export of Asean &amp; Asian nics, 1960-1980’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>Table 2 : ‘Exports and imports as shares of GDP’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>Letter to Professor Sir Arthur Lewis, Princeton University from CC. 28 Apr 1980. Re ‘Development strategy in a limping world economy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>‘Conservative Economics’ by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 9 Jun 1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>‘Free trade in the modern world’ (Part 1) by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 21 Nov 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>‘Free trade in the modern world’ (Part 2) by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 28 Nov 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>‘Free trade in the modern world’ (Part 3) by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 5 Dec 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>‘Free trade in the modern world’ (Part 4) by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 12 Dec 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>‘Free trade in the modern world’ (Part 5) by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 19 Dec 1955 [1955?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>‘Some Irish Economists' by CC. <em>The Tablet</em>. 23 Nov 1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>[Rough draft graph]. ‘Aggregate real product’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>Halfway to 1960’ by CC. <em>Lloyds Bank Review</em>. No 24, Apr 1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>‘Is international commerce necessary?’ By CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>‘International Trade’. [By CC]. Dec 1961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
88. ‘The future of the terms of trade’ by CC. Conference: International Economic Association 10-13th Sep 1950
89. [Table] ‘Non-food agricultural exports of developing countries’
90. Diagram 1: ‘Principle developed countries agricultural output’
91. Diagram 2: ‘Index of developed countries agricultural output per head’
92. (As above) [Diagram 2 - rough draft]
93. [Diagram 1 - rough draft]
94. [Graph - plotting Schlote, Rousseau & Sauerbelg Food]
95. [Rough draft] ‘Index of manufacturing output’
96. ‘World terms of trade’ [Table]
97. ‘Wives in the economy’ by Marie Gammon. The Age. 2 Apr 1975
98. Cover letter for above article to CC from Gammon. 1 Dec 1975
99. ‘The economic value of housework’ by CC. Social Survey. Apr 1972
100. ‘Many housewives who stay at home …’. [By Marie Gammon]
101. ‘Thank you for giving me …’. From Marie Gammon [To Colin Clark] (Letter)
102. ‘IAAE Sydney Conference, 1967’ Opening by CC
103. ‘Australia and third world trade’ by CC. Social Survey. Jun 1978
104. ‘Agriculture and industry and their limits in the modern economy’ by CC. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. Apr 1976
105. ‘World terms of trade between agricultural and industrial product’

Folder 4

106. ‘Terms of trade for primary products’ by CC. [International trade]. 22 Jan 1976
107. [Protectionism and Free Trade] by CC. Article for Outlook. 13 Mar 1958
108. ‘Whats wrong with economics’ by CC. Encounter. 1 Apr 1958. [International Presscutting Bureau]
110. ‘Development strategy in a limping world economy’ by W Arthur Lewis
111. ‘Appendix’. p 14 onward. ‘Before the present FAO …’
112. [Various cut out pages of tables] [The Manchester School] pages 106, 166, 157, 158, 159, 167, 160, 161
113. ‘A note on income and price elasticities of imports in industrial countries’ by M A Akhtar. Research paper no 7803 (Federal Reserve Bank of NY)
114. ‘JRSS 1852’ (Rough notes)
115. ‘Changes in the average incidence ...’ [International Trade]
116. ‘Tentative estimates of price levels ...’
117. 'World terms of trade (Base 1913)' (Table)

118. 'Economic development and foreign trade in prewar Japan' by Miyohee Shinohara. Study Group - Economic History, University of London

119. 'Comparative Analysis of Latin American Countries - Inflation & Growth in Latin America'. Pages 311-316 (Tables)

120. Table 1: 'World exports of manufacturers ...'

121. Table 3: 'World exports of manufacturers ...'


123. 'Reciprocity in international trade' by Truman Phillips & Christopher Ritson. Sep [1969]

124. 'Volume of world trade' (Graph 1958 base)

125. 'Table A-2-Indexes of income'. Extract from The Review of Economic Statistics. Vol XXVII, Nov 1945


128. 'The balance of payments of developing countries'. Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Quarterly Review. No 77, Jun 1966

129. 'World trade in manufactured commodities 1899-1950' by H Tyszynski. The Manchester School. Sep 1951

130. Letter to CC from Dr Charles Feinstein, Clare College, Cambridge. 29 Apr 1977. Re Capital accumulation


132. (Table) 'Housing stock'

133. Letter to Dr M C Fleming, Department of Economics, Loughborough University from CC. 9 Dec 1985. Re Paper on the price index for houses

134. Letter to CC from Dr Fleming. 6 Feb 1986. Re Letter about housing price index


136. Letter to Prof Ronald Henderson, Department of Applied Economics, University of Melbourne from CC. 22 Dec 1971. Re 'The demand for housing'


138. Letter to CC from Terry H Larkins, Secretary, Australian Capital Cities' Secretariat. 28 Jun 1971. Re 'Overspending on housing'

139. 'Instant nothing? Factory housing faces more sticky obstacles than its boosters see'. Wall Street Journal. 8 Apr [1971]

140. Letter to CC from George Jones. 15 Apr 1971. Re Housing article

143. Letter to Dick [Prof R I Dowling] Department of Economics, University of Melbourne from CC. 28 Apr 1970. Re Index-number bonds
144. Aerogramme to CC from George Jones. 23 Oct 1969. Re Housing article
145. ‘Indices des prix de detail …’ by Jean Bastie. La coissance de la banlieue parisienne
147. Letter to Dr R J Gordon, Economics Department, Harvard University from CC. 18 Jul 1969. Re Copy of paper on construction
148. ‘New housebuilding and public provision’
151. ‘Notes to table’
152. ‘Materials-labour substitution in US construction’ (2 copies)
153. ‘US construction industry’ (Table)
154. ‘Building costs’
156. ‘Total dwellings for Great Britain 'oos at March 1964’ (Table)
157. ‘Physical condition, age and census condition’ [Table]
158. ‘Real income per head’ [Rough draft graph]
159. ‘Housing standards and social trends’ Urban Studies. Vol 2 no 2, Nov 1965
160. ‘Demand for non-farming housing in USA’ (Graph)
161. ‘Housing stock in Britain’ (Graph)
162. Table 7 - ‘Some figures used in time series for UK’
163. Table 6 - ‘Elasticities of housing consumption in relation to income and price’
164. Table 4 - ‘Further results including rates …’
165. Table 9 - ‘Estimate of demographic factors …’
166. ‘Demand for non farm housing in the US’ (Graph)
168. ‘Depreciated stock of housing’ (Table)
169. ‘Some additional information about …’ (Handwritten notes)
170. Houses of high flats? By CC. (Newspaper clipping)
171. Letter to Dr M C Fleming, Department of Economics, Loughborough University from CC. 20 Mar 1979. Re Price productivity
172. ‘High building and agricultural land’
173. ‘Everybody is aware …’. Sunday Times. May 1961
175. ‘Household formation and housing demand’ by D E C Eversley
176. ‘An index of building costs in the UK 1845-1938’. Economic History Review. Vol 2 no 2
177. Letter to Peter Bjerve, Statistik Sentralbyra, Norway from [CC]. 12 Nov 1973. (First page only)
179. ‘Housing and government’ by Hugh Stretton. News Weekly
180. ‘Economist lashes current housing and social trends’. Housing Industry Association Convention, Apr 1972
181. ‘Summary of address to co-operative building societies’
182. ‘Summary of text for real estate institute’
183. ‘The high cost of housing’ by CC. Social Survey. May 1971
184. ‘The case for abolishing housing commissions’ by CC. Social Survey. Mar 1970
185. ‘The high price of buildings’ by CC. Social Survey. Feb 1972
186. ‘The high cost of housing’ by CC. Social Survey. May 1971
187. ‘The case of the backyard’ by CC. News Weekly. 18 Jun 1975
188. ‘Housing and poverty in Australia’ by M Jones. (Reviewed - Cameron Forbes)
189. ‘Anatomy of building costs’ (Copy of newspaper clipping)
190. ‘The true economics of planning’. Town & Country Planning
191. ‘Skyscraper or subwile’. [Documented conversation of CC et al. 23 Dec 1954]
192. [Figures A & B - Graphs about price]. [By P A Stone]
193. ‘Housing stock in Britain’ [Table]
194. Table 6 : ‘Elasticity of housing consumption …’
195. ‘Housing stock in Britain’. [Graph]
196. [Rough graph about housing]
199. Letter to CC from Dr P A Stone, Greater London Council. 18 Dec 1975. Re Index number of building prices
Box 21B

1. ‘Sir Timothy Coghlan 1855-1926’. 4 Apr 1985. Accepted : 26 Apr 1986
2. ‘Jones, George Thomas (1902-1929)’. Accepted : 5 May 1986
3. ‘J U Ref’. Accepted : 2 May 1986
4. Letter to CC from Brian Haig, Department of Economics, The Australian University. 6 Feb 1986. Re Paper from IARIW meeting
5. Letter to CC from Chilla Bulbeck, Griffith University. 7 Mar 1986. Re ‘Bulbeck’s paper’. (see below)
9. ‘The future of proletariat’ by CC. 12 Oct 1951
10. ‘Economic life in the twentieth century’ by CC. ‘Measure - A Critical Journal’. Vol 1 no 4, Fall 1950
11. ‘The hinge of the nineteenth century’. (Suggested title). Review article for The Tablet
12. ‘Books of the week - The American Dilemma’ by CC. The Tablet. 2 Oct 1954
13. ‘Book reviews - Galley 6a’ by CC. [The Tablet]
14. ‘Pioneers in development’. Edited by Gerald Meier and Dudley Seers
15. Letter to CC from Dr Kenneth Wiltshire, University of Queensland. 28 Jun 1985
18. ‘The TUC and the left’ by CC. The Tablet. 1 Jun 1968
19. ‘American economic history’. [Review by CC]. The Tablet. 25 Sep 1965
20. ‘Religion and the rise of capitalism’ by CC. The Tablet. 16 Jan 1965
21. ‘Economics in the Agora’ by CC. The Tablet. 13 Feb 1965
22. ‘The summer of 1914’ by CC. The Tablet. 27 Jun 1964
23. ‘A backward glance’ by CC. The Tablet. 19 Jan 1963
24. ‘AD476 and all that’ by CC. The Tablet. 30 Jun 1962
25. ‘Medieval Economics’ by CC. The Tablet. 14 May 1960
26. ‘Books of the week’ by CC. Review - ‘Cautious improvers’. The Tablet. 4 Apr 1959
27. ‘The liberal interpretation of history’ by CC. 25 Jul 1957. Review for The Tablet
28. ‘How our ancestors lived’ by CC. The Tablet. 30 Mar 1957
30. ‘Cult of the Victorians’ by CC. *The Tablet*. 26 Feb 1955
31. ‘Excursus - Economic comparisons with the ancient world’. *Conditions of Economic Progress*. 1951 ed
32. Letter to Dr Duncan-Jones, Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge from CC. 23 Sep 1974. Re ‘The economy of the Roman Empire’
34. Letter to Dr Duncan-Jones from CC. 7 Jun 1976. Re ‘Economics of subsistence agriculture’
35. Letter to CC from R Duncan-Jones. 22 Oct 1974. Re Conditions of economic progress
36. Letter to CC from R Duncan-Jones. 16 Apr 1976. Re Conditions of economic progress. (2nd ed)
37. Letter to Dr Duncan-Jones from CC. 7 Dec 1976. Re Chiron article [Duncan-Jones]
38. ‘Two possible indices of the purchasing power of money in Greek and Roman antiquity’ by R Duncan-Jones
40. Letter to CC from Prof Kenneth D White, Rhodes University College. 9 Dec 1950. Re Galley proof ‘Excursus’
41. Postscript. 24 Jan 1957 [To CC] from K White
42. ‘The neglect of economic factors in the study of Roman History’ by K D White (Part 1)
44. ‘The productivity of labour in Roman Agriculture’ by K D White. *Antiquity*. Vol XXXIX, 1965

Division Folder - Ancient History
46. Postcard to CC from [Hugh]. 4 Aug 1966
47. ‘Applause’. *City Press*. 10 Dec 1954
48. ‘Victorian age was no earthly paradise’ by CC. *City Press*. 26 Nov 1954
50. Letter to CC from [A P Wadsworth], *The Guardian Office*. 1 Aug 1954. Re *Tablet* review on ‘Hayek’
51. Letter to A Wadsworth from CC. 16 Aug 1954. Re Hayek's review
57. Letter to CC from John H Moore, History School, Macquarie University. 9 Sep 1971. Re Research on American GI in Australia
58. Letter to CC from Donald Treadgold, Russian History, University of Washington. 11 Aug 1971
60. Letter to Prof Poynter, Department of History, University of Melbourne from CC. 17 Mar 1970. Re Figures on agricultural rent (5 pages - see below)
61. ‘Rents, residual incomes and land prices ...’ [Table - attached to letter, see above]
62. Letter to Treadgold from [CC]. 3 Aug. Re The varieties of totalitarianism
63. Letter to CC from Brian Carroll. 27 Aug 1965. Re Letter about Forgan-Smith
64. ‘The premiership of William Forgan Smith’
65. Letter to CC from C H Wilson, Research Center in Entrepreneurial History, Harvard University. 4 Dec 1954. Re Book review in *Tablet*
69. ‘Inflation in Tudor and early Stuart England’ by R B Outhwaite
70. ‘... however prices stopped rising ...’. Jun pp 400 and 401. (Article by CC in *The Economic Journal*
71. ‘What Lancashire thinks ...’. *The Tablet*. 22 May 1954
72. *Tablet* - ‘Review article on Butterfields Book’
73. ‘Medieval economics’ by CC. *The Tablet*. 9 Apr 1955
74. ‘Economic control’ by Prof M P Fogarty. [Review by CC]
75. ‘The economic development of the third world since 1900’ by Paul Bairoch. *Economic Historical Review* Review by CC
76. ‘Minoan civilisation based on Crete ...’. *Social Survey*. Nov 75. [pp 2-8 of typescript]
77. ‘Arnold Toynbee, historian of civilisation’ by CC. *Social Survey*. Feb 1976
78. ‘The rise and fall of cities - 11’ by CC. *Social Survey*. Mar 1975
80. Letter to CC re article on Westminster wages
81. ‘Book reviews’ [A review by CC]. *Journal of Economic Literature*. Vol XVII, Jun 1979
82. ‘Reviews - a new history machine’ by Peter d'A Jones. *University Quarterly*. Jun 1961
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>Letter to Dr Peter d'A Jones, Smith College, Massachusetts from CC. 20 Oct 1965. Re mass consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from Peter d'A Jones. 14 Oct 1965. Re ‘The consumer society’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from Trevor-Roper. 2 Aug 1979. Re Thank you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>Letter to Donald R McCluskey (Assoc Prof), Economics &amp; History, University of Chicago from CC. 21 Nov 1979. Re Enclosures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>Letter to Bill (W C Wentworth) from Cc. 24 Sep 1979. Re Demography of the ancient Hebrews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>Letter to Dr Susan Howson (Wolfson College) from CC. 5 Oct 1977. Re Dispute between Keynes and Robins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from R Stone. 23 Aug 1977. Re History of national income estimations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from Charles Blitch, Economics Department, Old Dominion University. 14 Dec 1972. Re Permission to quote from letter received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from Charles Blitch. 17 Dec 1972. Re Physical appearance of Prof Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from Luther P Carpentener. 5 Dec 1972. Re National planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td>Letter to C Blitch from CC. 30 Nov 1972. Re Allyn A Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>Letter to CC from David Clark, School of Economics, University of NSW. Re Critical views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>Letter to E M Andrews, Department of History, University of Newcastle from CC. 12 Feb 1982. Re Article 'Manchurian Crisis 1931-34'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>‘Minutes of the General Meeting of 18 June’ Economic Society of Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.</td>
<td>‘Money - whence it came, where it went’. [Book] review - Nation Review. 22 Jan 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>Letter to Prof Blainey, Department of History, University of Melbourne from CC. 3 Sep 1981. Re Address to the Economic Society of Sydney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>‘The consumer society - a history of American Capitalism’ by P D Jones. Review for The Tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.</td>
<td>‘Modern Society in Australia’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.</td>
<td>A J Youngson (Ed) ‘Economic Development in the long run’ [Book review by CC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106.</td>
<td>‘Economic life in the twentieth century’ by CC. Measure - a Critical Journal. Vol 1 no 4, Fall 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108.</td>
<td>‘Economics and history’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
110. Letter to CC from Prof Gilbert Walker, Faculty of Commerce, University of Edgbaston. 10 Apr 1952. Re Civilian control in war
111. Letter to Gilbert from CC. 27 Mar 1952. Re Essay on Harrod and Keynes
112. Letter to CC from Gilbert Walker. 4 Jan 1952. Re Piece about Keynes in the *Economic News*
115. ‘Extracts from paper by Professor Chaunu to Symposium of the International Foundation of Human Sciences, Sep 1975’
116. Letter to CC from Trevor-Roper. 2 Apr 1976. Re An apology
118. Letter to Mr Ralph Harris, Institute of Economic Affairs, London from CC. 3 Jul 1973. Re Comments on 'Historical Symposium'
120. Letter to CC from Luther P Carpenter. 12 Oct 1972. Re Economic planning in 1930s
121. Letter to CC from Ashok V Desai. 29 Apr 1972. Re Article comparing standards of living
122. Letter to CC from M E Falkus (Book Review Editor), *The Economic History Review*, London School of Economics. 3 Oct 1972
123. ‘La Consommation Alimentaire en France de 1789 a 1964’
125. Letter to CC from Hugh Trevor-Roper. 10 Jan 1958. Re German population
126. Letter to CC from Trevor-Roper. [1957]. Re 'Toynbee Millennium'
128. *Moreton Bay Courier*. Vol 1 no 1, 20 Jun 1846 (Newspaper)
129. Letter to CC from Trevor-Roper. 9 Oct 1954

**Box 22B**

Card index to collection [Boxes 1 – 22]
Boxes 23 – 30 contain photocopies of the Colin Clark collection at Brasenose College, Oxford

Box 23
MPP 76 A1 Politics
File labelled: ‘Political Persons and Institutions, A-E’ (335 docs), 1925 to 1968, undated
Letters from, articles by and articles, obituaries and cuttings about:

- Christopher Addison 1928-1934
- Clement Atlee 1931-1947
- Ernest Bevin 1931-1939
- Reginald Bevins 1962
- John Biffen 1962
- Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose 1947
- D.W. Brogan 1962
- W.J. Brown 1956
- S. Brumby undated
- J.R. Clynes 1940
- G.D.H. Cole & Margaret Cole 1933-1959
- John Cornford undated
- Communist Party – Workers Weekly 20 Nov 1925
- Control of Engagement Order 1952
- W.R. Crocker 1951
- Anthony Crosland 1960
- R.H.S. Crossman 1958-1959
- Hugh Dalton 1927-1954

Box 24
MPP 76 A1 Politics
File labelled: ‘Political Persons and Institutions, A-E’ (335 docs), 1925-1968, undated
Letters from, articles by and articles, obituaries and cuttings about:

- H.D. Dickinson undated [post 1936]
- Paul H. Douglas 1932-1956
- E.F.M. Durbin 1927-1948
- William Y. Elliot 1964
- Stanley Evans 1956-1968
MPP 76 A2 Politics
File labelled: ‘Political Persons and Institutions, F-Z’ (284 docs), 1926-1965
Articles and pamphlets, newspaper cuttings and letters by or about:

- Fabian Society 1926-1934
- Federation of Progressive Societies and Individuals (later the Progressive League) 1936-1957
- French Constitution 1958
- Hugh Gaitskell 1929-1958
- General Strike [newsheets and papers] 1926
- A.P. Herbert 1959
- Lord Hailsham 1957
- Christopher Hollis 1940
- Independent Labour Party 1923
- Industrial Christian Fellowship undated
- Harold J. Laski 1943-1946
- W.F. Hare, Viscount Ennismore [filed under Earl of Listowel] 1928-1929
- M. MacMillan 1965
- Salvador de Madariaga 1954-1958
- Oswald Mosley’s Union Movement 1958
- John Masefiled 1931

Box 25
MPP 76 A2 Politics
File labelled: ‘Political Persons and Institutions, F-Z’ (284 docs), 1926-1965
Articles and pamphlets, newspaper cuttings and letters by or about:

- Earl Mountbatten of Burma 1947-1948
- John Parker 1928-1947
- C. Northcote Parkinson 1959-1964
- J. Plummer 1953
- George Bernard Shaw 1929-1931
- F. Shilston 1930
- Oliver Smedley 1955-1956
- Waldron Smithers 1954
• Cardinal Spellman 1962
• J. Stalin 1936, 1952
• Michael Stewart 1930-1946
• John Strachey 1928-1951
• Edith Summerskill 1933
• Leo Szilard 1955
• Charles Taylor 1959
• Arnold Toynbee 1956
• Beatrice Webb 1936
• Arnold Wilson 1930-1937

MPP 76 A3
File labelled: ‘Political Institutions LIB-Z’ (327 docs), 1927-1965
Publications, reports, correspondence and news cuttings relating to:
• Liberal Party 1957-1959

Box 26
MPP 76 A3
File labelled: ‘Political Institutions LIB-Z’ (327 docs), 1927-1965
Publications, reports, correspondence and news cuttings relating to:
• Maxton Cook Manifesto 1929
• ‘Montecatini’ 1954
• National Union of Agricultural Workers 1958
• New Orbits Group 1960
• Oxford University Labour Club and University Labour Federation 1927-1931
• Oxford Liberal Association 1961
• Parliament 1959
• Peace Ballot 1934-1935
• Provisional Committee on Academic Freedom 1935
• Social Credit 1955-1960
• Socialist League 1934-1935
• Socialist Review 1928
• Society for Socialist Inquiry & Propaganda 1931
• Suez 1956
- Tiverton Labour Party 1928
- Trade Unionism [U.S.] 1958
- U.S.S.R. 1951-1959
- Vietnam 1965
- The Week 1934

**Box 27**

**MPP 76 A4**

File labelled: 'Commodity' (364 docs), 1927-1957

- Papers of Labour Party Finance and Trade Policy Committee 1931
- Papers of Labour Party Finance and Trade Committee 1931
- 1st half of official papers, pamphlets, briefings, posters and leaflets for the Labour Party and Co-operative Party, 1929 and 1935 elections

**Box 28**

**MPP 76 A4**

File labelled: 'Commodity' (364 docs), 1927-1957

- 2nd half of official papers, pamphlets, briefings, posters and leaflets for the Labour Party and Co-operative Party, 1929 and 1935 elections
- Newspaper cuttings about Colin Clark 1935, 1937
- Correspondence on Labour Party matters 1928, 1935, 1953 & undated

**Box 29**

**MPP 76 A5**


- Conservative Party leaflets and newspapers 1895, 1924-1935, 1963
- Leaflet for Clark as candidate for Bullingham Division of Cambridgeshire County Council 1934
- *Daily Herald* Oct 1924
- North Dorset constituency Conservative leaflets 1923-1924
Correspondence, newspaper cuttings, pamphlets, leaflets and questionnaires from pressure groups relating to Clark’s candidature for the Labour Party in North Dorset 1929, with later correspondence 1932

1st half of correspondence, leaflets and newspaper cuttings concerning Clark’s appointment as prospective Labour candidate for South Norfolk 1932-1933 and his resignation 1938, including fighting the election of 1931

Box 30
MPP 76 A5

2nd half of correspondence, leaflets and newspaper cuttings concerning Clark’s appointment as prospective Labour candidate for South Norfolk 1932-1933 and his resignation 1938, including fighting the election of 1931

Newspaper cuttings of Clark’s marriage to Marjorie Tattersall 1935

Correspondence and leaflets 1931-1932 from Labour election campaign at Wavertree, Liverpool 1931

Box 31
Folder 1
List of Colin Clark material held in the Barr Smith.

Clark, Colin [biographical information] (author unknown) 9 l.

Biography of Colin Clark [from unknown publication].

Requerimientos de bienes de capital de los paises en desarrollo. Conferenceia Dictada por el Professor Colin Clark, Caracas, Venezuela 1970.

‘Colin Clark reminisces: an unscripted discussion with Bruce McFarlane and Derek Healey’. University of Adelaide Dept of Economics Working paper 89-12. 36 l. unbound, typescript.

‘Colin Clark reminisces: an unscripted discussion with Bruce McFarlane and Derek Healey’. University of Adelaide Dept of Economics Working paper 89-12. (published version)

‘A conversation with Colin Clark’ Quadrant, March 1990, pp. 6-12

Folder 2
Transcript of Colin Clark’s Interview with Chris Higgins (39 l.), together with covering letter from Mary-Anne McKenna, Secretary to Dr Higgins, to Professor Healey 9 April 1990.

Higgins, Christopher I. ‘Colin Clark: an Interview’ Economic review Sep 1989, pp. 296-310

Clark, Colin. ‘Productivity and costs in Australia and New Zealand’ Agricultural Economics Society proof copy pre meeting 17-19 Dec 1955.

Clark, Colin. ‘Distributors’ margins on farm products’ University of Oxford Agricultural Economics Research Institute [marked not for publication at present] (11 l.)

*Who’s who in Australia* 1983 entry for Colin Clark

Postcard from Colin Clark to D.K. Healey re travel in the Northern Territory and the Kimberleys and his bequest of papers and books to Prof Healey.

Clark, Colin. ‘World supply and requirements of farm products’ Journal proof – read to the Royal Statistical Society Mar 24 1954

Letter Colin Clark to Professor G.C. Harcourt, 18 Apr 1979 re Harcourt’s paper on the intellectual imperialism of some economists.

Letter Colin Clark to Professor G.C. Harcourt, 30 Apr 1979 re Hirsch’s book on Social Limits to Growth.


Unsigned letter to C. Clark 7 Sep 1977 possibly from Prof Healey re corrected draft of a recording and accompanied by Who’s Who.

Covering letter from Colin Clark to D.K. Healey 29 Aug 1977 enclosing revised draft (possibly of The Marginal utility of income)


**Folder 3**

‘Agricultural productivity and urban employment’ [author not given] 7 p.


Discussion between Colin Clark, Bruce McFarlane and Derek Healey corrected by Colin Clark. 29 l.


Clark, Colin. ‘Productivity in the service industries’ *Reflections on economic development and social change: essays in honour of Professor V.K.R.V. Rao*


*Economic papers* no. 52 Jun 1976 with handwritten letter from Dennis Johnston to Dr Healey requesting a copy.

Clark, Colin. ‘Approach of depopulation’ (typescript)

Clark, Colin ‘Wages, profits and the substitution function’
Folder 4
Clark, Colin. ‘International comparisons of building costs’ 1964 typescript
Clark, Colin. ‘Share of manufacturing in total product in relation to product per head, 1955’ - Graph Fig 3.1
Clark, Colin. ‘Value added in manufacturing per head and relative size of manufacturing and agriculture, 1955’ - Graph Fig 3.21
Clark, Colin. ‘Relation between value added in manufacturing per head and Hoffmann ratios in the 1950’s’ – Graph Fig 3.3
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